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TATTING CLASS — Mrs. Opal Emerine (top photo, center teaches the craft of tatting to Debbie
Smith(left) and Jennie Garrison in a special class sponsored by Calloway County Extension Service.
(Right photo) Jean Moore looks at some of the finished tatting. a knotted lace made from cotton or
linen thread. The session was at the Ellis Center and was open to all interested persons. Masse of
many of the special handcrafts are conducted for the area by the Extension Service, according to
Jean Cloar, local county extension agent in home economics.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

Community Theatre in negotiations for new director
Murray-Calloway County
Cournrninty Theatre officials have
announced that negotiations with
the next executive director are
nearing completion.
Publicity Vice President Robert
Valentine says that the new director could be in Murray "within a
month or so" if current discusMons continue to be satisfactory to
the board and to its leading candidate — Hal Park.
Park, a Kentucky native and a
graduate of the University of Kentucky, is presently a producer for
Metromedia, Inc., of Los Angeles.
He is the former director of
development for the Horse Cave
Theatre, Horse Cave, Ky.. and has
several years of experience with
professional theatre and television.
"We're pleased that Hal wants
to return to Kentucky," said
Valentine. Most people with his

technicians as a result of meeting
be a boom to Murray, Calloway
,
County and the whole Lakes • others with a tie to the theatre.
Weatherly is confident of the
region."
Final word on the negotiations drive's success. "This town will
with Park is expected below the not fail to support the Theatre if
they know about the need Murray
end of the fund drive on March 5.
At they have since lin, has a 'culture quotient' that lotprises many people, and makes us
representative* of the Community
proud."
Theatre have been seeking supAccording to Lancaster, every
port in Murray for the six-year
dollar donated now will double in
old arts organization.
value A state agency has offered
Over 20 canvass team captains
met Sunday at the Public Library
to receive final instructions from
the theatre's office manager,
Louise Weatherly, and from canvass orientation leader C.M.
"Pete" Lancaster. Thursday
night vril be - the final night the
. 'WACO. Texas [AP). ,- General.
teams of canvassers will -knock on
Tire and Rubber Co. -officials said
doors and ring bells throughout
the city in an effort to raise over Tuesday that no major hiring program is planned at their Waco
$5,000 in support of theatre acplant, and denied plans for the imtivities. They also were out Monminent rehiring of from 400 to BOO
day and Tuesday.
employees
detailed in a
Lancaster told the captains to
newspaper report
"get the word to each home in
The announcement was releasyour area. We're not begging and
ed
in the company's Akron, Ohio
we're not bothering people, but we
headquarters after a contract
cannot deprive anyone in Murray
agreement was reached Sunday
of the chance to learn more and to
with union officials at General
become involved with us."
plant at Mayfield. Ky.,
Tire's
He said that many of the people
which had been worked on a dayreduce retirees' initial benefits 5 contacted during the canvass not
to-day basis without a new conpercent over eight years beginn- only contribute money to the antract
nual fund-raising effort but
ing in 2000, and raise the payroll
While irnplementaticip of a twobecome actors, singers anti
tax 0.24 percentage points beginnday
weekend work schedule had
ing in 2015.
been
considered at the company's
While the full committee left
Waco
facility, Sunday's agreethat provision intact, Rep. Dan
ment makes such a move unRostenkowski, D-111., the commitnecessary. said Ed Killed. toni
tee chairman,offered his personal
Today sunny and mild High
guarantee to his colleagues that
from 65 to 70. Light variable
the House Rules Committee will
winds. Tonight mostly, clear.
allow the full House to vote on the
Low
from the lower to mid 4os.
retirement age issue.
South winds 5 to 10 mph. Thurs-We have 911 percent of our Oroday sunny, breezy and warmer
A group of 14 individuals
!dem settled, except that one
in
the
mid
or
upper
70s.
High
gathered
Tuesday night at the
Issue," said, Rep. J.J. Pickle, DGusty south winds 10 to 30 mph.
Calloway County Health DepartTexas, chairman of the Social
LAKE LEVELS
ment to share and learn about
Security subcommittee. "That
3.54.4
Barkley
!Ake
something they an have in comIssue, I think, appropriately ought
354.4
Kentucky Lake
mon Diabetes.
to be settled on the House floor."
"Diabetes Awareness Update,"
Rep. Claude Pepper, D-Fla., the
sessions began Monday and con13-year-old chairman of the Rules
tinue through Thursday under the
panel, which sets the procedures
Two Sections-24 Pages
sponsorship of the Kentucky
for legislative debate, fiercely opAces
S-A
Diabetes Control Program and the
poses a a change in the retirement
Classifieds
111-11. 11-8
Purchase District Health Departage as being a benefit cut_
Comics
10-B
.ment.
Pickle, however, has repeatedly
9-B
Crosswords
.-Daily classes begin at. 3 at
pressed for raising the retirement
Dear Abby
5-8
Douglas Community Coder and
age frau0,and said he would ofDr Lamb
3-A
-alight sessions are at
it(Alia
fer the 411118olosent al the House
Horoscope
9-11
health department,781 INN,St.
floor.
Murray Today.......
1-A
Each session focuses on a difPickle said last week that he
Perspective
ferent aspect of dealing with the
3-A
also opposes the subcommittee
Sports
concerns of the diabetic.
3-11,341
formula of reduced benefits and
Tuesday's subjects dealt with
higher taxes and would allow an
MISS
proper skin and foot care, insulin
amendment that would rely solely
YOUR PAPER!
injectionii, oral agents ( pills or
on a payroll tax hike in the next
not
hoe
Subscribers
who
tablets)
and insulin/sick days.
Securicentury to wipe out Social
received their home delivered
Brenda Lessman, diabetic
ty's long-term deficit.
nurse, led the discussion with inThose two amendments, copy of The likovey Lodger fkees
put from Registered Nurie
Rostenkowski said,"would allow by 5,30 pm Monday Fridov or
Amelia McLeod and guest Bob
those who feel strongly on either by 3:30 p m Saturdays ore urged
Dunn, pharmacist from Holland
side of this debate to have a clear to coil 7334916 between 1:31
vote on the floor, but would assure p.a. wed 6 p.o., Mee* Owe*
DrugsLeaman explained the different
in any event" the bill would carry are, w 3131 p.m. aid 4 p.w. Setotypes of insulin and how they work
isys.
a long-term solution.
record of achievement want to
stay in the larger cities and, of
course. he is in demand ail a skilled and experienced producer.
We're fortunate that he wants to
return to five theatre."
Theatre board President nin
Phillips is pleased with the prospect of Park's arrival. "We are
still ironing out the details of an
agreement with Mr. Park, but we
have every reason to believe that
it is only a matter of time now
before his acceptance will be official."
Phillips noted that, in his work
with the Horse Cave Theatre.
Park has been responsible for the
raising of thousands of dollars
from grants, ticket sales and other
marketing devices. "He would bring kbe perfect combination of experience and drive to our
theatre," said - Phillips. "His
management skills would not only
benefit the Playhouse, but would

At Waco,Texas, plant

General Tire denies hiring plans

Committee completing work
on Social Security rescue
By CUFF HAAS
Ansociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — House
tax writers have embraced a $165
billion package to make Social
Security solvent again, but they
are leaving it to the full House to
settle a squabble over raising the
retirement age.
The House Ways and Means
Committee was wrapping up work
today on the rescue package
which embodies the bipartisan
recoaunendations of the National
Commission on Social Security
Reform. It goes to the House floor
next week.
The conurunittee was deciding
today whether to attach to the bill
provisions to revamp Medicare
and extend unemployment
benefits for up to 16 weeks.
The committee, going over a
measure drafted last week by its
Social Security subconunittee,
has virtually rubber-stamped
commission recommendations for
higher payroll taxes, a freeze on
cost-of-living increases, a levy on
retirees' benefits and mandatory
coverage for new federal workers
and employees of non-profit
organizations.
However, the commission left it
to Congress to settle on a method
to wipe out Social Security's anUcipated deficit over the next 75
years as well as devise a "tailgate" mechanism to carry the
systern through hard times.
The Democratic majority an the
subcommittee last week sidestepped the issue of whether to raise
the-estirement age to keep the
system solvent into the next century, voting instead to gradually

to Twitch all funds Tiiitied ii111- 1114!
the current caniptrign The PAU
drive seeks the full VOW goal
'•114eeting our goal would mean an
acklItional 110,000 poured int. ow
Nail. ..,1Murray economy ,ding that 95 p-efeent .1it all Mei:sire
expenditures are made to local
merchants and utilities
Canvassers will begin their
rounds at 5 30 p in and '..mli
Continued On Page 21

There will be. a meeting of the
l)owntown Revitalization Committee at 4
p in Thursday. in
City hall
This committee, appointed by
Mayor Holmes Ellis. is developing
guideline's for a revolving loan
pool for commercial revitalization The fund is being established
with a portion of the Urban
ievelopment Action Grant funds
-ree-aptured from F'isher-Price.
There will be more than $500.000
repaid to the cit - of Murray over
the next 10 years
These funds will be transferred
tire --Murray-Calloway
1-_cononnit I ievelopment Corporation MCEIX',1 for lending purr poses: The loan funds will be used
in conjunction with local funds to
make improvements to the -Central Business District.
Tiw -guidelines establishing the loan program will be reviewed by
the Committee and then recommended to the MCEIK' Board of
Directors for approval. The
Sovntow n Revitalization *Committee is chaired by Buddy Buckingham other numbers of the
columnist' are Virginia Shropshire, Bob IS'ynn, Larry Hurt, Joe
Dick, tam% Doran,
Miller,
Dr C
Awry Tommy Sanders,
Howe Jr . and ('harks
4 dree
'Their meetings are open to the
public anti for more information
about the prkraiii.- contact City
Planner Steve Zea at City Hall at
531224 or Buckingham at 75311M.
The ciannottee's activities will
be highlighted at the annual
meeting of the Murray-Calloway
Econonuc Development Corporation at 6 10 p.m Thursday evening at Seven Seas Restaurant.
This meeting ts also open to the
public and is a dinner meeting requiring prior reservations. To
make reservations, please contact
the Chamber of Commerce at 7535171

sunny, mild

party spokesman,
The Waco- plasm produces
private brand bias-ply tires It
employs 1,500 workers and has a
monthly payroll of ti imllion
Union Inerribers struat the plant
for 119 days last year in a contract
dispute, but a new contract was
signed in the fall.
A story In Saturday's Waco
Tribune-Herald was based on an
earlier announcement by the coillpany indicating the plant would
implement a seven-day production schedule.!Salad said.
But the contract agreement at
Mayfield resolved the labor situawill
tion at that plant and
postpone implementation of the
weekend work schedule at Waco
for an indefinite period and
eliminate the need for any mlrmo'tli,a te
Kalail said

United Rubber Worker officials
in the Mayfield plant'said (;eneral
Tim and Rubber Co used the announced Waco expansion as a
ploy" to force an agreement with
the company over the weekend.
kal Workman, executive. vice
president of union local 665 in
Mayfield, told the Waco TribuneHerald that the Mayfield union
received word of the announced
Waco expansion Friday before
reaching the agreement
At looked as though they would
definitely phase out the plant in
May field," Workman said
John Brazelton of the Texas
Employment Conunission's Waco
office said two TF(' employees
were at General Tire offices both
Monday and Tuesday answering
telephone cans from Job applicants, Brazelton said

Diabetes discussed during sessions

today's index

and also denionstrated some products available over-the-counter
to aid the insulin dependent
diabetic. These products included
a magnifying device that fits over
a syringe, enabling the person to
aft the divisions on the syringe
better.
Other prtkiucts available for
demonstration were a clamp used
for needle disposal, a travel kit
'designed to hold insulin bottles
and syringes securely and glucose
tablets to be used when a person
his an insulin reaction. .
Insulin-dependent disbelief
were advised iin-how to determine
(if their Insulin supply . was still
"good",and were advised to avoid
exposing Insulin to temperature
- extremes.The importance- of rotating injection sites was emphasized and
steps to follow if a needle is broken
off in the skin were discussed.
Discussion on oral agents or
tablets followed much the same
pattern as the one on injections
Leaman informed the group of
the various types of tablets and
explained why their physician
may change their perscription

from one tablet to another
Advice offered during the
discussion included the importance of having an extra supply of insulin, especially while
traveling, in the event that
something should happen to the
primary supply. Also it was advised that when traveling to always
carry a prescription to avoid embarrassing situations with law
emforcement agencies.
Discussion was followed with
lessman and McLeod checking
the, condition of the feet of each
offering tips
to help insure proper circulation
and prevent diabetes-reiated foot
problems
Ixssman stated that she is
pleased with the number of
pancipants in the program but
also recognizes that their are
"probably 1000 diabetics in the
county who could benefit from this
service."
Remaining sessions will address the subjects of urine testing,
home blood glucose monitoring,
chronic complications, meal planning and exercise
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Middle schoolstudents earn
honors in moth competition

(Continued From Page 1 I
distribute literature and information about the theatre as they seek
family and individual memberships In the event that residents
are missed by the canvass, they
may contnbute by sending •
check or a request for further information to MCCCT. Fundraiser
'W. Box 952, Murray

Local man arrested
in Henry County
A 32-year-old Murray man WAS
arrest early today in Henry County Tennessee by the Henry County
Sheriff's Department.
•
Rick Rickman, 1564 Canterbury
Dr.. was arrested at 12:02 a.m. on
the parking lot of the I. & N Club.
north of Puryear, and charged
with possession of a controlied
substance. according to a
spokesman from the sheriff's
department
Rickman was lodged in the
Henry County Jail and released on
$250 bond, according to sheriff's
reports

Fire department
responds to call
at hospital

ANNUAL PANCAKE DAY — The Murray Ovitan Club has
scheduled its Annual Pancake Day for Saturday, March 12, at
Trenholm's Restaurant on Chestnut Street. On that day. Civitians
assieted by family members and Mends will cook and serve panticket
cakes along with sausage or bacon from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. A
gives the ticket holder all the pancakes he cares to sat. "Our pancakes are prepared by expert Civttan cooks and served by the most
courteous Civitan waiters and waitresses," promises Prentice Dew
club president. All Ovitans have advance tickets for sale. "Proceeds
Irvin the Pancake Day go toward our (-committed support of the mentally handicapped and other 'people-helping' programs of our club,"
Dunn explained. avitan Wayne Williams sells a ticket to Jan Tabors.

a

Local sheriff's department
reports five arrests

The Murray Fire Department
responded today to a 7.30 a,m call
The Calloway ('ounty Sheriff's
at the- Murray-Calloway County
Department
reports the arrest of
Hospital
a Christian County man wanted in
Fire Chief - James Hombuckle
Calloway County, the arrests of
reports that the fire alarm in the
two Dexter residents and the
northeast section of the hospital
charging and release of two
went off and the fire department
Juveniles
wa notified.
Leon Woodson Loren,
The hospital was searched and
liopkinaville. was arrested Monno fire or smoke was found The
day in Christian County by the
alarm appa
. rently sounded due to
Christian County Sheriff's Departa malfunction m 11w system. acment on a warrant from Calloway
cording to Hornbuckle
Ten fire fighters responded to7County.
Loren was charged with second
the
degree assault in connection with
a Feb. 17 incident at a Calloway
County construction site.
Loren was returned to Calloway
('ounty where he is lodged in Jail
Members of the Callowa Coun- on 15,000 bond.
Lionel Chester McKinney, 50.
ty .Vire-Rescue Squad and
Forestry Department were and Florence Gail McKinney, MI,
both of Rt. 1, Dexter,- were arfighting field fires along Highway
rested at their home Monday and
893 in the Lynn (;rove area and in
the Mount Carmel area late this each were charged with two
counts of theft by deception over
morning
It was not known at press time $100. according to a spokesman
from the sheriff's department.
how many acres were involved

County rescue squad
fights field fires

•
•

The charges stem from seperate
incidents of food stamp fraud, one
in 1977 and one 1900, in which the
McKinney's received cash in the
amounts of $1,796 and 0.774.
They were lodged in Calloway
County Jail. Bond has not yet been
set for their release.
The local sheriff's department
also reports that two female
Juveniles were arrested late Tuesday.
One was charged with two
counts of forgery in the second
degree and one count of theft by
unlawful taking under $100. The
other was charged with one count
of forgery in the second degree
and one count of theft by unlawful
taking under $100.
The charges follow questioning
and investigations into the passing
of three forged checks to two local
businesses.
The juveniles, both Murray
residents, were released to the
custody of their parents, according to reports.

rand epenin

Murray Middle. School and
Calloway County Middle School
took first and second place honors
respectively in the seventh annual
Regional Junior High School Math
Bowl Saturday, Feb. 36, at Murray State University.
The team from Murray Middle.
which defeated the Calloway
County team 290-230 in the final
round, qualifies to represent the
region in state Math Bowl Competition at Morehead State
University April 1-2 against winners in the other 10 regions.
Forty-two seventh and eighth
grade students from seven middle
and junior high schools in West
Kentucky participated in' the
event, which is co-sponsored by
the Kentucky Council of Teachers
of Mathematics and . Murray
State. Other schools in the competition were Crittenden County,
Mayfield, North Marshall, St.
Mary and Wingo.
Hazel Cowin. assistant professor of mathematics at Murray
State and director of the Math
Bowl, said two rounds were contested in the morning, followed by
final-round competition in the
afternoon.
Dr. Harvey Elder, interim
chairman of the Department of
Mathematics, presided at presentation ceremonies at the conclusion of the competition.
Members of the winning Murray
Middle team are: Eric Easley;
son of Mr and Mrs. Sid Easley,
1610 Loch Lomond; Hugh
Houston. son of Dr. and Mrs. Hal
Houston, Riverwood Road; Brian
Knzan,son of DX. and Mrs. Buddy
Knzan, no Woodlawn; Bill Maddox. son of Dr. and Mrs. Gene
Maddox, l205 Doran Road: Mark
Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cary
Miller. Route 7; and Marty Scarbrough. son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Scarbrough. 1126 Circarama.
Coaches are Ann Watson and
Myra Jo Farley.
Representing runner-up
Calloway County Middle were:
Ronnie Dawson, inn of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Dawson, Dexter Route
Anisha Frizzell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. David Frizzell,
Route 7; Scott Nix, son of Mr. and
Mrs James W. Nix, Route 7; Wen-

dy Parker, daughter of Mr. aad
Mrs. Sam Parker. 2012 College
Farm Road: Lee Ann Rayburn,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert

D. Rayburn. Route 3; and Matthew Yulll. son of Mr and Mrs
Gary Vein, Kirksey Route 1 The
coach is Bill Miller

MATH BOWL CHAMPS — Members of the Murray Kiddie School
team won the seventh annual Regional Junior High School Math
Bowl competition at Murray State University on Saturday. Feb. 26.
Shown (left to right, front) are: BM Maddox, Hugh Houston, Eric
Easley and Marty Scarbrough and (back) coach Ann Watson, Brian
Krizan, Mark Miller and coach Myra Jo Farley. By winning the title,
the team qualifies to represent the region in elate competition aginst
winners from the 10 other regions at Morehead State University April
(Photo by Chris Evans)
1-2.

RUNNER-UP IN COMPETITION — Calloway Middle School
finished as the runner-up in the Regional Junior High School Math
Bowl Saturday, Feb. 26, at Murray State University. Team members
shown (left to right, front) are Wendy Parker,Ronnie Dawson, Matthew YuW and Scott Nix and (back) Animism Friszell, Marcia Grimes,
(Photo by Chris Evans)
Lee Ann Rayburn and coach Bill Miller.
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Terry's Paint & Decorating Center
March 3-5 (Thurs.-Sat.)
SALE STARTS TODAY!!!
Del Mar Shades 20-40% off

4.

Stock Wallpaper $2.99 Stetts Roll
Pre-Pastel, Yioly Coated

Carpet 10-20% off retail
Gil-lux Flat Wall Paint
$13.99 sal
Home Decorator Paint
$10.99 gal
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Taking away
from public view
Thwarted in Its efforts to get Congress to make
the Freedom of Information Act more restrictive.
the Reagan administration has resorted to a senes
of executive orders whose cumulative effect is to
put the most stringent possible interpretation on the
1986 law. By broadening the range of documents
that may be classified as secret, by encouraging the
most restrictive possible classification and by
allowing the reclassification of previously
classified matter, the administration is
systematically removing more and more information from the public view.
Now the Justice Department has gone a step further. Instructing federal agencies to charge
research and photocopying fees to anyone requesting information unless the material and the
subject matter in question are found to be of "genuine public interest." the requester has adequate
-qualifications" to work with the material and the
public benefit outweighs "any personal interest of
the requester." There are other guidelines in the
same vein, the clear import of which Ls to put the
burden of justification on the requester. Whether
that violates-the letter of the Freedom of Information Act remains to be tested in court, but it clearly
violates the spirit of a congressional amendment in
the mid-1970s that urged the waiving of fees
whenever that "can be considered as primarily
benefiting the general public."
Fees can vary from a pittance to tens of
thousands of dollars. depending on the volume of
mateal al 'involved. Attorneys and corporations
alreiM pay the required fees without objection, but
journalists, academic researchers and public interest groups, whose means normally are more
limited, have so far generally been exempted from
paying. Because the newest guidelines have been in
effect only a few weeks, it is too early to know how
rigorously they will be applied. But the language of
the guidelines, as well as repeated attempts by the
administration to get Congress to make the law
more restrictive, leaves little doubt that some kind
of confrontation is inevitable.
In announcing the guidelines, the administration
claimed the main purpose was to save money. But
since the great bulk of the estimated $57 million it
costs the government annually to comply with the
Freedom of Information Act is spent in supplying
information to fee-paying corporations and law
firms, savings are likely to be small. Moreover,
defending itself in court against an expected barrage of lawsuits could cost the government more
than it hopes to save by its high-handed attempts to
choke off the flow of information. To save both the
government and others such trouble and expense,
Congress would do well to make its intentions
crystal clear by writing stronger language into the
Freedom of Information Act to keep this administration and future ones from trying to thwart
its will.

Monopoly monopoly
broken by court ruling
Go to jail. Go directly to jail. Do not pass go. Do
not collect $200.
That's what happens in the game of Monopoly
when you land in the wrong square. Too many trips
to jail and too many bypassed payments of $200
mean that you might lose your hotels and houses perhaps even Park Place and the Reading
Railroad.
Now,the sort of business disaster that can happen
in Monopoly has happened to Parker Brothers, the
manufacturer of the parlor game.
The Supreme Court, in refusing to review a lower
court decision, has told Parker Brothers it cannot
monopolize Monopoly - that it no longer has proprietary rights to the trademark.
Monopoly was invented by Charles Darrow, a
unemployed heating engineer, and sold to Parker
Brothers in 1936. Standing to gain in the court decision is Ralph Anspach, an economics professor.
who invented and marketed a game called AntiMonopoly some 10 years ago.
The Supreme Court action upholds a ruling that a
registered trademark loses its legal protection
when it becomes generic - a common descriptive
name. That's what has happened with Monopoly.
Now the trademark is lost.
Monopoly became just too popular. During the
Great Depression, families played the game on oil
cloth on the kitchen table. They liked the feeling of
owning property and shuffling through stacks of
money - even if it was make-believe. The thrill
continued, even in the good times of the postwar
years. Monopoly became a household word.
Parker Brothers doesn't like the decision. It protested that it tried to protect its trademark. But the
firm knows how to hedge its deals. It has branched
out in the video and computer game market perhaps with visions of other monopolies on the
horizon.
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Cooperation returns to economic scene
NEW YORK AP - Something we
haven't seen much of over the past
few years, cooperation. has reappeared on the economic scene.
sometimes in very unlikely places
In the White House and Congress.
for example, where there seems to be
some understanding about the nature
of a jobs bill, and in the ranks of
steelmakers and steelikorkers.
where each have made concessions
for the mutual good
Cooperation is international, too_
Japan has &treed to extend its
restraint on automotive exports ..to
the United States, and the big central
banks and commercial lenders are

working to ease the problems of their
foreign borrowers
The underlying assuniptnin in all
instances seems to bt• that there is a
common goal to be achieved arid
that former antagonists had better
hang together or else the% might
hang separately
That is another 14:1:1 of sa% mg that
all the groups involved have had a
glimpse into a future as bleak as a
black hole, and therefore have
become strongly committed to let
tmg in the light of reason
Argus Research Corp commented
in a report this week to bag in estors
that "the level of cooperation in re,

rent months ta-twet•ri debtors ariAl
lenders and ta•tween the pm ate .IfItI
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heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 43381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My father recently
passed away. I am trying to help my
mother in checking out all the
possibilities of income she might
have coming from his work records
We found that he had worked for the
railroad for awhile, but don't know
how long, since they had married
later in life and this work was before
my mother knew him. We need to
know what types of benefits are offered by the railroad and where to
write or call for information pertaining to my father's records. N.('

ANSWER Railroad Retirement is
the railroad industry's answer to
Social Security It pays monthly
benefits to the worker and spouse
after the worker retires, to the
spouse of a deceased railroad
employee, to minor children id a
deceased eniployee, and in some
cases, to parents of a deceased
railroad employee. Survivor twnelits
For a spouse begin at age tie, and in
some cases, he/she can Heil to
receive a lump-sum payment instead
of the monthly benefits
To apply for all Railwad Retirement benefits, you must appl% inprrson at any Railroad Board office In
some staters. there may be onl% ora•
office, usually located in the state
capitol city If you are not sure where
to apply or need further information
on retirement or survivor b,ra-fits.
contact The U S Railroad Retirement Board. Headquarters other.
844 Rush St . Chicago. III , 6(M611 lie

sure' If :10t11 ti41141
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your father's records that %ori also
send identification number Also gi%e
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will be helpful in
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agree or not
FRANKFORT
It's strange how
the demand for photogranunetry services have ballooned since former
Transportation Secretary Frank
Melts abolished the state's own
highly rated division in this field in
1961.
Private firms now have contracts
with or contracts in negotiation with
- the state for 13,099,169.75 according
to an interdepartment memo dated
Feb. 23, 1963.
In a letter to Ms. Libby Walthall,
dated April 13,1961, vice chairman of
the state's personnel board. Metts
said, "With the abolishment of this
division, it was estimated there
would be an annual savings of
$935,000.
"On August 1, 1960, I wrote a
memorandum to the Department of
Transportation management personnel requesting that they advise me in
wilting of any needs within the
Department for photograrnmetric
wort. Since this memorandum, and
as of this date, I have received no requests from within the Department
to contract for these services.
However, In anticipation of responding to requests for such services
within time frames of short duration,
I have instructed my staff to determine the availability of qualified provident et these services and negotiate
open ended centred' that allow for
iminediste response."
An interment. tells me that a request from within the department
was mode well before April 13. Bel,
for gholsgrammetric services. The
moped was made in writing. but the
penes who mole the request was in-

by s.c. van curon
formed by one of Metts' assistants
"there better not be any more re.
quests," Indicating the request would.
be ignored.
Metts used the estimated 893.5,018)
savings figure as the basis for
abolishing phologrammetry The
airplane, cameras and much expensive equipment brought a total of
$114,155.09 for the state
Now,the state has outstanding von
tracts or potential contracts in the
works for 3,099,169.75 when the last
budget for the photograrrunetry division was operational in 1900 .was
$375,000. Other costs that could have
been added totaled only $695,500
With this in mind, this column asked
last week how the state could save
$935,000 annually
The state retained its files arid
ll0M
nowOust7III0fy
e
equipment that is
The 'Meat inter-office memo lists
these current coiIIraets woof Feb 33,
1983: Riley, Park, Hayden &
Associates, $970,938 49; WM',
so51.1fl12; These figures include a
present request to the Legislative
Reesitrch Commission for an additional $1100,000 for each contract. A
contract is now in negotiation with
Dickerson Aerial Survey, Inc. under
the statewide contract for a project
that
in the
estimated
neighborhood
The memo went on to explain, "In
Oddities to'the above statewide contracts, we also have contracts for
phelogrammetric services for the AA
Highway with two manning firms.
These are GEV Engineers. Inc., for
1343.71S anti Niles and Associates

$.127.310 34 All of the a bo% e services
t I ita 5.1 ,099.169A stance within the highway
liepartment says ••this does not Include photogrammetric Sell- V I'S that
are Incidental to various design contra( t.s"
In addition to
ransportation.
lither divisions of state government
is
services from photogramHairy, inter act-Minting costs which
reduced actual operational costs for
Transportation
For example Natural Resources is
getting a very large program
reclaiming abandoned stnp mine
lands This operational emit comes
through the federal government from
taxes levied against the coal industry.
Natural Resources currently has 15
price contracts which are open ended
to be charged on a hourly basis for
personnel and planes or price per
piece, such as an established figure
for a picture print and a charge Jon
negatives, etc
For example. the uniform contract
calls for 146.89 per hour for the principal of the firm $45.45 for an
engineer; $48 68 for a certified
photogrammatrist ; $33 15 for a land
surveyor; $32.28 for a supervisory
technician; $7$.25 for engineer-intraining; down to an hourly
minimum of $14.25 for rodriuin,
chairman. laborer.
•Payments for flight tune single
engineer aircraft, $200.00 per hour;
multi-engineer, $275; payment for
standby time,$40 and $115 per hour.
Price for delivered film. per
frame, color; $10.50; black and white

inIll U. infrared color. Si I
black an.I white. SR no,
positive to positiy e in color
duplicating film 18 75. negati.e to
positive $10 25 and black arol whit.e
duplicating film. $5 50
Price for contract prints dolt% ered,
First color print. 123_ each additional
k and
eolor print $4 40. first
white print. $18, varh additional
black and white $2 It, first color irr•
hared print St:, lii, tea It additional
$6 55. first bla. k .ind white flit, each
at
11 .1i There are three and
a half pages of these itemized
charges All of this is done in the
name of saving mone%
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Preschool features activities
The Murray Preschool Through program comCorporation, an indepen- mittees, parents alas
dent, non-profit devise special activities
cooperative preschool for for the children in art,
children three, four, and music,and science. The board of directors
five years of age, is now
accepting applications for the 191344 school year
for the 1983-83 school are Jan Kind, president;
Myra Nielson, vice presirear.
Parents who apply dent: Martha Williams,
through April will be secretary; Donna Koca,
notified of their child's treasurer: Debby
acceptance into the pro- McNutt, membership
chairman: and Katie
gram before May 1.1983
An open house to Carpenter, publicity
familianze parents with chairman
Although no father is
the operation of the
preschool will be held in serving on the board this
year, fathers do play an
Apnl
"W e think the active role in the operacooperative structure of tion of the preschool.
The preschool is housed
our program will appeal
to parents." says Jan an Murray State UniversiKind, the newly-elected ty's Early Childhood
president of the organiza- Center The teacher is
tion "Because the Sara Hussung.
There are two sessions
parents are involved m
the program, they are for younger children.
able to share their twice weekly on Tuesday
children's first ex- and Thursday mornings,
and three times weekly
periences at school."
FAMILY NIGHT — The Murray State University
--And "this par6fit m- on -Monday-. Wediteeavy.
volvement makes - -the and Friday mornings
Women's Society will host a Family Night PreOlder children Meet on
Basketball Game and Chili Supper for its members
child's transition from
home to school a safe and. Monday. Wednesday. and
and guests on Saturday, March 5, tnxn 5.30 to 7.30
Friday afternoons
secure one," she added.
p.m. in the Stables of the University Student Center.
The child most be three
The parents administer
A special attraction for the event will be the visit of
the preschool through an years of age before Oct. 1
"Dunker," Murray State's Mascot, according to
elected board of directors to participate an the proJudy Eldridge, Gail Baust and Debbie Wittier. coand committee positions gram
chairpersons of the event.
The preschool year
They arrange for a fullyqualified teacher Each begins in September and
parent assists the teacher ends in May Tuition is
..• ri UN at Murray- South Ninth St • Hafford once or twice a month $24 per month
County
(' .1 1 I A a
Adams, Jr.. lit 7;
Hospital tor Friday. Feb. Russell W Sheeks, 1323 North Fork News...
tici adults and Main St • Mrs Betty S.
eight in nursery
Williams, 709 Sycamore
Newborn admissions St . Mrs Mary V
er.•;is
Marello,707 Poplar St..
The Rev and Mrs.
By MRS.R.D.KEY
Brenda
and baby
Mrs Bonita G JennJerry- Lee and Tabitha
Feb. 24,1983
virl. 203 Cross St
ings lit 8. Floyd
and Marilyn Paschall
Xemni Fischer and Franklin, lit 1, Wingo;
Henry Sykes was ad- were supper guests of the
baby lo,y lit I. Spr- Miss Donna II Oliver. Rt
mitted to Henry Co Warren Sykes' family
ing,. tile. I..rin
I. Buchanan. Tenn . Miss Hospital Monday very
ill. Friday.
Kathy Kopperuil mai Tiffany It Cunningham.
Mrs
Sykes,
Dorothy
Visitors ut-to see Jessie
boy.
303 North 10th lit 3. Benton, James S
baby
Sykes and Susan Lee Paschall the past week
St
Berry, Box 118.
Dismissals were as Mrs Brenda K Conger, went with him. His were- the Rev. and Mrs
Pastor:- the -ReV,Glynn Orr, iiickie and
toip.vis _
205 Wilson Paris. Tenn..
Boston visited lum Mon- Brian Orr. Mrs. Nettie
LAI,: !cur). A. Willis. Mrs Marsha IfargrOye, day
night. On Tuesday bu Bennett, Seattle Hemflt 3. Mayfield; Mr. lit. 7. Richard Steve
sons.
Warren and Tony phill. Morris Jenkins,
Ruth A - Wyatt.. Rt. 3 Rock. Rt 2. Puryear.
Sykes, visited him
Naomi Orr, Carlie B
Noah G Pascluill, lit 1, Term .
Heather and Kyle Paschall, Katherine E
MiNt. Amelia
Mrs Some M Pierce. Veazey.
children of Mr Etheridge. Mrs Eura
Ryan, 518 Broad St . Mrs fit 2. Benton. -Mrs Myrand
Mrs
Tommy Veazey. Oliver. Hilda Orr, Bertie
1.0i illy Butts. Itt 2. Spr- tle W Puckett, lit I.
ingville. Trim
Willard Mayfield: Mrs Inutile were patients at Murray- Jenkins. Bernal 1, TarkSamuel Jones lit 3, Mrs Agnes Buckley.805 Curtis Calloway Hospital ington. Johnnie Jones,
Denise Stiles. 513 St.. Paris, Tenn ; Bayless several days last week Ann Paschall, Milissa
Shady I:me , Miss Erin I. H Cornett, 504 South but now are at home and Clint Paschall, Judy
recovering well.
Orr. Russ and Janue Orr.
Ifeltsley . Itt I P14/el,
Ninth St . Mrs Helen 0.
Howard Morris saw a Mrs and Mrs. Gaylon
Miss Helen W Camp- Jackson, 910 Curtis Si,
doctor at Paris, Tenn., Morns, Mary Grace Morbell. 1508 Johnson Blvd
Paris. Tenn.:- -.Mrs
John Ii Emerson, A-4 F:velyn 1) Berlin. New last week. He is confined ns, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
at home several days GaHimore and Mr. and
Eril ba,
,sy apt., Mrs
Concord. Mrs. Christine
from
work. Keith Barrett Mrs. Berthail Grooms
Dorothy J Camp. 909 W Rhodes. 512 South
visited him Sunday
Mrs an Mrs Gaylon
Johnny Robertson Rd
Sixth St ; Mrs. 14Iy A
Mrs. Ruby Owen Morris and Mr and Mrs
Tominv Dee orr. 420 Ballard, 711 Riley Ct.
visited Mrs
Ralph Gallimore visited
Veazey in Parts over the Bernice Rainey and
weekend.
Louise Holley Sunday
Mr and Mrs Mabern afternoon
Key, Mr and Mrs
Mr and Mrs Henry
Hubert Deenng, Mr and Martin of Pans visited
Mrs. Clerris Wilson. Fier- the Rev and Mrs Wartie Jenkins and Dorothy ren Sykes Wednesday
Sykes visited Mr. Ow
Mr. and Mrs Hafford
Wilson in Paris Manor.
Cooper, the Rev. Jerry
Reva Paschall Lee, Charlotte Sykes.
Mrs
returned home Wednes- Mitch Sykes and Marilyn
day (rein Henry Co. Paschall visited Henry
Hospital after several Sykes in hospital Wednesdays illness
Max day.
Paschall visited her SunIMMO% TIMM
Mrs. Audte Grooms
...4111414111114.
day.
visited Mrs. Jessie
Breed
-I _VII J4
Rebecca Griffith and Paschall Wednesday
Soled S9' (etre
Susan Lee from Paris afternoon
/ 4.. 10.11 0.1
were my guests Tuesday
People are talking
for dinner. Other visitors about this warm weather
in this week were Linda in January and
99 Spy,lel lo. 11.dt
Orr;Sadie Cooper, Mrs. February. I heard the TV
Henry Martin and Gaylen weather man say just
Wedeoidey I IAN lOPM
Morris. Jerry, Susan and wait until March comes
•• •
- ••
Tabitha Lee.
in. We'll see winter

Hospital dismissals are listed

A typical session includes 45 minutes of
supervised free pray during whielt the child may
choose from a wide variety of toys and activities:
20 minutes of supervised
play in the preceptual
motor skills recreation
room or in the outdoor
play area: special activities arranged by
parents; storytime.
"show-and-tell." and conversation with the
preschool teacher; and
refreshments
Music teacher Pam
Matlick visits once each
'week. Field trips . are
scheduled monthly.
Special programs are arranged to coincide with
holidays, birthdays and
.important occasions in
the child's life
:Parents meet monthly
to diactiss the operation of
the preschool. listen to
specialists in childrelated fields and share
experiences They are
able to view the children
during -sessions of the
preschool through oneway observation booths
The membership drive
will continue through
April. For more information, or to request application forms, contact
Debby McNutt, membership chairman,753-0788.

-4
COOING — Allison McNutt and Molly Mellon cook up something special at a
recent session of the Murray Preschool Corporation.

PLAYING — Joe Chord Geist "heap out" on the monkey bars in the Murray
Preschool Corporation's recreation room.

Persons ill in neighborhood; winters ofpast years recalled

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 1 49
w.,p.
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Remember 1960 snow fell 1895
We grumble about the
Last of February and
stayed on all through—rain and snow. I complain
March. The years of 1951 of a headache. There are
and 1977 were bad but four things if we can do,
overall 1978 was the worst we are o.k. They are
as I read back in my walk, talk, see and hear.
diary. It said January So many can't do all
1178 was the worst since these,such as a neighbor.

Ancil Wicker, almost
blind, but feels his way
around to do his work,
cooking and so on. During
the recent ice storm he
had no electricity and
couldn't have a light. He
said I've got in coal and
wood enough for two.dass..

and I'll make it just fine.
Lots of people in worse
shape than I'm in. He
talks over C.B. radio until
2 to 4 each morning.
Let's just be thankful of
what we do have as there
never was nothing so bad
that it couldn't be:worse.

Datebook
Boosters to meet Thursday
Murray High School Athletic Boosters Club will
have a special meeting for boosters and friends of
the Murray High School Boys and Girls Basketball
Teams on Thursday. March 3, at 2:15 p.m. in the
school cafeteria. The public is invited to attend, according to Jerry Key, booster president.
A Pep Rally will follow at 2:40 p.m. prior to the
opening of the Fourth District Basketball Tournament at Calloway County High School. Tickets at $3
for adults and $2 for students are now on sale for the
tournament.

Woman's club will meet
The Murray Woman's Club will have a general
meeting on Saturday, March 5, at the club house.
Coffee will be served at 9:30 a.m. with the meeting
to follow at 10 a.m. Students from Murray High and
Calloway County High Schools will be featured on
the program, according to Oneida Boyd, president,
and Ann Brooks. first vice president.
New officers will be elected. Reports will be given
by representatives of the 10 departments of the club
- Alpha, Creative Arts, Delta, Home, Kappa,
Music, Sigma. Theta and Zeta. Hostesses will be
members of the Home and Theta Departments.

Civitons at Cove City
Nine members of the Murray Civitan Club participated in the second quarterly meeting of the
Kentucky District of Civitan International at Kentucky Convention Center, Cave City, Feb. 35-36.
Wayne Williams, governor of the Kentucky
District. presided. R.B. Barton conducted the invocations and John Emerson served as secretarytreasurer.
Other local Civitans participating were Mr. and
Mrs. Prentice Dunn, Willis Johnson, Frances
WhitneU, Hilda Whitnell, Lilly Williams and
Rowena Emerson. Dr. James Berryman, president
of Civitan International, was the principal speaker.

AFS Chapter will meet
An AFS Chapter, a special travel club, will have
an informational meeting on Thursday, March 3, at
7 p.m. at Community Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Band. This will be a club for all ages to
learn about other nations and their peoples without
traveling. Donna McCabe, AFS Development Consultant from Cincinnati, will be present. For local
information contact Fred Stalls, 753-3763.
AFS activi in a community enables local high
school students to live abroad with carefully
selected foreign families for a summer or school
year as part of the Americans Abroad Program; or
also can participate in an exchange within the
United,States through the Domestic Program. In
addition, local families with or without teenagers at
home have the opportunity to host high school
students from other countries, thus learning about
those lands first-hand.

PWP chapter plans dinner
The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners has issued an invitation to all
single parents to its "Installation Banquet" and
general meeting on Friday, March 4, at 7 p.m. at
American Legion, Legion Drive, Paducah. Each
one should bring a covered dish. For more information call 1-554-0222 or 1-224-2874.

Rev. Billy Graham speaks
out on issues by ministers
RADNOR, Pa. (API —
The Rev. Billy Graham
says television ministers
may be using the tube for
political instead of
religious goals, and he
thinks some broadcast
evangelists pass the plate
too often.
"As Christian

evangelists ... we should
speak out on moral
Issues,- but we should not
use our programs to endorse political candidates
or causes," Graham says
In the March issue of TV
Guide magazine.
"There is a danger
when TV preachers begin
to beg too frequently and
****************** too fervently. Money is a
inn=
311
means: It must never be
sntleX
ia
lee
0DMIS
the message." he added.
(••••••• Oa P.a.
Graham, among the
pioneers of television
preaching, also said TV
CINE 1 & 2
ministers should not
(
pi isrut —
hesitate to speak out on
Jame suimanit WIC ANIS
moral issues, although he
• wow...
knows personally of the
risks that arise
seneral muder TIM-3514
Graham was criticized
for remarks he made in
the Soviet Union last year
when he told a reporter
he had not seen evidence
of religious persecution.
"My honest reply that I
had not was
misunderstood to imply
that I believed the Soviet
Union was free of any
such restriction,- he
Hund.recis of selected Items reduced.* wrote. -Anyone who had
lust look for the yellow dot at Pier I. taken the time to read my
prepared speech would
have seen what I really
*
Coster
Warm
* Bel Ak
Mossempt M.111.101114 f**************** ***********3 said and meant:.
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Coming community events listed

Activities scheduled
by the local Shriners
Following a busy fall
season, the Murray Calloway County Shrine
Club settled down to a
more normal routine in
January and February
Regular dub meetings
were held on schedule
and the social meetings
were held both months at
the Sirloin Stockade
Attending the January
social meeting were the
following
Messrs and Mesdames
Cliff Finney, Joe Pat Carrawly, T.P. Farris,
Leroy Todd, Leroy
Algier, Frank Gavner,
Jack Norwine. Roy
Folsom, Paul Claypool
and Don Robinson. Bobby
Eike, H.C. Jones, Bob
Farley, John King.
Others attending were
Clover Cotham, Ginny
Crihfield. Marge Hinman, Jane Baker and
Dorothy McKenzie.
Attending the February
social meetings were the
following:
Messrs and Mesdames
Leroy Todd, Tremon Farris. Roy Folsom, Steve
Shaw, Jack Norwine with
daughter Barbara Owen,
James C. William-s M
"Pete" Clark of Fulton,
Don Robinson, Bobbie
Eike, Robert Farley, Joe
Pat Carraway and Leroy

Algier
Also attending
were Mrs. Henry McKen-

zie. Nam. Finney, E.K.
Stacey, Ralph Emenne
and Alice Mayfield.
The club plans a dance
on March 26 at the Ralph
Emerine barn on 121
North. Club members
have ticketi for sale.
They also are looking
forward to the Shrine
Paper Sale on May 21.
A number of club
members are planning to
attend the Potentate's
Ball to be held in
Owensboro at the Executive Inn on March 12.
Another event of interest to the Shrine
Clowns is a Clown
Seminar which is to be at
the Temple in Madisonville on March 18 and 19
Make-up techniques.
routines, parade-ability.
etc will be taught at this
SeMlnar.

The Southeastern
Shrine Convention will be
held this year in Jacksonville, Fla., in the month of
August.
The Murray4'alloway
County Shrine Club annual golf tournament will
be held She-- second
weekend in August. This
event is the largest
money raiser for Oar local
club.

Jones named by Miami
Dr. Steven Jones, instructor of anthropology
at Murray State University. has been granted a
leave of absence to ac-.
cept a post-doctoral
research position at
Miami University of
Ohio.
Jones will be a minority
research associate with
the Scripps Institute of
Gerontology.
He will conduct
research for 14 months in
a nationally oriented
study of minority elderly
in long-term care
facilities(such as nursing
homes), gathering data
from several major cities
across the United States.
The study will have a
bearing on policy issues
in assuring quality of life
in care facilities and in
understanding why
minority elderly seem to
rely more on family and
community care than on
nursing home's.

Thursday, March 3

Wednesday. March 2
Mission groups of
('berry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p in,, at church

,14\
HOME CLUB

Flint Baptist Church
mission groups are
scheduled to meet at 7
p in at church
Exhibition by 15 advanced drawing- class
students at Murray State
University will open. at
Upstairs Downtown
Gallery. 401A Maple St
Thursday. March 3
Murray ('ivitan (lob
will mea-t at 7 p iii at
Homeplace Restaurant

'TENANT
CHECK PRESENTED — Betty Boston. left. president of Murray-Calloway
County Need Line Association, Inc., a church and community cooperative
miniatry, was presented a check for Need Line by Marvin Mills, president of
Kiwanis Club, at a recent meeting. The funds are a portion of the proceeds of the
"Cinderella Show" sponsored by Murray Kiwanis Club last November to which
many merchants purchased tickets so that area children could attend.

Dr. Kenneth Tucker's article
appears in recent publication
An article written by
Dr. Kenneth Tucker. professor of English at Murray State University. was
published in a recent
issue of
and Queries.- Entitled "The' Return
from Parnassus. Part II:
A Possible Key to the Acting Style of Marston's
Plays." Tucker's article

addrcssc, a

disagree

ment concerning the st% I.
b% which child actors of
Shakespeare's day - portra% ed their roles as
adults in play s written 1)
and for adults
He explained that sonic!
critics hold that the child actors used burlesque to
satirize the behavior of
their elders, while other

"We are very proud of
Dr. Jones," said Dr. Dennis Poplin, chairman of
the Department of
Sociology and An-.
thropology in the College
of Humanistic Studies.
"This appointment is an
honor, but one he justly
deserves."
Dr. Judith Kingsley has
been appointed to teach
in Dr. Jones' place during
his absence.
Dr. Kingsley is a
graduate of Bluffton College, Bluffton, Ohio, and
holds the M.A. and Ph.D.
in anthropology from the
University of Michigan.
She has conducted .ezten-•
sive research among the
Bisa people of northern
Zambia, and has taught
at the University. of ZamPAGEANT WINNER — Amy LeAnn Mahan,
bia.
Among her publica- Murray, recently was in the 1963 America's
tions is a group of Sweetheart Beauty Pageant at Ramada Inn,
children's stories/ based Madisonville. She won swimsuit competition for 0-3
on traditional tales of the age division and also won first runnerup for over-all
Pro-Am Division. Amy, 3, was crowned queen in
Bisa.
beauty and will be competing in the World's National Sweetheart Pageant to be at Orlando, Fla.,
July 13-17. By winning the queen title, she will have
the $300 entry fee paid automatically for the nationals. Brooks Bus Line of Paducah is her sponsor.

scholars contend that
such a theory is unsufficiently supported by
evidence and that the
child actors appros
iniaii•or realistic adt'Vt
behavior
Tucker (ilea an el/V.:ode
in an anon% mous play .
--The Return from Parnassus, Part II." ui which
page boys burlesque their
masters and thus show
that the technique of using child -actors to mock
the behavior of adults
was not unknown during
Shakt.speare's day.
His article!. points out
that the play was performed at the height of
the career of John
Marston, the. dramatist
whose works the controversy most emphatically involves
Tucker's article suggests that the episode of
the pages supports but
does not prove the theory
that Marston's plays
were acted in a sty k of
mockery. He concludes
that closer study of the
texts of Elizabethan
plays is needed to settle!
the question.
Tucker, who joined the
faculty- in 1970. has completed 'a book-length
bibliography entitled "A
Bibliography of Writings
by and about John Ford
and CY ri Tourneur"
published by G.K Hall of
Boston

Pret rotor omic ro n
Chapter .4 Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 10 p ru
at hams. at t.lendla
Wilson

‘ruitial Ion, hean and
Aid part% ta (1.11.1en
I )4v11.11 Willa of Altura%
Woolan•s Club will start
.it noon at the chit) house

l'hursday,
. March 3

Murrii:i- High Athletic
Xi Alpha I /vita Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will Booster Club will have a
meet at 7 30 p in at ruts spe.!al site ial at 2 15 p m
in ..efe-teria of Murray
t'enter
High School A pep rally
Parents Anonymous will follow at 2 40 p ni All
will meet at r. :to p ni FOr interested fans are ininformation Call 759-1087 vited
or 7534;4184
AFS Chapter, a special
Mothers Morning, Out travel and study club,
will be at 8 30 a m at will have an informa(*.NO Stieptie.ra t'rated tional me!eting at 7 p in
at Community. Room of
%le.thoellst 'hurtle
North Branch of Peoples
Murray Women of the Bank For information
Moose are scheetaled to call 753-3763.
meet at 8 p iii at lodge
hall
Friday, March 4
Parents Anonymous
it
.s,'- Advisory Board is
ti'. itlr% will be from
10 scheduled to meet. at
a in to 2 p in at Hazel 12 30 p iii at Grann).'s
and Douglas Centers afld Porch,
troIll Ill a 111 to p rii at
Fills Ce-riter
Hazel anti Douglas
Centrrs will be apen from
Three Kentiitk% 10 .1 TII to 1 p m for acauthors will teresent
to, ale. In senior citizens
pragiani at 8 p_iri
Callow a% Publit Libiary
‘1,4 hers Morning Out
icte•ption will follow
will Is' at .1 a in at First
1 he [milli..is invut.'ci
"Iii 1st lull Clitirrh -

%lake I "t,.%
t will
I:el
class of
4,k
i14,
I.'cu-rlaTiiu'uut se-ill
Orli at
p uru st -Furs.t Westsit IC KIT/test
'WOO tc ut Ii ro.gistration at
Christian hurt
Narth. %%Ill be it . p iii
ni at I .ako. Itarkle
',curt
Fifth Street
State Park Fist inforina
•stitla re
NICilhet I ),i 1 tot will tom
1,914 11:1
be-.0,tie at Vira.1-14.aptist t 'hurt. h
Readings t- -guest •
t%riter
.it keritlick
Rea Walko.i 1:roup sit I'Ill1Ologlea I ANsOCIA1011
Church will be at 1 p in and 8
it •-t 'Baptist
Worrirn es-ill inert at 7-3ii p in in Murra% State
p lit at howl' of Mrs
('enter
Prt!..e.ptor omicron
.1ames Hui:yrs
Auditorium
Chapter of Beta Sigin
Phi met Thursday: Feb
'COUPON'
17. at the home of ,lo,ct•
Complete lane Of
Th071140. Mar'. (..ra‘e.
president. preside-4i
The ea tong prilgrain 0
090
off with this coupon
was the Feaertiary tradition of
Hearts &
Iftends.•' when members EMEMORIEdi
exchange gifts mettle wall
oven
their hands and'
from the heart
Refreshment,. %i-re
served by Joyce Thomas
ttatipter hostess to the 1 '
We are ideased
inernbCrs prt.sent
announce that
On Friday, Feb 18.
Wendy . 1 ovett.
another chapter tradiJun,
tintleagecttion, the Valentine- banni)
quet for February was
selected her flatheld After is brief --pro- •
ware, crysta/ anti
gram, members anti
accessories from
husbands- enjoyed dining
;
our complete
Iten hake Itiatort
bridal reg,istr.
,
Those attending were...-.
Wetsfy and .littim.v
ha and Tommy Brawn.
will be iiiamedf
Rowena anti John Emerson, Mary and .lor
Graves. Vick anti Mike
Holton, I ins Ruiz, Joyce
Tile
and Bruce Thomas, Bar7534541
bara arid Willie
and Glenda and Bobby
OLVII
R.4,2 gitWI
" V
Wilson

Thomas home
scene meetirw
for sorority

2 BALLOON BOUQUETS

10%

Shon'case

HEALTH
_

Treating gallstones
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

Kids learn in own hospital

MAPLF: LAKE, Minn.
DEAR DR LAMB
I stones from forming again
t Al'I The surgeon griphave received conflicting
To update you on the
information about the medi- changes in thinking about ped the bone drill tightly,
cine or medicines that will gallstones and gallbladder pressing it to the patient's
dissolve gallstones I have disease. I am sending you chest.
consulted a medical encyclo- The Health Letter 20-6, Your As 10 other hands
pedia and two surgeons
Gallbladder Stones and
hovered nearby with
I was told that the medi- Attacks Others who want clamps and pads,the drill
cents
75
can
send
this
issue
cine is not available except
bit slipped and skidded
on
an
experimental with a long, stamped. self- across the
to
patient's
envelope
for
it
addressed
program I was also told
that such drugs can be Oa- me. in rare of this newspie chest.
Box 1551. Rada,
ten through any doctor per. P
Station.
New York. NY "How do you use this
City
What is the availability of
thing'!" the frustrated
10019
these drugs" I was told that
doctor demanded.
side,
recent
On
the
good
the side effects were nausea.
show
that
silent
.
studies
But the stuffed patient
vomiting, liver damage and
stomach cancer, depending .stones rarely cause prob- with flaming red hair
upon which particular drug lems and most of these do didn't even bleed, despite
not require surgery
you took
the cluthay ministrations
My
DEAR DR LAMB
I was also told that if the daughter was advised to of the 7-year-old. student
drup worked it took six rinse her sore throat with physician.
months to two years and the salt water My experience The operating room at
stones would come back Is with this has been that the St. Timothy Parish
this true' I am presently on salt water did not help and I School was part of Kids
a 40gram fat diet
thought it actually made my Community Hospital.
When throat worse
DEAR READER
where children are docWhat is your advice on tors and nurses.
new medical information
becomes available that con using salt water on sore
The program's
flicts with previously held throats caused by strep or
creators
say they hope
concepts, there is often a infected tonsils"
period of confusion.
There were lots of enthusiastic reports about using
an experimental medicine
called cbenodeoxycholic
acid (CDCA) but the final
results of a long-term study
were not so good in a two
year study. U percent of the
patients still had plistosies
- Amu SO percent the MIN of
the stones had not
decreased,
During that two year pened *see patients had the
same MO as ether pumas
with steam. As the stem gat
Setadier; X mould pm into
the emus= We duet and
mese as male Meet And
these —.emotgikatasas
web oyes seteattsa bat do
it timilw of soy twirls el
Me medldwa. sr OM OW
madbeink ease*,
•
MOW
Alm he the few mem
1N.IieaoiLlkIa
k
idesemeg matione twedidoe kir Ns to premed

_DEAft READER

If a their version of "playing

person has a strep throat it doctor" will make
is from an important bacte- children less anxious
rial infection and should be when they go to the
treated --with antibiotics hospital for real.
Many sore throats, though, "For the first time
are not caused by bacteria somebody is willing to
at all but are caused by different virus infections Anti- share these things that
biotics have no value in have been such a

treating virus infections, mystery-;!!-----se44-4-eanonly in the treatment of bac- Pribyl, volunteer coorterial infections
dinator for Kids ComSore throats caused by a munity Hospital.
virus infection are common- "A few of our nurses
ly i.ted
together
tarm salt water is often pot their heads
should
there
decided
and
recommended The warm
fluid is probably the key be some way to relieve
sad. of coarse, it Is polled kids' anxiety when they
b so gala a hospital to visit soIt is of inimintal bethilliag
are most measures
aisistar are admitted to
steam three or four times a the hospftal themselves."
day provides warm moisture Ms.1Pribyl said.
that kelps to Massa soh
Monticello-Big
era*Jarmo! from Mama
MAIO sad may eves lehibit
viruses. Doctors M head MOW erpaised the
behove • that mum Mips mobilo atildrea's
abut some midi
•

with instrume.nts and patients
The hospital gloe% to
nurser). schools arid
grade schools in the area.
giving children an inside
glimpse of the medical
world
Mimi Fogarty of Maple
Lake volunteered to help
with the program at her
son's school bee.ause she
recalled how frightened
her children had been
when they were thrust into an emergency roman
Advance exposure to
hospitals, equipment and
methods might ease the

fear next tune. Mrs
Fogarty said
We get kids in the
hospital who are afraid of
the most basic things like,
having their blood
pressure taken." said
Colleen Spike, a nurse
from the Monticello-Big
Lake hospital who advised St
Timothy
volunteers
Maybe if children
realize not every synnge
means a shot, they won't
"fly off the table" when
the doctor enters the examination room. Ms
Spike added
Jodi iinasia 6, said she
was not afraid of
hospitals after working in
the emergency department, newborn ward,
operating room, and examining equipment and
charts at Kids Community Hospital.
Intravenous feeding
vu • important to heal
people with "sick arms."
the first-grader explained
seriously. And shining a
tiny tight into someene'r
tie was probably the best
lob In the hospital, Jodi
add.

The Singer Spring Sale.
We'll give you a free cabinet with
a terrific deal on top.
Buy any of these beautiful Singer'sewing machines now sr writs. savings and getahe handsome
durable Sheridan console cabinet absolutely free 01 apply the cabinet s value towards the price of one of
• %. •.
tryour other fine Singer sewing tabinets

Touch-TronIC.2010
memory machine

DeLuxe Free-Arm
Machine Model 6105

Flip 8, Sew'

$5000
SAVE
SAVE
Machin* Model 290

VE $15000

$4000

1111111•111,

PINEPABRIGS

Super Special

bySINGER

C01100

Go'le
*s

Broadcloth
Von Heusen
45" Wide
Poly & Cotton

$1!
2

Don River
45" Wide
Poly & Cotton $1

I

•
sissasi I' S
oil *PI MI .47
r

4 5,f 54

*A Imam"sl

tow Carimews

1

44

Yard

44

, SA

Tani r
e,
e
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COUPON
1 at

Gingham

Oper),

,432

2

Ribbon 1 /

Price With Coupon
Satin feesersie Velvet
Empires 3 15 83

COUPON

Murray Sewing Center
9-6 Every Day Except Friday 9-$
Soso* 1-6 Bel Ak amity 753-5323

Orman,

‘4,IF 6

1111 %II H H
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

PRICES GOOD WED. MAR 2ND

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WEEKLY !3pE

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

HUNGRY JACK

3207.

FLAV-O-RKN

BISCUIT

MAYONNAISE

SUPER INFLA TION

nm-o-RICH

SOUR CREAM

YOGI!

1 39
SUPFR INr1 A' 109N,1

SUPER INFI_ATION FIGHTER

Elk

TIDE OR CHEER

LAUNDRY

DETERGENT

GRIAT NORTNERN, C11111 NOTS
RINE T PINTO, PORI MANS

9

89
49 07.
KRAFT ORANGE

94

JUICE
e nun win SEAMS

$OFT PST

NAPKINS

FRUIT PIES

SOFT PIT PAPER

PEACH, APPLE, CIIERIT
20 OZ.

CORONET MOM

isea

TOWELS..

.11341.055

TISSUE
SOFT PIT BATHROOM

TISSUE.

69-c

....69`
4 eat 7v-

ot•

VAN CAMP PORK &

BEANS

694
2/89ism.

CHILI
la 01.

e

PhI

LW

894

VEG-ALL ..le Oil
TANK II BOWL

CLEANER

Nam
SYRUP
AUNT

$1 49

IRM
29

4501,

CONTADINA TOMATO

SAUCE,
FINAL TOUCH'MIRK

SOFTENER

STARKIST
33 02

$129

et.2oz.

TUNA

994

MU LIQUID LAUNDRY

DETERGENT ... 32 OZ.

79

Rm.
DIXIE BELL SALTINE

594

GOLDEN GRAIN 7'4 02

AUNT WAWA

I LB.
CRACKERS
MAC.& CHEESE3
suompriaffil
I. sours an NMI
04
JUICEeoz.$1
BEANS
IB Oz•CHEEI-ITS...is oz.
ALPO REIF

# CHUNKS

NUM TOMATO

go An

2/79
'SAUCE ... Isoz. 2/
w

KRAFT 7'a

94
PRO DUC

PANCAKE MIX 32 02

794

W.

MAC. IL CHEESE...394

19

HEALTH Et BEAUTY AIDS

Country Nam Giveaway!!

Mouthwash
$224

FM&

Register For A Free Col. Lee's
Country Ham, To Be Given Away
- By Storey's Food Giant!!
Drawing At 3 P.M. Sot. March 5th
Need Not Be Present To Win!!

We New Neve Seed P
Sets Airfields le Oer

-

I III It KK‘N .k

1.11m.I.H & I IMF •.114-.1nr«ia. MAr• 11 2.1gal

cesOriginate

NO COUPON OR STAMPS NECESSARY —
LYNN GROVE
GRADE "A" LARGE

FUR 2111:1 TRU TUES. MAR. 8TH

LY !3PECIAL

2 69
DOZ. FOR

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.

LIMIT TWO PER FAMILY
WITH S10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

EVERY DAY

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

FAMILY PACK
CUT-UP

EMGE SMOKED

FRYERS

WEEKLY SPECIAL
[LA TION FIGHTER
FAMILY PACK

PORK STEAK
19

rl A 101\I FIGHTER

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

•

FAMILY PACK

WEEKLY SPECIAL
WILLIAMS PORK

BONUS PACK CHICKEN

FAMILY PACK GROUND

BREAST

CASH POT
This Week Win!!
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

BONUS PACK CHICKEN

LEGS

OZ.

OZ.

LB $ 1 1 9

LB

79

LB

69

LB

49

BONUS PACK CHICKEN

last Week's Name
Kevin Collis, Murray
Card Not Punched

THIGHS
FRESH PORK

CUTLETS

LB. $ 1 69

FIELD PRO-LEAGUER

BONUS PACK CHICKEN

WIENERS . 120i $1 19

WINGS

1201.

DELI SPECIALS
BO HAM
SLAW

LI $

99

1.99'

HAM& CHEESE

1. SAS

SANDWICH

PRODUCE

1 99'

BAKERY SPECIALS

I IN., KA II 111

kr.i 1-4 111/. 141 Hit
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•
•
•

-
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Mobandas K. Gandhi,
working with an idea be
called Satyagraha, or
non-violent resistance.
led India's independence
from British rule. He also
led a life of such inspiring
purity and idealism that
he looks more like a saint
than anything the 20th('entur) has yet produced I wanted to love all of
the movie based on his
iii, UnhaopilY, though

it's• pleasure for me to
highly rscOaunend -Gandhi". a movie with a real
moral hero at its center.
the film is not without its
problems
In a movie that lasts
over three hours, every
scene should count. Unfortunately, the director,
Richard Attenborough,
who spent almost 20
years putting "Gandhi"
together, was apparently

15.3

Grandeur, moral center make Gandhi rare experience
so enamored of his subject that he couldn't bear
to cut out characters and
scenes that serve no
dramatic purpose. Candice Bergen, who plays
the famous '•Life''
photographer, Margaret
Boueke-White, should
have been excised completely. Her only purpose
is to hang around Gandhi
with an adoring look on
her face. It's not enough
to say that she popped up
in Gandhi's life It is as
important to edit

biographies intelligently
as iIii to edit fiction intelligently.
A bigger disappointmeni however. is the
movie's lack of emotional
force. It's a bit too much
like a travelogue or
history book. The movie
brushes aside scenes of
India's poverty and
degradation, and it shies
away from explicit
violence. It should have
taken us down to the
bone: instead, it remains
at skin level.

Away with that The
movie is so wise and
grand that I don't want to
worry you too much
about its flaws.
The performance of
Ben Kingsley. who plays
Gandhi, is enough to
make this • rare movie
experience I don't know
if Gandhi talked and moved like this. but he should
have Kingsley has a
wonderfully sweet and
direct way of speaking
his lines, as if the moral
force of Gandhi's words

15% to 35% savings for
windows
and walls.
#

T
•

•

•

•

added a deeper level of Africa. Gandhi sees the
eloquence to the actor's colored people, including
voice Kingsley's his fellow Indians,
magnificent portrayal of treated badly; he also
the slow metamorphosis sees to the heart of the
of Gandhi from a dan- matter. "That is very undified and Westernized chrtsban." he says simpIndian lawyer to a brown- lyskinned. robed Indian
peasant/philosopher is a His life was pure as a
saint's. He fasted and
real tour de force
Gandhi comes across prayed, endured beatings
as an impossible idealist, by turning the other
so radical as to take cheek, and prayed for !us
religion seriously persecutors. He embracI Though nominally a Hin- ed the poverty of his
du. he was also sym- fellow "children of god,"
pathetic toward Chi's"- the Indian peasants and
uanity and Islam ). When untouchables.
Candi says. "We are all "Gandhi" also has
children of God," he grandeur and scope, and
seems to be saying it for it's not there merely as
the first time in the window dressing. Part of
history of the world. • The the story of "Gandhi" is
world's cynical answer the story of the masses of
, is. "Lovely phrase, India, and tins movie,
that "r While in South more than any I've ever

Electric co-op files suit
PADUCAH, Ky. • API
- The Jackson Purchase
Electric Cooperative
Corp. has filed a lawsuit
trying to head off a call
by some members for a
special membership
meeting.
The membership
group, which calls itself
-We the . People of the
Jackson Purchase
Cooperative," has said it
wants a special meeting
to discuss co-op management practices and a
labor dispute that ended
in February.
The co-op's suit was filed Monday in McCracken
Circuit Court.
"We the People"' has
submitted two petitions to
the co-op, one calling for
the special meeting and
another seeking the
ouster of Edwin Reid of

Syrnsonia as a member of
the co-op's board of directors.
The co-op's suit conthe petition asking
for removal of Reid does
not meet requirements
established in the co-op
by-laws.
tends

Tom Garrett-, the
lawyer who filed the suit,
said the co-op wants to
know if "We the People"
is a legal group that is entitled to bring action
against the co-op: if the
petition seeking Fteid's
removal is valid; if "We
the People" can obtain a
list of the co-op's
membership, and the
time limit in which the coop must determine the
validity of the petition
calling for the special
meeting.

seen, is alive with what
seems like milhons of
milling, struggling. marching people. It just could
not have been made
without the complete
cooperation of the Indian
government Over 400.000
extras showed up for
Gandhi's fictional
funeral. There's a
marvelous at40•23Cliin
the movie in which Gandhi takes a train ride
through Indies heartland
while a sitar and other
traditional Indian
musical instruments
twang and zing on the
soundtrack.
Rated PG due to
violence, but none of it is
very explicit. In fact,
force your kids to go. This
movie might undo some
of the damage done to
their cerebral cortexes in
the past few months by
movies like -Spring
Fever" and "Fast Times
at Ridgemont High"

THE
ACES'
BOBBY WOLFF
-14e can usually get more
out of ourselves by demanding more '• William
Feather

South didn't get the most
out of today's interesting
game East's opening bid
should have pointed to the
winning play, however,
South was more interested
in finding a more dramatic
ending.
East won his queen and
ace of spades and his trump
shift was won in dummy A
second round drew West's
last trump and South then
cashed his three club
winners to eliminate that
LOUISVILLE, Ky. desk slot on The suit Now he was ready for
AP)
Private services Louisville Times, from the crucial play in
He played
have been scheduled which he retired in 1969. diamonds
Thursday irHouston for As The Courier - dummy's ace of diamonds
Meriwether Lewis "Lew" Journal's dog columnist followed by a low one and
Sharpley, who wrote a he won numerous awards East took both diamonds to
column about dogs for from the Dog Writers' score one down.
The Courier-Journal here Association of America, "My play in diamonds
for more than two including the best all- went with the odds,claimed South. "If East held
decades.
,
around writing about either doubleton diamond
He was 78 and died dogs in 1963, 1964, 1965
honor, both defenders are
Monday in his sleep at his and 1969.
helpless after the second
home in Houston, said his
diamond lead. If East wins,
His
wife
Leona,
who
sister, Mrs. A . H. Preston
died in 1969, was a nurse he cannot lead safely and if
of Houston.
at
the Jefferson County West happens to have the
Sharpley began his
jail
and also wrote dog king, an overtake by him
newspaper career in the
columns
for The Courier- would establish my jack"
, 1930a with The Houston
"Your calculations were
Journal
Press and worked for
as bad as your play," chided
several other papers He is survived by his North "You had no evi•
' before joining the sister; a son, M. Kent dence that East had a dou, Louisville paper's copy Sharpley of Indianapolis; bletoo diamond. In fact,
desk in 1943. Two years and a daughter, Leonore East's opening bid virtually
; later he moved to a copy Schneider of San Diego. promised both the king and
queen and there was no need
for a dramatic play."
'After winning the third
superiors
advice from
BENTON. KY. AP)
club in dummy. South
Three Marshall County about what to do with the should lead a low diamond
road workers have been material, which they left away from dummy's ace to
suspended without pay on Coon Club Road.
paralyze East regardless of
for dumping coal-tar pat- After a five-day suspen- how many diamonds he
ching material on a sion, which begins
NORTH
•K 7
private road last month. wedoestilw, the workers
K 107 52
weed on ad.
The workers, Ronnie will be ;
•Al2
•K 107
Canner and ministrative probation
'Euclid
Cope
Darrell
Byers, had con- for 80 days.
WEST
EAST
tended the dumping was
•.1112
•AQl1131
'done accidentally Feb. 3, County J udge- 1154
VI
Miller
Mike
when they tried to loosen Executive
•10 7 43
01(Q9
•i63
the hardening material recommended the action •5 4 2
from the truck. They based on testimony from
SOUTH
•11 3
acknowledged, though, a Feb. 21 disciplinary
•AQ.1511
that they had not sought hearing.
Clf15
•AQJ

Noted columnist dies
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Rood workers disciplined

Nevada university evacuated

25% off

Our picture gallery
Sale 12.75 Reg 16 99 Just one example of
what 5 in store while all our framed pictures
are 25% ott Beautiful deep-sea shells undef
glass in an 1010 natural oiled oak shadowbox frame Other sires and subjects available
all 25% Off

25% off
Lots
of our clocks!
What a tImely

,dea' 25% oft .1 qfeat selection
u4-11 ettc+nCirs. mardte rttr-s3 alarm clocks
druttal • Icx.ks kitchen clocks arid more SO
hurry in before time runs out Sale ends
Saturday' Sale 11.74 Reg 24 99
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LAS VEGAS, Nev.
fi AP) — Authorities
'evacuated 3.000 students,
faculty and staff from the
'University of Nevada-Las
Vegas after a caller told
police that a bomb was
planted somewhere on
the 300-acre campus.
The bomb threat Tuesday night was the latest
in a series of threats
made since three
dynamite bombs were
found at three Strip hotels
saris,Monday.
"I felt the responsibility of several thousand
people to clear ibees out

devices on the Strip Mon- Vulnerable Both
day. All except the first East The bidding
three had proven to be East Seed We5I
10
2.
Pus
hoaxes.
Pau Pao
Kolber said be was con- Pass
cerned about Tuesday

Dealer
North

evening's calls because Opening lead Spade deuce
they were made to Metro
rather than to anyone at
the campus. The call might bold. After be wins
alerting police to the first his queen be must lead away
bomb Monday morning from his king of diamonds
was also made to Metro. for a free finesse or be must
Most of the hoax calls lead a spade for a ruff and
have been made to the discard.
facilities involved,
Bid wItli The Aces
primarily plush Strip
hotels.
South bolds 1-2-B
Kober said the =us
•K 7
of here," said campus who called police told
K 11752
police chief BM Kober as them they hod better
•All 2
officers began searching "heed my warning eV
iek K ii?
for any bomb.
get those people outat
Behar sold be ordered there."
leese Nene
the wean** of the
Campo
aid 1.
to
campus at desk after Metre °Mery began
NT 3.
Metro pollee received maldng the rani at
•
the
three cells win a bomb menpen, MOW chaise,
bed bean*Ned eataw a' enaise pky and ac- MUM: Four spades
we
ar
i would explode tivities at the student. North indicates a strong
dein to play in spedes
4 gas. slid mid;
boner sad one trump is
A meeting with UNLV neellent support.
ire peke have chased ally mere than two President Leonard lud belp "mar w Tie Atm
Om Moab krasta in the Goan sod ana• doff pal lep ISM
Team WM
da bun taming the ambers WU awed aaa
anollemei. mom,eiel•P
alAV
dineivary -4 the live 'i4dJoffcanpaa
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Good guys fighting among themselves on blind radio services
WASHINGTON AP) - continued regulation '• American Foundation for of the SCA,the public staThe good guys are He adds, "Our position is the Blind, say;73 reading tions use their side chanfighting among that government regula- services are
sir' nels most frequently for a
themselves. Commercial tion is not needed "
operating in the U.S. on reading service, if at all
ventures being developed
Mankiewicz and other 113 FM subcarriers
NPR, while pushing for
by National Public Radio NPR executives say they Eighty-five of those &regulation. has lined up
have pitted NPR against can compensate for signals are piggy -backed deals with firms that
the Corporation for federal budget cuts and on the main channel of an want to use the SCAs of
Public Broadcasting, ensure their future if they NPR-member station, he its member stations to
with radio services for- scan take advantage of the says
transmit data
the blind caught in the new commercial interest.
These • side - channels.
"I'm not saying NPR is
middle.
But not all public broad- known as Subsidiary malicious or evil of inNPR wants the Federal casting officials agree. Communications tent, but the realities of
Communications Com- and the issue has created Authorisations or SCAs. our being in the position
mission to approve a sharp division between exist because a standard of no protection and comderegulation which would NPR and the Corporation FM audio signal doesn't peting against commerallow stations to hire out for Public Broadcasting. fill a station's entire cial interests puts us at a
side-channel signals now
"We think the institu- operating frequency disadvantage." says
being used to broadcast tion of public radio Thus, a side channel is Margaret Rockwell
reading services for the must be first and available to broadcast en- Pfanstiehl, who helped
foremost for non- tirely separate program- found the Washington
The services feature commercial public ser- ming Most consumers Ear reading service here
announcers who read vice." says Edward J have no idea the side
I wouldn't take my
newspapers and other Pfister, president of the channel exists because reading service off the air
current periodicals for corporation. "They seem special receivers are re- unless there was another
listeners who can't do so to be saying it should be quired to pick up such technology to deliver the
themselves. They're used first and foremost signals
same-service and I was
afraid they're going to be commercially."
The FCC,has proposed hard pressed for money
bumped off . the air
The Corporation for deregulation under which to run the main channel.''
because their side- Public Broadcasting is a public radio stations
says Patricia Deal Cahill,
channel frequencies, pnvate. non-profit group. now banned from leasing an NPR board member
known as SCAs, have chartered by Congress to their side channels and general manager of
become attractive to distribute federal funds iSCAs i for commercial KMUW-FM in Wichita,
firms that want to to public radio and TV services
would be free Kan., which operates its
distribute computer data. stations. National Public to do so. own reading service
"No NPR station is go- Radio is a non-profit
Commercial stations "But it should be my
uig to kick a reading ser- membership organiza- already rent their SCAs choice and my responvice off the air," says tion that produces prooften transmitting a sibility' If you don't have
NPR President Frank gramming for 279 commercial music ser- enough money to operate
Mankiewicz. "So it member stations.
-171t1. like Muzak to &flees the main channel, you'Ye
makes no sense to unfairJohn C. Ile Witt, a na- or stores. Prohibited Rot no SCA to operate."
ly hobble everyone with tional consultant to the from commercial resale
Mankiewicz sees no

reason for conflict with
the reading services He
notes the FCG•la expected
to authorize broadcasters
to operate two SCA frequencies instead of just
one, and that many
larger cities have more
than one public radio station
Even in citieS with only
one public station.
Mankiewicz says NPR
would not expect that station to kick off a reading
service to make room fur
a commercial venture

commission about this
situation," PSC chairman Laura Murrell
noted. "We are holding
this hearing to hear the
complaints and to clear
the air."
"We would like to see
this thing settled," Sam
Hayden. a member of
water district's board of
directors, told the PSC.
"This thing has caused a
considerable amount of
problems."
Representatives of a
group called Concerned
Citizens for Lower Sewer
Rates appeared before
the PSC Tuesday to ask
that a new schedule of
lower rates be implemented.
"We would like to see
the Public Service Cornmission look over the
material we have submitted and readjust the rates
to a schedule that can be
lived with for the next 40
years, which is how long
we are in debt," said

commercial use ' the
public station could obtain an FCC waiver to use
the reserved SCA commercially
''Tbe corporation's pro
posal may force half of
our venture's tcico111111er
clal stations,' says
Riyhard Hodgetts. an
NPR %ice pre-sident 'it's
like. saying there should
be 12 seats for the' ban
dicapped on a bus when
the chance's are there
normally won't he more
than No riding at am dine

tutu'
Counters De Witt
"NPR is failing to
recognize that there are.
indeed. liiiiits t I its pursuit of commercial ventures
De Witt say s the
FOUlliittotl for

_the Blind, the. American
Council of the Blind and
the. Association of Radio
Reading Services ha Ye
urged the 1-*Ct to ammo% e
a straight reservation for
one. SCA with no waiver
orkkipthdes

20%
off.
Just right for
Jr Hi figuring.
Sale 10 40 •
Sale i280

Residents upset about sewer bills
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - Sometimes
heated political rhetoric
fills the air of the small
western Kentucky town
'of Fancy Farm each
August during a picnic
that is the traditional
kickoff to Kentucky's
general election campaign.
But nowadays the
heated rhetoric deals
with sewer bills, and not
political races.
Several residents of the
Graves County community are unhappy with the
high bills they have been
receiving since a new
_sewer system went into
operation last summefr.
The customers and
representatives of the
Fancy Farm Water
District took the dispute
to the state Public Service Commission on
Tuesday.
"An incredible amount
of public concern has
been expressed to this

N it directors
n
December adopted a
policy promising any
member who carries a
reacting set.% ice m lieu of
a commercial service a
minimum Wu a month
payment, plus a share of
any commercial profits
The Corporation for
Public. Broadcasting'
wants the FCC to
authorize two SCAs but
reserve one for -'nonc'ccmilrric'r cal purposes
41 there were no "existing
or known potential non-

Sale 6 10

Carol Toon, a leader of more
Mrs. Curtsmger said SO
the concerned citizens
percent of the people now
group.
Emma Curtsinger, paying the minimum bill
another leader of the have agreed to support
group, presented the PSC the slightly higher rates
with a petition signed by so that the majority of
134 of the water district's customers would benefit.
186 customers in support
Hayden. who has been
of the proposed new on the water district
rates. Another 25 board for 20 years, said
residents of Fancy Farm his main concern is the
appeared at the hearing financial solvency of the
to support the proposal.
district.
The new rates would
- "The only thing I ask
provide a higher charge for is to keep this water
for minimum users of the and sewer district solsewer system, but would
vent," Hayden said "We
have cheaper rates for all
• have kept it solvent for 20
users of 2,500 gallons or
years.
more per month.
"We have tried our best
The current rates being
to
do the best we know.
charged by the water
district begin at $9 per .how:"- Hayden said
month for 2,000 gallons of •-Hayden said -the
water and go up to $43 50 Federal Home. Adfor 12,000 gallons. The ministration refused to
proposed new rates would make a loan on. the new
charge $10.50 for a sewer system on the basis
minimum 2,000 gallons, of a proposed set of rates
with a maximum of $30 that was tower than those
for 10,000 gallons or now charged.

Sale IS 20 • •
•• '
Sale prices effective through Sunday
'

Horseman's death being investigated
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Jean Michel
Gambet was heavily in
debt when he either committed, suicide or was
murdered on a lonely
back road, according to
witnesses in a coroner's
inquest.
The horseman's body
was found in his burning
luxury car Dec. 13, a few
miles from his home on
, Sycamore Valley Farm,
which was owned by his
wife's family.
The car had been set
afire with kerosene, but
an autopsy showed
Gambet was killed by a
pistol shot through the
head.
Dr. George Nichols, the
state medical examiner,
has said he thinks
Gambet was murdered.
Local authorities, including police U. Drexel
Neal and Fayette County
Coroner Chester Hager,
refused to rule out
suicide.

And Neal attempted to
buttress- his suicide
theory as testimony
began Tuesday, saying
Gambet's personal
records detailed a string
of business failures and
anxious creditors.
Gambet reportedly
bought a horse farm in
his native France last
year and Neal testified
that his briefcase contained demands for payment on several "large
bank notes" and credit
card bills.
Donald Sucher, owner
of Echo Valley Farm in
Scott County, testified
that Gambet borrowed
$300,000 from a New
Orleans bank in
September to buy a
horse, then defaulted on
the loan.
Sucher said he cosigned the note and has
paid over $100,000 on the
debt so far. He said he
was still trying to get his

money back when
Gambet died.
Neal said Gamberi .38caliber handgun, with one
shot fired, was found near
his body That, coupled
with the remoteness, of
the death site, indicated
suicide, he said.
But Nichols, who is expected to testify late today, said after the autopsy that Gambet was not
killed with the handgun
police found. Neither had
police explained the fire,
Nichols said.
The coroner's jury
must also consider that,
on the day of his death,
Gambet told at least five
people, including a polies
officer, that he was being
threatened.
Gambet's wife, Ciasy,
"told us that morning he
had told her about getting
some phone calls and the
person made some kind
of threat ... and he was
concerned about it," Neal

said.
Police found three other people to whom
Gambet said the same
thing, Neal said
When he left home the
Last tune, about 12:45
p.m., Gambet wrote a
note to his wife, saying he
had '• been followed all
morning by a black „
Chevrolet" and he was
"going to the police,"
Neal said.
But Gambet had called
police four hours earlier,
Neal said.
Jurors heard a recording of Gambet, in a
heavy French accent,
telling a police officer
that he had received
**about.four" anonymous,
threatening calls. He said
nothing about being
followed
The officer advised
Gambet to have the
telephone company trace
the calls. Gambet thanked him and hung up

Wife pleads innocent in her husband's death
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP)— The wife of a Fort
Knox soldier who was
shot to death in his Valley
Station home on Feb. 20
has pleaded innocent to
murtiercharges in Jefferson District Cowl.
Debora Pruitt, MI,
entered the phis Tuesday

In connection with the Louisville for further
death of her husband, psychiatric evaluation.
Staff Sgt. Bradley Neil
She was charged with
Pruitt.
murder last Wednesday
after admitting herself to
District Judge Joseph the hospital after a
T. Bay ordered a MOAN reported drug overdose.
bond for Mrs. Pruitt and
Master Sgt. George
ordered her returned to Peterson, 36, of Lebanon,
University Hospital in Pa., alas has been charg-

ed with murder in connection with Pruitt's
death. Officials said a
plea of innocent was
entered for him Friday.
Peterson was ermined
in Lebanon and brought
to Louisville on Thursday.

atidstiont Counselors Needed

Artcraft Photography

Life House, a crisis pregnancy
center, is seeking women to serve
as volunter counselors to assist in
our program of help for untimely
pregnancy. Training provided. If
Interested please'call...
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Ban on aerosol propellants still being debated by scientists
WASHINGTON AP I
No one knows if the ban
on aerosol propellants is
saving the protective
ozone layer around
Earth, but it has sharply
reduced the use of the
ctwmicals. say scientists
v. ho are still debating the
extent of the hazard
The ozone layer. 20
miles above Earth.
reens out hazardous
ultraviolet radiation from
the sun That radiation
( ould lead to an Increase
in skin cancer if It got
through s. ientists warnc•1 m the late 1970?,
linp..se•I between 1977
and I 9 7 9. the hart
eliminated fluorocarbons
▪ fr•an use as propellants.
ste• h as ill hair Spra) and
•1 rod or.. nt
But the
• hymn als are still used
iii some applications
ro•tably as refrigerants,
in dry cleaning and in
plastu foam cushions
Released into the air.
fluorocarbons can
damage or destroy ozone.
oriling to a National
Ai ademy of Science
"A oily 1 he Al ademy projected in late 1477 that 15

percent to 18 percent of
the layer could be
depleted
"At that time there
were essentially few, if
any, measurements that
had actually been taken.
and people really were
scared.•* recalled Edward A Klein, director of
the cherrucal control division of the Environmental Protection Agency's
office of toxic substances.
Dr Lester Maehta,
director of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's air
resources laboratories,
said studies since the ban
have shown a "tremendous drop" in the amount
of fluorocarbons being
teleased into the air
Machta said figure's
front the Che in ica I
Manufacturers Association show 580 million
pounds of one of _ the
chemicals, Freon II,
released into the atmosphere in 1981 That's
down from 715 million
penult's released in 1976,
he said
As to whether the drop
has saved the ozone

layer. Machta says. "I
wonder if well ever
know"
Klein said various
agencies have conducted
studies of ozone depletion, and "we haven't
been able to measure any
significant changes "
"The monitoring hasn't
borne any real fruit up to
now," he said
Dr James Angell of
NOAA said that "it looks
as though in the middle
and upper stratospheres
there may be a 2 percent decrease In ozone
over the last 10 years, but
you just can't be sure of
something like that "
That, he said, is
because of counterbalancing factors. including an
increase in carbon dioxide in the air, a huh could
result in an actual increase in ozone
What hurts people is
• a drop in • the total
amount of ozone, and Jim
finds no change in that
said Machta
Hut I)(maid Heath of
the National Aeronautics
and Space Admimstra-

bon reported in a 1981
study that•he had found
the first eviiieriee that a
change is occurring in the
ozone layer, a finding
that he said "represents a
partial validation of the
theory that (fluorocarwill destroy
bons
ozone"
His studies. based on
information collected
from satellites, showed a
4 percent OZQRC decline at
24 miles above the Earth.
"It's small, but we feel
it's significant," he said
at the time
Heath declined to detail
his work recently. saying
it will be published in a
scientific journal But he
said further research has
not changed his 1981 conclusions
- We've extended our
analysis over a considerably longer period of
time We're still left with
the same conclusion - that
there is an effect and the
most likely candidate is
fluorocarbon
It's not yet proved, he
cautioned. but "that
theory seems to fit the

observation best of all."
A National Academy of
Science report, issued
last March. cut in half Its
prediction of the expected
reduction in the ozone
Layer The new estimate
calls for a decline of bet-

ween 5 percent and 9 per- evidence is increasing
cent by late in the next that depletion of the layer
century. the academy will add to the number of
said, based an the same skin cancer cases. .
assumptions used in its
The council estimated
1077 study.
that for each I percent
But at the same time. decrease in the ozone
the academy said layer, basal cell skin

Female hormone estrogen studies investigated
CHICAGO AP — The
female hormone estrogen
— wag coed as a possible
factor in why women
outlive men — may also
give women who take it
as a medication longer
lives than women who
don't, researchers say
Investigators from five
medical institutions
studied the records of
2,269 white women ages
40 to 69 dunng a period
from 1971 to 1976, and
reported their results in
t he Journal of the
American Medical
Assocabon
Three groups were exmined for the effect of
estrogen use and nonuse
on death rates The
groups were • women
whose reproductive
organs were inta('t,

women who had
undergone removal of the
uterus and women who
had undergone removal
of the uterus and both
°vanes.
The researchers
calculated the IrronlerCs
death rate, which was
defined as the number of
women per thousand who
died each year.
In all groups, estrogen
users had lower death
rates than non-users, said
the team, led by Drs.
Trudy L. Bush and Linda
D. Cowan o45 t h e
Oklahoma Research
Foundation in Oklahoma
City
The strongest aisociabon between estrogen use
and a lower .death rate
was found in women who
had undergone removal

Witnesses at Mayfield

Ron
Joyce's

Joseph Scaglione,
district representative
from the world headquarters of Jehovah's
Witnesses, Brooklyn,
N Y . spoke to an authence of 1.555 Sunday,
Erb. 27. on the subject "Is
This World I)oomed to
Ruin" .
The occasion was the
second day of a two-day
tor
gathering
ngof2l c ngrega
Witnesses front
western Kentucky and
southern Indiana in
Mayfield,
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Every
Wednesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Tips $229
with Soup L Salad Bar $2"
Soup & Salad Bar Only 1"

Every
Thursday Special
8 oz. Chopped Steak 1229
with Soup L Salad Bar $2"
Soup L Soled Bar Only $1"

I.

Scaglione told his audience, "Governments
are having more and
more difficulty maintaining stability, and
economists fear global
economic chaos in the
near future. However,the
question, 'When will
world ruination occur"'
not a new one.

jot Cen'tc
Scskotor

753 0440

"Jesus' disciples asked
virtually the same

Asner speaks to editors

colors. Three
to choosebrightsyle
from with
assorted trims
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MEAT PEOPLE
IN MURRAY KENTUCKY

like it much," said Asner.
"Not only do you become
the bearer of bad tidings,
you arouse the emotion of
not wanting to know
what'sgoingon."

lobs available
J OH ANNES I. U N D
Sweden ( API - - Although
Sweden is suffering its
highest unemployment
since the 1930s, the national bureau of statistics
in its survey of the labor
market noted an acute
shortage of Christian
ministers.
The bureau said many
chareries ate
pastors and added, "If
you want to become a
pastor, you are assured of
a job."
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AND SAY HELLO TO

OWEN GARDNER, MEAT MANAGER
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*Fryer Parts 431, Fryers
Fresh Ground Beef

*Patti Mix

3 Lb. or More
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OXFORD CLOTH
SHIRTS FOR
MEN and BOYS
Arrow short sleeve
oxford cloth button
down in white, blue,
ecru, or grey. Mens
sizes 141
/
2 to 17

18.00
Dee Gee* short sleeve
oxford cloth in white or
blue. Boys' sizes 8 to
20.

11.00

4 Lb. Carton $ Iu•
89

Big John's Super Tender Blade Cut

*Chuck Roast

$1 29

CHECK-OUT BONUS SPECIAL
S/00

OFF
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Choose any of these items and have them
personalized at no additional charge
Available monogram styles shown below
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Script

Brackets
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JR. OXFORD
SHIRTS
Classic short sleeve
oxford cloth shirt from
Dee Cee . Assorted
colors. Sizes 5 to 15.

12.00
Oxford cloth shirt with
knit collar and sleeve
bands. Hello, blue,
pink, - and yellow.
Sizes 5 to 13.

Snell Script

16.00

100% cotton for extra absorbency. In
dusk rose, forget-me-not blue, mocha.
mimosa, yellow, and parchment.
Wash Cloth
Hand Towel
Bath Towel

2.00
4.00
6.00
Opois %XI A.M.TIN SAO P.M. Mow.461,

MTN ONE RUED CNECK-011T 10111111 CERTIFICATE
PRICE EFFECTIVE 3/2/113 THIU 31111$3

FOUR DAYS ONLY!
Monogramming At No
Extra Charge
While You Wait.
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IDL-C, considered a tictor. IHigher values of
L D I.-C have been
associated with increased
risk of heart disease.
The apparent proteclion provided by estrogen
use may be related to the
ability of estrogen to increase blood levels of the
other kind of cholesterol,
high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol. or HDI.-C.
researchers said. Higher
values of HDL-C have
been linked with a reduced risk of begirt disezese.
But HDL-C level failed
to account for all of the
lower risk of death in
estrogen users, the team
said, adding that
estrogen users may just
have healthier lifestyles,
Ms. Bush acknowledged that other studies have
shown estrogen use increases risk of uterine
c a n .c er among
gynecologically intact
women, but she said the
trade-off of risks appears
to be in favor of taking
estroAn

COTTON CANVAS
HANDBAGS in

THE

STOP IN

of the uterus and both
ovaries. In that group, an
average of only 1.4 out of
every 1,000 estrogen
users died each year.
while an average of 11.8
out of every 1,000 nonusers died annually
The association was
weakest, although. still
significant, in women
who were gynecologically
intact, the team said. In
that group, an average of
4.9 out of 1,000 estrogen
users died annually, cornpared to an average of 9.0
deaths annually among
each 1,000 non-users.
Most estrogen in premenopausal women is
produced in the ovaries.
Differences in age,
education, smoking
halsits, alcohol consumplion, body mass or blood
pressure could not be
made to account for the
higher risk of death in
estrogen non-users, the
team said.
Neither was the blood
level of low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol, or

queston over 1900 years
ago. His answer in Matthew. chapter 24, outlines
dozens of events to
dovetail within one
generation, and he pinpoints our generation as
NEW ORLEANS AP(
the time for this question
• Actor Ed Asner. the
to the fulfilled."
He went on to point out, hard-nosed city editor on
"As in Noah's day, there the "Lou Grant" televiwill be survivors, and you sion series, told some real
survive the end of editors that they
can suive
shouldn't hesitate to hold
this doomed world."
A feature of the pro- up a mirror to society.
Asner, speaking to the
gram on Saturday was
the baptism of 17 new midwinter meeting of the
Inland Daily Press
Witnesses.
A minister for the con- Association, said laying
gregation in Murray. out the hard news may
Garvin R. Doran, an- seem cruel, but it's
nounced that Bible study necessary.
Through investigative
meetings at the local
Kingdom Hall, North 16th reporting, he said,
Street and Utterback newspapers are fulfilling
liload, will return to the a responsibility that may
regular schbdule this Infertate their readers,
week
He said all but bring about change.
"One thing about
meetings are free and
open to all interested per- holding up a mirror to
your readers, they don't
sons.
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cancer will increase 2
percent to $ percent and
there will be a 4 percent
to 10 percent increase qi
squamous cell skin
cancer. These two types
of skin cancer are common, but rarely fatal
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Jobs bill could create 5,000 jobs
CHATTANOOGA.
Tenn. (AP) — A 84.1
billion jobs bill pending
before Congress will
enable the Tennessee
Valley Authority to Pure
3.880 to 5,000 temporary
employees for projects
lasting six to rune months, a TVA administrator
says.
John Stewart. a TVA
assistant general
manager in Knoxville,
said today the bill contains a $40 million appropriation for TVA. He
said the money would
permit the federal agency to hire people to maintain its land and
buildings, improve TVAmanaged watershed
areas and aid in
economic development.
The jobs bill faces a
vote Thursday before the
Haase of Representatives. Congressmen
from the Tennessee
Valley are backing the
bill and they say House
approval is likely The

The total hiring would
Senate must then peas the
proposal before it goes to be closer to 3,000 people it
TVA decides to emPresident Reagan
phasize construction proTVA's
Stewart said
jects
But if cleanup and
staff won't begin identifyrestoration
projects are
ing the specific projects
to be tackled until the emphasized, the temporary work force could
jobs bill receives final aptotal
in the neighborhood
proval. TV As three-man
of
5.000,
Stewart said
board of directors then
He said the temporary
would make the final
decisions on the priorities employment is not inof the venous projects, tended to increase TV A's
which administrators permanent wort force.
hope to begin within 90 currently 36,622 people in
the seven-state region.
days of project authoriza"This is not seen as a
tion
permanent solution to
"This is terrific for anybody's problems,"
TVA,"Stewart said. "But Stewart said.
morelthan that, it will be
TVA generates elecvery helpful to an awful tncity for 2 8 million conlot of people in the sumers in Tennessee and
valley'
neighboring parts of KenTVA would use the tucky. Virginia, North
money to lure people Carolina, Georgia,
across the seven-state Alabama and Mississipregion it serves, with em- pi The agency also
phasis on the areas of operates flood control
greatest unemployment. and power generating
Stewart said. The agency dams, research facilities
Would use 80 to 85 percent and economic developof the funding to pay rnent programs in the
salaries, he said.
region.
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Socialist wins racefor second term

By The Associated Press
The socialist mayor of
Burlington. Vt winning
a second term by a surprising 52 percent
margin, says his margin
of victory "indicates a lot
of support for what we're
trying to do"
"I would say it's a mandate." Bernard Sander.
said at his victory
celebration Tuesday
night "The victory was
more than we thought"
Sanders' supporters
called the outcome proof
that his election in 1901
wig not a fluke, but
reflected local distaste
for the political establishment
In a handful of other
elections Tuesday, Columbia, S.0 elected E W
Cromarbe II as its first
black city councilman in
more than 100 years and
re-elected Kirkland
Finley Jr as mayor
Voters in the New York
City borough of Queens
elected Democratic state
Sen Gary Ackerman to a
congressional seat left
vacant by the death of
PARIS AP) • Saudi ed off the price of a gallon members of OPEC liberal Democratic Rep
Arabia and Venezuela of gasoline for every $1 agreed on a price cut.
Ben iamin S Rosenthal
say they have almost suc- the oil exporters cut off
Yamani indicated he
ceeded in convincing the base price.
favored an OPEC price of
But the price cut would $30 a barrel, matching
fellow OPEC members to
uniformly cut oil prices in be especially important reduced rates announced
a last-ditch effort to save for OPEC. whose in- recently by Norway. Brithe cartel's role as the fluence has dwindled tain and the cartel's
world's pricing and pro- since it failed in renegade. Nigeria. The
December and January present OPEC base price
duction pace-setter.
1,0S ANGELES AP
An informal meeting of to lower prices or produc- to contract customers is - A temfied hospital pasome of the 13 Organiza- tion levels despite a supp- S34.
tient "screamed and
tion of Petroleum Expor- ly glut and sluggish descreamed" as a freak torcountries
which
Other
ting Countries members mand.
nado smashed windows
was scheduled for Thurs"The London parley would attend the London and tore down walls when
were
United
session
the
will be the real test for
day in London.
It cut a 3-mile path of
"A majority, not proving or disproving the Arab Emirates, Algeria, destruction through the
Venezuela,
Kuwait,
everyone, is agreed to possibility for success of
city.
lower price," Saudi Oil a proposed OPEC Nigeria and Indonesia,
"It went black and
newspaper
said.
the
Minister Sheik Ahmed ministerial session," said
everything went flying
Iraq, Qatar. Gabon and through the air outside
Zaki Yamani said Tues- Asharq al Awsat, the
day.
authorative newspaper in Ecuador were almost huge pieces of wood,"
"We are moving Jidda,Saudi Arabia.
certain to join the majori- said Patricia Goodman.
towards an accord,"
The paper said Yamani ty of their colleagues, 52, bedridden at OrVenezuela's oil minister, would join his colleagues leaving Iran and Libya, thopedic Hospital after
Humberto Calderon Beth if it seemed that a leader the two most radical hip surgery. "Just like
concurred.
of the most powerful OPEC members, outside .The Wizard of Oz."
Consumers could see as OPEC nation would mean an agreement, observers
More than 100 buildings
much as a 2'v cents shav- a majority seven ) in Jidda said.
were damaged Tuesday
and 25 people suffered
minor injuries as a rare
California twister careened through the southern
downtown area
Ten miles away in
NEW YORK (AP) — A if they were thinner," Dr. percent.
The tables apply only to Pasadena, another
major insurance corn- W. Virgil Brown, chairpany says the weights at man of the heart aasocia- people between the ages twister lifted a car carrying one motorist at least
which people are likely to tion's nutrition commit- of 25 and 59.
In the past, the tables 15 feet in the air,
live longest have risen tee and author of the
have been labelled as eyewitnesses said, while
slightly since 1959, but the statement,said.
American Heart AssociaBrown, who is also pro- specifying -ideal" or the National Weather
ton says that's no reason fessor of medicine at Mt. "desirable" weights, but Service said a third torto fatten up.
Sinai Medical Center in those labels have been nado may have touched
New height-weight New York, said many dropped from the new down in Santa Ana.
"It's unbelievable,"
tables, released by factors influence health revision because they
Metropolitan Life In- and length of life, and the gave rise to misinter- said Gerald Baker, a resisurance Co. of New York, best weight for many peo- pretation. said Dr. Paul dent of the tornadodo not specify ideal or pie could be outside the Entmacher, vice presi- ravaged section of I.os
recommended weights, weight ranges specified dent and medical director Angeles. "You know we
worry about earththe ANA said in a state- in the Metropolitan Life of Metropolitan Life.
"They ithe tables) do quakes, but never this"
ment Tuesday.
tables.
The Los • An-geles
"When used as
The 1963 tables were net tell us what the best
guidelines, the new tables computed from insurance weight is for turning in a twister caused at least
will imply that — for records of 4.2 million peo- good job performance or $2.5 million in damage as
many Americans — put- pie provided by 25 COM- for looking your best," it struck the huge Convention Center roof and
ting on weight may ac- panics. Similar tables Entmacher said.
The differences bet- Orthopedic Hospital.
tually improve their were first assembled by
"It looks like a war
health. Few health pro- Metropolitan Life in the ween the 1459 and 1983
blems are improved by early 1940s, and have not tables are probably due zone," Police Chief Daryl
to changes in living, Ent- Gates said.
gaining weight," ac- been revised since 1959.
Although tornadoes ormacher said. Such things
cording to the statement.
For men and women °I as greater
cur
every year in
attention
to
But the company ex- medium heights, the
plained that the tables in- weights associated with diet and increased con- Southern California, Nadicate only which weights longest life have climbed cern with fitness alter tional Weather Service
many things that affect specialist Dieter Crowley
are statistically linked to 5 percent to 7 percent.
lifespan — such as said they are "very rare.
longest life. Company ofThe differences were cholesterol levels and Everything has to be just
ficials said the tables
serve as the standard for greatest for short people. blood pressure, he added. In the right sequence"
No one was .killed by
Frederic Seltzer. the
the insurance industry Between 1969 and 1183,
weights aseociated Metropolitan Life ac- the twister itself, but Us
and the health profes- U
with lowest mortality for tuary who directed the Angeles reserve police ofsions.
formulation of the tables, ficer Stuart Tiara, 38,
"Fatter people are able short people were up
said the average [Aspen was killed and two others
to live longer because percent to 13 percent.
other risk factors are beTail people showed the for males born 'today in were injured when a
ing reduced. But that least change. In their the United States is 70 helicopter apparently hit
doesn't mean they rose, the weights were years, and for females, 78 a power line and crashed
while taking off from an
wouldn't live even longer raised only 1 percent to 4 years.
emergency tornado comLivestock market mand post Tuesday evenLoutsviuir.. I kr. Loam,
ing.
rwrolpiec.0
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WASHINGTON(AP) — payment-in-kind, or PIK 11.•••••11
1118. ihmembler Own awl Won
ortoga.. oluiskiet tem ousUy
spent the night patrolling
Faced with a March 11 program
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deadline, House leaders
a 250-block area that was
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"Farmers should not folows
sod maim am* Issars
closed to all but residents
are expediting a vote on be
discouraged from par- Om.Isr Sod tad"map 6111•r
legislation to override a
and businessmen, and
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ticipating in the PIK pro- esilosia.41114
awe 14 US
police Officer Sergio Diaz
federal tax riding that
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President Reagan's
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horseback this morning.
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1104111
onstices,"said Rep. Fort- sin41111MO,
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However he said there
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whose Ways and Means
via, awn Is IMMO report of looting, at a
818
Rostenkowski,
subcommittee
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OPEC moves toward accord

district. said Mike (
namon. Richland Count%
elections director
Finlay received 6,567
votes, or 69 percent of the
turnout. to 2.926 for
i•hallenger Barnett
Goldberg to clinch a second term as ma% or of
the South Carolina
capital
In the New York , on
gres..sional rat:e,
ker
man won a decisive %
ton' over a Republo an
and two other Demoi.rats
who ran as independents
in the special election

A mayoral priniars in
Kansas
. Mo , left
Republican Niko or
Richard Berkle) and
former Mayor ("harks
Wheeler. a Democrat. in
first and second place.
respectively They face a
runoff March 29
And in- Montpelier. Vt.
11 communities adopted
tough regulations governing shipment of nuclear
waste
In the Burlington
mayor's race. Sanders
captured 6,942 votes. or 52
percent. Democrat Ju.1
Stephany had 4.086 votes.
or 31 percent. and
Republican James Gilson
had 2.292 votes, or 17 per
cent
Sanders received high
marks for bringing competitive bidding to cit%
pension and insurance accounts, instituting new
accounting methods to City Hall and smoothing
relations with tit%
employees
In Columbia. S C
Cromartie. a 37-year-old
attorney. reeeived 1.322
votes. or 51 percent of the
vote, to defeat three other
black candidates in his

With 100 percent of the
urfoffii nil returns in thy
40-year-old .Nykerniati
recei%ed 18..180 otes or
50 percent of the turnout
In Kansas Cit% . with all
precincts county,1
three counties Berk le
reCelVed an uniirri, 1,1 i
total of :19,a7r; „tr.,
Wheeler
Vi::
Councilman Jot. SCIL
11.I .J•i, and Bob Kilt, Ilk,.
a socialist. 1,04'.,
.1!though thc
harter calls for- non
partis ti
t ions
K'heeler billed himself

Iruman-stv m'
I )411101 rat, and ServINS
prom( tett himself as
thy I kInik rat in the
r.it
AV-% in the ermont
airs spurred t) a series
or nuclear wastif
shipments through the
state from a
e.‘, tor 511.14 tett lir .11 or
,1111.1111 cS Ittl stricter requirem,-tits for the waste
oritairwrs than state and
tyderal rygulations They
al'.i. requite the tin% us to
he notifiy,1 sf th e
.htionents
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California twister is
cause of 25 injuries

Height-weight tables revised

Reduction program in jeopardy

We've got some peoplc who are pretty shaken
Coria said "We've
had volunteers talking to
them and keeping their
children active
Mayor Tom Bradley
declared a local state of
emergency and said he
asked state and federal
officials to declare the
conunercial and low income residential section a disaster area
The tornadoes occurred
amid a storm that
dumped 2.94 inches of
rain on downtown 1,os
Angeles and more than 10
inches on Mt •about 10 miles to the northeast
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Braille helps blind'see'Helen Keller's story
PITTSBURGH (AP) — her teacher Anne Playhouse production
woman. Linda Marcus, available for all types of
The opening-night au- Sullivan, the blind auIn addition to 16 Braille who designed the
first sham.
dience held the key to the dience heard only grunts scores, which cost the guides.
Mrs. Marcus is now
play in its hands: a 20- of the child and the Playhouse $1.30 apiece,
She said IMO copies of working with another Pitpage Braille guide to sounds of an indeter- cassette recordings of the "Pirates"
guide were tsburgh theater group on
"The Miracle Worker" minate struggle.
each character describ- distributed nationwide
a Braille guide for the
that let blind
With the Braille score, ing himself are available for the Feb. 18 opening
of
Gilbert
and Sullivan
theatergoers "see" what theater-goers took their before the curtain rises.
the movie.
operetta "Pirates of Penhappened on stage.
A Braille guide was
cue from the final lines
Mrs. Marcus, 46, who is zance" and a local
pro"When you have the spoken before the fight, first used last month for a legally blind,
designed duction of -The Mikado"
Braille in front of you, it's and then read a descrip- preview of the film vere --lbe Braille
Movie opening in April. She
a whole different ex- tion ot the action: "Helen sion of Gilbert and Glide" and
"The Braille plans to spend the sumperience," said Korene bangs on the door and An- Sullivan's "The Pirates Theater Guide."
Mrs. mer, working on guides to
Kegs at intermiasion. "It nie firmly seats her in the of Penzance" in Florida, Marcus said
she would "Carousel" and "Hello
creates more in- chair ... They have a according to a Pittsburgh like to
see guides Doll ."
dependence for a blind wrestling match on the
person. It's not just know- floor and Annie seats her
ing there's a dining room, back 'in the chair. Annie
but what's in it"
gets Helen to eat and
WOODMEN BLDG MURRAY 753 9376
Miss Kegs, blind since Helen spews the food out
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS MUTUAL FUNDS
birth, attended the Pitt- over Annie Annie throws
WORKS BY CHARLES RUST — Artie Charles Rust was guest speaker of the sburgh Playhouse water in Helen's face,
Murray Art Guild recently displaying and discussing his work with members of Theater's Tuesday open- which finally calms her
the guild. Rust (at right)is shown with a piece of his work bets currently work- ing of the tale of Helen down"
ing on and explained that be is "searching for significant form" in the painting. Keller's fight to com"If I'm not with soGoodrich..
35 unc
The governing factor to which I adhere in my work is that the art form have an municate with a world meone sighted, I wouldn't Prices furnished by First of
Goodyear.
tine
imaginary basia for merit distinct from represerdationalism," he explains. He she could neither see nor know what was going on" Michigan. Woodman Bldg.
32L,
Liz
Gulf Oil
displayed several pieces of his art, many of which have recently been on display hear
without the Braille guide,
I.B.M
102
4141
Upstairs-Do
smstairs Gallery. Rust earned a degree in ftne arts from San
at the
The guide describes the said Mrs. Kegg,24. of Pit- Industrial
JC Penney
Average
58 +1%
+1.16
Francisco State University in 1963 and continued with graduate study with con- characters and sets the tsburgh.
Jerico
27%B
2'724A
centration in photography and painting and taught the subject for a number of scenes, using sounds as
Next week, a per- Air Products
Johnson di Johnson
45% -•
4975 +'a
years. Shown with Rust is Larrie Clark, president of the guild.
cues More than a simple formance will benefit the
Kmart
American Motors
+ kg
21%
script, the guide includes School for Blind Children
647, .1.,
Mary Kay Calm
Athiarid
..31%
stage directions, sum- in Pittsburgh. Blind
Penwalt
American Telephone.. ...V% UDC
271. -I:
maries of movement, theater patrons will be
Quaker Oats
Chrysler
163
444 unc
•
.4
lighting changes and taken on stage before the
Texaco
Dupont .
32%
41
+ 11
+
pickup lines to indicate show to get a feel for the Ford
U.S. Tobacco
27% +78
41 +
which sounds coordinate set.
Wal Mart
G.A.F .
50% -4-tu
157
. + '4
year
By BRUCE BARTLEY
said
with specific actions
Carrie Lund. resident General Dynamics
Wendy's
1571
423
.•
-We don't have an
Richards. a McCarthy
Associated Press Wnter
For example, when the artist at the theater.
Wetterau
17%B I7'2A
837s + Lg
(; LENNA 1. i. F:
resident. said he had in- communications out young Helen tussles with designed the Braille General Motors
C.E.F. Yield
General Tire
34; + 14
83$
Alaska Al'
A man vited Hastings into his there at all." said
score for "The Miracle
with multiple. stab cabin for a cup of coffee.
Trooper Ken Lewis in Program used
MORRIS 111111REY REPRESENTING
Workers" and said
.wounds was being held
Richards said that as Glennallen about 100
Braille scores now will be
for questioning today tie reached for a cup. he miles northwest of McmEmBER NIAYURK iTOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIP(
printed for every
WASHINGTON 'AP i
after six people were shot felt something hit him ('.arthy
A survey shows that more
and killed in the remote Attar the right eye and
Lewis said Hastings than a third of US
Alaskan mining town of realized he had been shot was suffering from Catholic hospitals
have
McCarthy. pi 4111
He said he turned toward •several lacerations' 'natural family
said
plannTwo others were wound- his attacker and was shot which appeared to be ing" programs,
but only
ed
in the neck before knife wounds when he about 200 couples
a year
An injured survivor. slashing at his assailant was picked up He was use the program in
142 inChristopher Richards, with a knife, fleeing the treated at Faith Hospital stitutions.
said a man came to his cabin and slogging in Glennallen, about 150
The programs offer
cabin for a cup of t•offee through snow in his stock- miles northeast of An- guidance on
natural
Tuesday , then fired two ing feet until he was pick- chorage
methods of avoiding
shots
ed up
Lewis would not say pregnancy in
of the blue "
addition to
lb. said the ;mat-kyr
Hit hards said a whether Ifastings was rhythm
. Roman
neighbor driving a armed when taken into Catholicism
told him after firing
forbids con-look, you're already snowmobile carried him. custody
traception
dead If you'll just quit to a nearby airstrip.
The names of the six
Most have begun in the
fighting. I'll make it eas• where tw was flnwri to dead and line of the
last five years, and addifor you
4;lennallen for treatment wounded were being tional
hospitals are' inAlaska State 1 roop4,r,
No details were im- withheld until relatives terested
in starting such
said [Aims
Hastings, mediately available could be notified
programs, the survey fin38, was captured without about the other shootings Richards arid a woman
dings showed
incident as he rode a There is no telephone ser- wounded in the arm were
snowmobile about 20 vice to the isolated com- in stable condition at
miles outside the snow- munity. and radio contact Faith Hospital in Glen- John Wesley honored
bound mining 4 44111111Unitl‘ with McCarthy was nallen
of 22 residents in the rug- disrupted Tuesday night.
All were shot with a
DETROIT AP) — A
McCarthy. formerly a small-4 allber weapon, medallion. featuring
ged Wrangell Mountains
Hastings had not been mining town of 1,000. is and the bodies of the dead Methodist founder John 0
charged but was being now a virtual ghost town. were found in several Wesley, has been turned iv
0
0
taken to Anchorage by cut off from the rest of locations, Lewis said
0
out for the- bicentennial
ear early today . troopers Alaska for most of the
The tiny town had been observance in 1984 of the
0
the home of a large ('Op- beginnings of Methodism
0
permining operation of in the United States.
Si,
the Kennecott Copper
A United Methodist
41.
Co . which built the town planning commission anthi
0
1
around the turn of the nounced that the
01
•0
century to house miners. medallion, minted by the 0
80
1
•41
WASHINGTON t
Medallic Art Company of 01
and fire at the Raymond The mine closed in 1938
40
Gold was discovered Danbury.. Conn., bears 10
Citing 14 explosions in Co-Op F:levator near Lin01
10
grain elevators last year. coln. Neb Investigators near McCarthy in 1900, the words of Wesley's
:
is
the Reagan administra- said at the time they and at one time its memorable comment.
sO
tion says itis stepping up believed the accident population peaked at ''The world is my
4
aellailitiriiiitaar1111-iiiilaiiiiiiiiia•Wik Vlia:liVielaiiiViita•-liiiiaNlilit-IiiaaiiiTh;*
safety inspections while happened when propane more than 1,000.
continuing to work on seeped through a crack in
new standards
a plastic pipe to the baseThorne A uchter direi - ment and was ignited by
tor 44 the Occupational a fuel oil heater.
Safety and Health AdThe AFL-CIO's Food
ministration. said Tues- and Beverage Trades
day that worker deaths I Ntpartment pushed for
and injuries
tan be specific grain elevator
prevented through better safety standards.
hazard awareness and
Robert Harbrant,
elimination
president of the food and
That is what we intend beverage department.
to (miter now through called the OSHA move "a
more inspections, and step in the right direction.
soon through better en- Give the devil his due
forcement." he said
They said there would be
About 200 workers have no standards issued for
perished in roughly 400 grain elevators, and
U.S. grain elevator explo- they've obviously reverssions the last 22 years, ed that. and ,we're pleasgovernment records ed"
show
Despite hundreds of
Gk O9atflts
Twelve people died in grain elevator blasts in
and Savel
the explosions last year. the last two decades, no
including five deaths wide-ranging safety
following an explosion regulations exist for such
facilities
The
Standard
Agriculture Department's Federal Grain In1mkt• Asia Idertat \egg long, Mani
Colon
NO
spection Service - ingmligstp Porter 44.44 14•11 SNOW
vestigates explosions but
OA/t WW1* 11004 1044444.
11•404111 gel 40 Lig•
14•44•441 I(444
has no enforcement
gime, Imo Orris wig le 01 Sae,
authority.
•
i Isugor
10 Is ms014 111100/4

MORRIS BILBREY
Stock market

Six die in Alaskan shooting

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION

RE-OPENING
Thursday, March 3
SUE & CHARLIE'S
RESTAURANT

Serving Those Famous

FISH DINNERS

0
0

0

Hwy.68 at 80 At Aurora

Reagan stiffens regulations
governing grain elevators

S.`:)

Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4-9
Sun. 11:30-8:30
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NBA contract meeting
ends in loud discussion
NEW YORK (AP,
Negotiations for a new
contract between the National Basketball
Association and its
players association were
broken off after the first
meeting in more than two
weeks lasted just 24
minutes and produced
angry exchanges by both
sides_
"The players are not
prepared to address in
any meaningful way the
current problems of the
. league and said they were
firm on an April 2 strike
deadline." David Stern,
the NBA's executive vice
president for business
and legal affairs, said
following Tuesday's abbreviated session.
"No purpose would be
served under the circumstances to continue
- meeting." said Commissinner Larry O'Brien..
O'Brien said the
prayers' Strike threat,
delivered officially . for
the first time Tuesday.
was ''a stunning and
disturbing development.
The commissioner, in a
message to the league's
Board of Governors, said
he had opened the
meeting by asking Larry
Fleisher, the union's
general counsel, to
clarify his comments to
the media regarding the
strike deadline.
''Mr. Fleisher respond-

ed unequivocably that the
players would not agree
to any proposal addressing the league's financial
problems which would
take effect prior to 1987 at
the expiration of the
Robertson settlement
agreement.•' O'Brien
said in his message to the
clubs
The Robertson settlement gives free agent
players the right to sign
with any team. Part of
the club owners' contract
proposal would set a
salary cap for each team
and would bar any club
which exceeds that limit
from signing free agents
"1 advised Mr Fleisher
and his colleagues that
the NBA would not enter
into any new collective

bargaining agreement
which did not address the
league's current financial
problems," said O'Brien
The commissioner's
message to the Board
said Charles Grantham. a
member of the union's
negotiating team, had
said the NBA's financial
problems were the problems of the owners and
need not be a concern of
the players
."It was a very short
meeting." said Fleisher
"We discussed
philosophical differences
Philosophically, we are
as far apart aslo,
Angeles is to New York "
"There really wasn't
great animosity,"
Fleisher said. "It was a
difference of opinion "

New funding proposal may keep Louisville in Metro
LOUISVILLE, Ky
AP) - A proposal to.
change the funding formula for the seven-school
Metro Conference could
induce the University of
Louisville to stay in the
league, said college officials.
The plan, already
outlined to U of I.
trustees, is expected to be
placed before conference
representatives when

they meet at Cuicinnati in
two weeks.
On Dec. 20, the U of 1.
Athletic Committee expressed concern over the
method through which
member schools contnbute to the financial
operation of the league_
Its chief complaint was
that U of I, was carrying
too much of the burden.
Because of the funding
formula, some member

Murray Booster Club
sponsors pep meeting
Murray High School
Athlak Booster Club will
have a special meeting
for boosters and friends
M the Tiger and Lady
Tiger basketball teams
Thursday at 2:15 p.m.
.The meeting will be in
the school cafeteria and
the public is invited.
Jerry Key will preside
over the meeting.
A pep rally will follow
at 2:40 p.m. prior to the
opening of the Fourth
District Basketball Tournament at Calloway
County High.
Tickets are still
available at both school
offices.

GOLDEN GLOVES Two members of the Murray Police Boxing Club
will compete in the
March 3-5 West Tennessee Golden Gloves
boxing tournament in
Jackson. Tenn The
weigh-in for the two local
boxers was today.
Representing the MPBC
in the featherweight division will be 'Raging Red'
Ron Stevenson I far left)
and an the bantam weight
division will be 'Lightning' Rod Jones (far
right The two fought for
the featherweight title in
the Coca Cola Invitational in Jackson earlier
this season Jones won
the title and Stevenson
was runnerup
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Adult admission is $3
and students pay $2.
TeaeberS may purchase
student tickets with I.D.s.
Thursday's first-round
games include Marshall
County and Mayfield
girls at 6:30 p.m. with the
Marshall County and
Murray boys playing at
8:15 p.m.
Friday Calloway County and Murray girls play
at 6:30 p.m. with the
Calloway and Mayfield
boys playing at 8:15 p.m.
Saturday the girls
championship game is
6:30 p.m. and the boys
play at 815 p.m.

schools have been contributing as little as
$10.000 annually, whileir
of I. has been providing
up to 650,000 a year. The
panel also was upset that
U of I. has had to share its
NCAA tournament proceeds with the conThe committee went ii
record as favoring
withdrawal from the
league if changes were
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Calloway had previously beaten Sharpe, 404,
and Dalton. 22-17, to advance to the championship round.
The 4th graders were
one of three Calloway
teams to win championships in the Lyon County
Tournament. Also winning were 6th and 7th
grade All Star teams.
Other members of the
4th grade championship
team included Mickey
Futrell, Billy Brickey,
Bryan Smith, Chris
Bynum, Bart Crum, Lonnie Gatlin, Daryl
Eldridge and Paul Winchester.
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PEPSI

The 6-foot-10 center of
the Tiers led Philadelphia
to an 11-1 record during
the month. scoring more
than ID points in 11 of the
12 pates and pulling
down more than 30 reboundsfour times.
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Sports, briefly
NEW YORK I AP) —
Moses Malone, the National Basketball
Association's leading rebounder and its fifthloadkig scorer, was named the NBA's player of
the month for February.
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Calloway 4th graders
take Lyon tourney title
Calloway County's 4th
grade All Stars recently
won their divisional
championship by
defeating Benton, 36-33 in
overtime, in the Lyon
County Invitational
Basketball Tournament.
Edward Chapman used
two of his four total points
to tie the game with :07
left in regulation and the
Calloway s- quad prevailed in the extra period for
their third straight
playoff win.
Travis Turner was
high-pointrnan for the
game with 16 while teammates Joey Mizell and
Brian Smith added 10 and
six.
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'Breds baseball outlook

Experience, power highlight'83squad
Expenence and determination are the bywords
which best describe the
1913 edition of Murray
State baseball as veteran
head coach Johnny
Reagan enters his 26th
season with the 'Breds
Murray State appears
to be in good shape for a
run at its 11th OVC title
with a veteran roster that
offers an abundance of
explosive offense to compliment its solid defense
and improved pitching
This team is ex•
penenced and determined." said MSU assistant
coach Leon Wurth. entering his seventh year as
Reagan's right-hand
man "We were pleased
with our fall workouts
The most impressive
thing about this bunch of
guys is their posaive attitude
on paper. t h e
Thoroughbreds have a
powerful offensive attack, led by a glittenng
triple-threat outfield
Juniors Lee Hutson and
Gary Blaine. who have
combined for 46 home
runs the last two seasons,
will be joined in the outfield by sophomore Clay
Boone-. an All-OVC selection as a freshman in
:981
Boone. who
established an MSU
single-season record with
16 homers that year. was
forced to sit out the 12
season due to back

batting average
Gargiulo was the big gun,
hitting
311 as a
freshman
Three lettermen return
behind the plate for MSU.
making the battle for the
starting spot an interesting one Senior Bo
Calloway. junior Rob
McDonald and
sophomore 'Todd Hale
will compete for the
number one job
McDonald. who hit 307
for Illinois in 1910 before
transferring to Murray
State. has the inside track
for the starting position
Sophomore Don
Neufelder. an All-OVC
pick last year as a
designated hitter, hopes
to improve on his .306

Behind those three will
sophomore Chris
Barber. who saw limited
,iuty as a freshman but
hail a "tremendous fall,"
according to Wurth.
'Breds also return
their entire starting, infield from last year
sophomore first baseman
Michael Gargiulo, senior
second baseman Tommy
i;regg, senior shortstop
Carrell Boyd and junior
third baseman Scott
Peck. AU four hit over
IN last year, helping the
club roll to a .316 team
be

L'

TOURNAMENT CHAMPS - Calloway County Middle School's 7th grade basketball team finished its
season with a 10-1 record and the championship of the Lyon County Invitational Tournament last week.
Members of the championship team include (front row,from left) Tim Wilson,Patrick Gupton,Scott Miller,
Robbie Owens, Mike Carpenter, John lines. (second row) coach Burch Kinsolving, Brad Pritchett, Fred
Jonei, Jamie Armstrong, Trent Campbell. Shane Paschall, Monty Thompson. (back row) Kevin Doyle,
William Erwin, Jamie Shields, Chad Stubblefield, Carle Alexander, Brian Undaiiill and not pictured is Corte
Lambert.

Bidding for baseball rights reaches $1 billion
NEW YORK (AP)
NB(' Sports has issued a
$1 billion challenge to its
imer
two network competitors
that could land it exclusive rights to major
league baseball games
through 1988.
NBC and major league
baseball announced jointly. on Tuesday that the
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Espadrilles sandals thongs

and slides

Your
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ballerinas

a fabulous collection in canvas or

be Senior nghthanders Collegiate Baseball poll,
Brad Taylor and Scott- 'went 49-23 last season and
Tucker and senior lefty won their division. IlDoug Rice. Taylor and linois will confront the
Tucker were II-2 and 5-2, 'Breda again in a single
respectively last season game on Sunday. March
while the hard-throwing 6. at 1 p m
Rice fashioned a 4-1
Murray State's 1963
ledger.
slate also includes strong
Senior righties Jeff Memphis State. Southern
Gass and Kerry Parker, Illinois and Eastern Ilalong with juniors Alan linois The • Breds will
Gibbs and Jeff Hale, will play home-and-home
see plenty of work for the series with OVC Southern
.Breds in '83 as they take Division foes Austin
on atop-flight schedule of Peay. Middle Tennessee
opponents.
and Tennessee Tech
The season opens
The OVC playoffs.
March 5, with Big Ten featuring the top two
power Illinois invading teams from each diviReagan Field for a 1 p.m sion, will be played April
doubleheader The 29-30 at the home field of
Fighting fllini, ranked the Northern Division
17th in the nation in the champions.

surgery

.Cmcur-til
it s spring' So come in and view our selection
of casuals that II let you 'kick up your heels in

average. He should be the
DH again this season.
although Barber could
also see action.
Neufelder also figures
in the team's pitching
plans, perhaps as the top
starter Last year. the 511 southpaw unpressed
everyone. compiling a 4-1
won-loss record and a 1 95
ERA as a freshman He
struck out 37 batters in
only 32 1/3 Innings
• "On paper, we should
be a strong hitting team."
said Wurth. "But coaches
will tell you that pitching
is 75 percent of the game
If our pitchers can maintain the consistency they
displayed in the fall, we
can have a good year."
Key starters, along
with Neufelder. figure to

two had agreed to a fiveyear deal for half the
broadcast rights extending from 1984-88.
Sources placed the
pricetag on the deal at
$500 million.
And, the commissioner's office confirmed
that NEW has offered to
buy the other half of those

rights, currently held by
ABC. Sources placed that
offer also at $500 million,
for a grand total of $1
billion.
Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn, in a prepared
statement, said ABC
would first be given a
chance to match the NBC
offer "as the present

leather

with quality features you ye come to
expect in tine footwear And the colors are abso
lutely perfect for spring time fashions Shop
now and save at Kmart•'
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$4.29
Jerry's famous 21-Piece Shrimp Dinner
includes 21 Gulf shrimp, served up crispy
and golden! Plus French fries, fresh cole
slaw and a dinner roll with butter! At this
price, it's a great reason to...
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Navy Canvas

Hwy. 641 N. Murray, Ky

rights-holder and pursuant to its contract
rights." If ABC is not interested, Kuhn said CBS
would be approached
before going back to
NBC.
The four-year deals
with NBC and ABC expire
after the 1983 season.
Jim Spence, executive
vice president of ABC
Sports, said the network
was considering the matter, but industry sources
thought ABC might have
been outbid. CBS was not
considered a competetive
bidder, thus it appeared
NBC had a realistic opportunity to become
baseball's sole network
TV outlet.
Nelson H. Pilson, the
president of CBS Sports,
declined to speculate
whether CBS would bid if
A,BC did not.
The NBC-baseball contract signed on Tuesday
also guarantees the network exclusive rights to
30 Saturday games during each year of the contract. The commissioner's office said local
statibrts would be prohibited from airing
games to their viewing
areas during the NBC
time slots, but the deal
will not affect cable or
pay-TV outlets.
The deal gives NBC
rights to the World Series
in 1964, IS and 'SS and to
both league championship series and the AllStar Game in 1116 and Ti.
If ABC buys the ether half
of baseball's broadcast
rights, it will receive
rights to these baseball
plums in years not
covered by the NBC deal.
In addition, NBC was
given the right to exclusive broadcasts of two
prime time games each
year with an option for
eight more in prime time
and eight more during the
afternoon.
Two of the prime incentives for NBC's 81 billion
bid apparently were the
plan by baseball's Executive Council to expand
the playoffs from five to
seven games and ABCs
current exclusive rights
to Monday night games.
The expanded playoff
fomat dill must be approved by the players'
union.
A
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PORTER PORTERS — World Series MVP Darrell Porter(left)carries equipment out of the St.Louis Cardinals club house with fellow catcher Glenn Brummer in St.Petersburg, Fla. The World Champions along
with most of the other major league teams are in the midst of spring training in the warm weather sites.
AP I aserphoto

Steinbrenner says Yankees resemble
77 champs; baseball camps contine
By The Associated Press
Owner George Stembrenner, who has promised to remain silent even if
the New York Yankees
lose every exhibition
game, has indicated it
may be different once the
season starts.
"If Billy Martin can't
win with this team, we
can never win," Steinbrenner said Tuesday at
the Yankees' spring
training camp in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
Steinbrenner said he
would ..!_tave to shoulder
surnraf the.blame for our
poor showing last
season," referring to the
Yankees'finish one game
out 'of last place in the
American League East.
"I probably demanded
and meddled too much.
"I think from the top
down the whole team is
embarrassed and
disgraced by the performance. I get the feeling that all the guys are
eager to redeem
themselves. I sense a different attitude out there.
Guys like Goose Gossage,
John Mayberry and
others coming in with
their weights down.
They're all businesslike
and working hard. Personally I think this team
has as much all-around
talent as the 1977 ( world
championship) team,
which I have considered
our best -- maybe even
more."
Meanwhile, in West
Palm Beach, Fla., Atlanta's Bob Horner passed
his first test as a left
fielder and showed that
no matter what position
he plays he can still hit.
Horner had only one
chance defensively in an
intrasquad game and
handled it flawlessly. At
the plate, he smacked a
home run — off Phil
Niekro — and triple in
two at-bats.
"I didn't feel bad in
left," Horner said. "After
I had played two or three
innings it wasn't that big
a deal. It's Aug so completely different from
third base, which is a
razor's edge on every
play. I'm much more
relaxed in the outfield."
At Winter Haven, Fl..,
the Boston Red Sox
welcomed 43-year-old
Carl ifastrzeitiski to
camp for his rd major
league season. Yastriemski. who Says he will
retire after this season,
said that move could
come sooner if he can't
contribute.
"If I can't help the
baliclub, win a pennant,
• there's no possible way
I'm going to hang dim" he
said. "There's no way I
can sit on the bench and
pinch hit once In a while,
no way. What I've done in
22 years I'm not *dna to
tear down in one year or

two months or three months."
Tuesday was second
baseman Manny Trillo's
first full day with the
Cleveland Indians and he
said he could feel the
spotlight on him.
It was strange I got
everybody's attention,''
said Trillo, who was acquired from Philadelphia
in an off-season trade_
"It's not like the first day
with the Phillies
Everyone was . with Pete
I Rose) or Mike
(Schmidt)."
- •Tive 4-trade -of five
Phillies for outfielder Von
Hayes still bothers Intl°,
for more than one reason.
"Right now, for us it is
really 'a good deal," he
said. "It would have been
a good deal, me for him
i Hayes), straight up. one
on one. I really think I got
thrown out with the trash.
I still consider myself a
good ballplayer. At least
four of us should make
the team."
Also, Trill° indicated
he is concerned about the
Indians' ability to sign
him once he. becomes a
free agent at the end of
the season.
At the Chicago Cubs'
camp, third baseman
Ron Cey, after his first
full workout with his new
club, issued some parting
salvos at his former
employers, the Los
Angeles Dodgers.
Cey, acquired in a
Jan.20 trade for two
minor leaguers, said the

Dodgers would suffer this
season for losing
veterans like himself and
first baseman Steve
Garvey, who signed a
lucrative free-agent contract with San Diego
That was their fault."
Cey said. "They made it
plain and clear early that
they wanted to make
some moves. They were
moving in a new direction, changing faces, bringing in new people.
If the had played
their cards differently.
I'm sure they could have
got - sometyhdy they
wanted. But as It turned
out. they got some bodies
who are going to help
them down the road. That

says nothing for me You
look at a ballclub that ha -S
been successful there and
you start naming the people who were responsible
for that, and there's none
4 If them there any more
That tells you right
there that the ballclub
going to be in a state of
paying the price for losing the players who have
been successful and put
them on top We brought
the attendance up from
2 2 million 1 to 3 f;
million,. and when it
to get
was our turn
rewarded they let u_s out
the bark door With the
Dodgers, it's time to
MOVe on when !,ou reach
a certain salary. figure "

Two different short 1
forms this year.
H&R Block can
uncomplicate
them for you.
Two different short forms and new deductions make
short foam filing TOIO complicated this year Our
pcepariirs know the new as laws and forms W. yr
studied them for months
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Gubernatorial candidates enter informal debate at meeting for professionaliournalist group
LOUISVILLE. Ky.
(AP) - Democratic
gubernatorial candidate
Grady Stumbo says both
of his main rivals have
made promises that
would overspend the total
amount of new money the
state will have in the next
four years
IA. Gov. Martha Layne
Collins, one of those
rivals, said that she

Vif

would continue the ork
of the current administration to some
degree on economic
development
Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sloane, the third
contender, said that his
back problem it not healing as quickly.as he had
hoped because he got
back to the campaign too
early after surgery

WE
00
r2000FIF
•
1.

);/1

PALMOLIVE •
DISHWASHING LIQUID.

disclosure, but occasional Y. Brown Jr. and praiaed
responses and counter him for cutting spending
responses among the when necessary.
three.
Sloane said Brown atAll said they would sup- tracted competent peoport the Equal Rights ple. but was not especialAmendment if it came up ly effective in economic
again in the Kentucky development.
legislature, which apCollins said she agreed
proved it last time.
in general with Brown's
Stiunbso said he was businesslike concepts,
proud of much of the ad- but added that governministration of Gov. John ment also is a service.
All three said they
would favor some change
in the state income tax
structure, but Stumbo
said he was against the
flat-rate concept endorsed by the governor.
All also said the change
in taxes would have to
leave deductions for mortgages and charitable
contributions.
•
On a right-to-work law.
Collins simply said she
would not make a decision "that 11 not in the
STORE COUPON
best interest of all KenAT 1116TION RI TII,q(11 • •.•
tuckians" and that she is
•
•ov '6.•:•• .2 .•'
, n r-. t
not closing any options.
• *a•-•
•
• -•
•••• •1.•••
••
;
ass
?••
a
Sloane' reiterated he
a
•
"0^ .
would not support the
• „ •
aedor
-•
st lV
law, but also would not
' • FRAUD
commit
himself to work
a.
'
as
'*, • - 8..4 •e
against or veto it.
•
.enir
•Stumbo, who is trying
wows u S ban Pave Ststriirs
to get wide support from
Utile" Sot Aspsemso . •._eyeemoy•
vItC
-•
, •••
• =T.
Labor across Kentucky.
r
•••*s ;• ••• •I,
•• 1.1 •
came out flatly against a
tosstir
• OFTEN trPnits ;
Passers COnitni PO est CS% .41sertattopsiN
right-to-work proposal_
••••t-, fSe*
'
4130 :s50
All three candidates
,••
also ,said they probably
would keep the Sikorsky
helicopter, which has

Those were some of the
remarks made by the
three Tuesday night during an appearance - and
sometimes an informal
debate - before a
meeting of the Society of
Professional Journalists.
Three panelists asked
the first questions and the
audience joined in with
others.
- There was no dramatic
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been a trouble spot and Kentucky within four
also a source of humor for years to the level of the
the Brown administra- ,seven surrounding states.
tion
Although Stumbo inBefore the meeting. sisted that the tab for the
Sloane aides had premises Mrs. Collins
distributed his education and Sloane far exceeded
platform, which called state revenue expectaaniong other things for in- tions, the lieutenant
stalling a computer for governor and mayor conevery 22. pupils and rais- tended they would get the
ing teacher salaries in money

On the milk marketing
law, which prevents
retailers from selling
milk below a certain cost.
Collins said she is not in
favor of tampering with
It. while Sloane repeated
what he said a few days
ago, that it will be
eliminated if he is
elected. Stumbo said he
would not try to repeal or
change the law.

Tournament tickets may surprise thieves
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP)
- Larry Meadows says
the thieves who broke into his body shop didn't get
any cash when they left
with a locked money bag.
But they got something
worth almost as much a pair of fifth-row seats

for the March 10-13
Southeastern Conference
basketball tournament in
Birmingham. Ala.
"I don't think they
knew what they were getting," Meadows said. 'I
guess they thought the
bag had some money in

Birthrate up in Henderson
.HENDERSON. Ky.
AP) - The stork is
working overtime at
Community Methodist
Hospital in Henderson.
Hospital administrator
Charles R. Chapman said
there were 1,106 births at
the facility during the
fiscal year that ended
June 30, 1062, 100 more
than the previous year.
The delivery rate this
year, he said, is almost 50
births ahead of pace during the same period of a
year ago.

The activity has caused
overcrowding at the
hospital's nursery, which
has just 16 basinetts.
Chapman said the staff
sometimes has had to
place newborns in
wooden drawers, and expectant mothers have
been placed in the
surgical unit when the
hospital's obstetrical unit
has been full.
Chapman said the
hospital might be forced
to expand its facilities if
the baby boom continues.

it."
Meadows said he put
the tickets in the bag and
left them at the office
because he thought that
would be safer than taking them home.
He said he will try to
get replacement tickets.
but intends to show up at
the tournament, anyway,
In part to see who is sitting in his seats.

Landfill questioned
BENTON, Ky. (AP) Engineer Theo Gemmel
says he will continue his
attempt to persuade Marshall County officials to
use a sanitary landfill he
plans to construct on Kentucky Route M.
But Ganunel said he
will be back. He said he
and the board have been
unable to resolve how
much the county would
have to pay to use the
landfill.
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Two-term mayor steps down (
Dealt)
CHATTANOOGA.
Taw (API - In an era
when some of Tennessee's big-city mayors
have reached for higher
public office, Chattanooga Mayor Clarks
A. "Pat" Rose is voluntarily stepping down.
Rose. 52, a two4erm
mayor and former traffic
engineer, says he wants
to return to private enterprise before he is too old.
He says, however, he
won't be able to end 33
years of public sector
employment without
missing it.
Rose said his eight
years as mayor have
given him an opportunity
to work closely with the
people of this southeast
Tennessee city.
-I consider it a rare
privilege and I'm deeply
honored by it," he said in
an interview at his City
Hall office.
Rose leaves office in
April. On March 15, city
voters choose from
among five men and a
woman who are campaigning to succeed him.
A run-off election, if one
is needed in any of the city races, would be April
14 — four days before the
new city officials are
sworn in.
Rose announced last
year that he wouldnot be
running for re-election.
That hasn't been the
rule for mayors in Tennessee's other major
cities. Knoxville Mayor
Randy Tyree was an unsuccessful Democratic
candidate for governor
last November and hasn't
announced yet whether
he will run for a third
mayoral term this fall.
Nashville Mayor
Richard Fulton, a former
congressman, is running
for his third consecutive
term as mayor. He campaigned unsuccessfully
for the Democratic
- gubernatorial nomination
in 1978.
Former Memphis

Mayor Wyeth Chandler
left Mice last October to
accept appointment as a
Circuit Court judge in
Shelby County.
But Rose has different
ideas. "I just never have
felt that a perison should
get In office and try to
May there as long as he
-can," he said.
Rose said he wants to
return to private enterprise, preferably a job as
-a ..onanufacturer's sales
representative. If he ran
for another mayoral term
and were elected. .he
would be 56 when his
term expired
"I feel like over 56
years old is too advanced
an age to get involved in
the private sector to the
extent I hope to do." he
said. "I've given it a
great deal of prayerful
consideration."
Rose was an assistant
traffic engineer for the city of Atlanta frorii 1950 to
1964, when he caMe to
Chattanooga to accept
the same positioo.
He depart
to work
eight months 'Mr an
engineering firm before
returning in 1966 as city
c,oprdinator for _the_ fly
member 'Chattanooga City Commission. When
Mayor Ralph Kelley
resigned at the end of 1968
to become a U.S.
bad-kruptcy referee.
public works commissioner • Austin I... -Bender
succeeded Kelley and
Rose . took over for
Bender.
, Rose was elected once
as public works commissioner before he ran for
mayor, winning two
terms.
He said the city was
able during his term to
provide municipal services to suburban areas
annexed before he took
office. Rose said he is
also proud of restoration
projects under way to
combat deterioration in
several of. the city's
historic residential

neighborhoods Resident.%
of those neighborhoods
and the city teamed to
undertake the projects,
aided in some instances
by limited federal funding

Rose also was. mayor
during the Krtm days of
July 190 when black
residents of several housing projects staged
sometimes-violent protests of an all-white jury •s
acquittal of two Ku Klux
Klansmen in the shotgun
woundmgs of five black
women Black leaders
said then that s4wring
unemployment among
black teen-agers and the
deteriorated condition of
some housing project
apartments helped provoke the disturbances
The pressures of community demands didn't
figure in his decision to
leave office, Rose said
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By Abigail Van Buren
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35c

Here's
to try the
irresistible taste
and all natural
flavors of...
MEI

Save 35C
when you buy Crush

PET OF THE WEEK - "Whitey Bell," a twoyear-old Spitz female, is one of the animals
available for adoption at Animal Shelter, 106 E.
Sycamore Ext., just east of South Fourth Street,
operated by Humane Society of Calloway County.
Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 10 a.m.
to,5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, 10 a.m. to noon, Thursday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Saturday, and noon to 4 p.m.,Sunday.

6 or 8 pack of cans or
bottles or ONE 2-liter bottle any flavor
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Prices Good Through March 6
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S.'.$ 1 79-

Vicks
Nyquil Night
Time Cold
Medicine
$ 49
le
Vick: Formula
44D Decongestant
Cough Mixture
$ 1 86

a

A Corn lete Line Of Boat Accessories
..'.i1And Hardware

Ban Roll-On
Anti-Perspiront
$1
1.5 a.Sok
II

2
88

G.E. 2 Me Automatic Toaster
Caffilaupersry ky
Uri!Open Comb hey
S 1 3.47

6.7 °mil"

Mfg. blots

-3.00

Boat Tie
Down Straps
$197
wr 12 F1

3 ot Soh

Anchor Hocking
Gosto Meg
$ 1 99

Boat Trailer
Winch
$1 7"

Coast Girard
Approved Firs

Extinguishers
$907

Pst.t

111/ WI RH si Ay it la.Itt a I IMI s a ran. oi.o

h

1'43

observations

by lochie hart

'The Murray Ledger' reprint offers history of schools and churches
Entering church Sun- classes earlier But my
day morning between curiosity was satisfied
Sunday School and wor- before church service
ship services, the sanc- began
They were
tuary looked strange reading a reproduced
Other early arrivals scat- copy of the Murray
tered all over were Ledger, dated April 15,
reading fully opened 1915. a weekly paper.
copies of the Murray This reproduction was
Ledger "Has war been the work of Auburn Wells
declared. Is the world 0 J Jennings was the
coming to an end.. Why publisher who contracted
the reading of the with the local Methodist
newspaper in church' Church Missionary SocieThe recta) and TV didn't ty to allow the members
announce anything .to "get out" the paper
unusual this morning." that week. The women
These thoughts flashed sold the ads for a percenthrough my mind before! tage and wrote the news.
could Inquire about the A three -column
news-reading worship- photograph of the Board
pers.
of Managers was on the
None offered to share front page The picture of
the paper with me but the women, Mr Jenntrais
some explained that they and R H
Melq.a1).
were in the education foreman mcluded. 4 all
building and had been deceased): Mesdames
distributed to the Bible Jack Beale, D W. Morns,
immiimmommimomaim

C H. Bradley • C L. Smith.
R.M Risenhoover, KT
Wells, M T Morris, J
Glasgow. D M
Wear.
George Gatlin: O.J. Jennings and J
Sexton
Poetry. History.
receipes,ads included
In the V. pages there
are recipes for special
dishes the women were
noted for, histories of all
the elute). churches. and
the local hospital. the
mission work of the
church and advertising
George Gatlin, and Lloyd
Creason had poems included The Bank of Murray and the .1 II Chu-it-hill Funeral Home are
the only businesses
advertising in this special
still inexistence
Murray High School
'15 Yearbook Found
In that same year, '15.
Murray High School

Goldia MyKrel,
Mabel Schroader,
Desiree Beale. May
Waterfield. Hobert
Phillips. T.B. Beantan.
Andes Valentine. Wattle
Pogue. Mary Helier,
Cants Wear, Bertram
Breslford, Gladyb
T ho In s
P a I f11 r
Hensler., Hope Hart. and
Juliet t
The sophornores included Faith Ellis. William
Waldrop. Erman Ellis.

son,

graduates published their
yeartxxik. '15 M HS "A
copy of this edition was
lent to me In Mrs Harold
Douglas, i Myrtle) who
Found it among the
possessions of her
deePaied aunt. Mrs
Humphrey Key The
J W
teachers were
Jones. superintendent
C H Jogers. Miss Reubin
Linn Wear and Joe
WhitrwIl The 10 seniors
were
Calvin Morris,
Abrieda Wear, Ott Jennings. Neva Jordan
Lucille Glasgow. Voline
and Chalk. Poole, Oral
Smith. Altha Holcomb
and !Joy d 'reason

S 1. 0

The 22 Juniors were
Elizabeth Higgins.
Christine Whitnell, .F all ny Lucas, Mary Luter.
Doris Jennings, John
Whnnell, Mary Richard -

Your Individual Studies reveal high consumption
Horoscope of sodium in diets of most adults

ObinS

n

Virginia Met:Instil, Cull
Phillips. Pat Morris.
Staudt. Jeffrey , Charles
Morris, Mabel Bray .
/Lay mond Tolley Obera
Wells, Houston Curd,
Mary Leona Bishop,
Gladys Morris. Joel
Crawford. Patty Harnett.
Prentice.. Glasgow. Mary
Robinson. Usa Hs rel.
EVI•i!r 11 1.y1111, 1 /eighteen
1.w ...5 . .Nell
Hughes.
R na 1
l'hurc hi 11.
I .aurine Wells. I ritVeS
Sledd.
Mary. Fraiik
1 huguid. Ewell Albritton
lipton Wilrox
The freshman class in
rturled
Ethel Hale.
toet#i
Tinsley , Willie Lutrr.
Fleta Thomas. 71layrile
Whitnell. Miller Farley .
Rob • Bradley. Hillard

Jackson, Jeaell Diggs.
Fury Se'holes Carter 1 Al'
Whitriell. Mary Clayton.
Pauline Bourland, Vernon Forest. Lea Fulton
Carman Graham. Boy, e
Tay lor. Kirk Poole. Willie
Graham. Nal Stubtirefieki. Noah t
I
Trellis Wells. Brown Meer
ris. William Hills. Virgil
McRee, Herman Broach,
Ep (lark. Ruth Trail.
Mat"' titterback. Jennie
Tucker. Ruth Stubblefield. Virginia Ilay
Mary Valentine, Fy a
Lee. Hattie La Urii Holton
Bulletins of
Christian Church,
Schools
Also historical interest.,
are Inflict ins f rain the
schools dated
NI urr.15
Institute and West Ken
tucky Nornial
1879410. 1892-93 189(1-99.
1%0-01 A bulletin of the
dedication of the NrW
Christian Church. thl ft
1905. v. as in the collectiem
Ill earl% fusteeries These
we're' contributed te5
l'restien Holland and
Auburn Wells Mr Wells.
a retired :history pro
feNsio ret
Sttte
ith the help of Mar” lee
the
Ledger & Times,: 1..1
flOrtin Frank F:ire Niue

The National Research I
By SUSAN GILI.MORE
fruit,
Council indicates that a vegetables,
Home Economics- hot
reaIs
'•stife- and ityli.quati '
Consumer Affairs
• and-fats-anitnits
tair
Murray State niversity sodium intake per- day is
low in sodium
Sodium.has been a part about 1.000 to 3,300 mg for
It is estimated that one
of the American diet for an adult. It is estimated third of the average daily
years first as a natural that the- adult ciansump- intake
sochum comes
Freed:skald
ingredient and later as an non per day ranges ftorn from salt added tee food in
FOR THURSDAY,
added one through pro- 2.300 to 6,900 no"; With cooking or at the table.
MARCH 3, 1913
cessing,cooking, or at the one teaspoon- of salt con- Several steps should be
Wbat kind of day will tome- table,
taining,about 2,000 mg of taken to. begin reducing
row be? To find out what the Studies have shown sodium, it is easy to,See this amount
sties say. Timid the hweessi that many people take in why consumers should be • When grocery shopping
- given for your birth sign,
more sodium daily than is aware of the sodium con- read food labels 'More
needed. Science and tent of the foods they are and more manufacturers
ARI
or..--t health experts believe eating and plan varied are voluntarily putting
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
that high sodium intake is diets.
sodium information un
Both advice and research one of several factors
Processed foods, on- labels If the amount of
are needed regarding a 'iron' contributing to high blood venience foods, snack sodium is not listed
cud matter. An old bill may pressure which can lead foods and sometimes remember that
the ingrecome to your attention. Keep to heart attack, stroke, desserts contain a higher dients are listed
by quanaccounts up to date.
sodium content. Fresh or tities beginning with the
and kidney disease.
TAURUS
largest ingredient. Learn
Apr. 20 to May 20)
.to rechgnize ingredients
A relationship reaches a turNit contain sodium Salt,
ning point. You may want
soy
sauce, salt brine, arid
.4ai
privacy, but you'll have more
any ingredient with
Nes,denT e
.tCrlen need
4itsliset Cu Tisesda$ v Put tle
fun with friends. Accept in- I Parts
of lie• 5 Ancio 54.43•1
sodium
monosodium
O *115
vitations.
-.0%,
!maces
moos)
,
glutamate e or soda bakt
0CDC COO
void plum
GEMINI
6 CIA,
12 Sin
ing soda as part of its
7 Flan and "al
COCCO MC A
May 21 to June 20)
13 Spoken
COCO
Slembiew
COO A
name contain sodium.
You may have to cancel a 14 Aloha sym
9 iATTadovs
COCO COOO
• Plan meals that contain
social engagement due to a
tools
10 Wick ate
CC 1/100011 CC
t f*him
less sodium. Ifni:mot-mawd
— huffy'Nark load. Higher-ups, 15 Athos'
O
CCU
lig
Grant
/ 7 Suis god
CU =Me OU
foods usually contain less
though, take note of your per- 16 cab.
to Pronoun
1301113 DCOU
sodium. SO, starting from
formance.
18 &are
22 transli•
ODOW
OD II
20 Royals cw
scratch means. that you
CANCER
24 Babylonian
0 MCI= WEIU
Venoms
tie",
are in charge of the
(June 21 to July 22)
GOD 6010
21 Tifilvoium
15 Slave
555
00 a
.5
A surprise invitation comes
amount of salt added
symbol
26 Rip
from a co-worker. Do not 22 Fonds,
77 Editlie
• At the table, taste food
seeds
17 boo
burden loved ones with work 23(mounts.
1,111•
before salting.
27 Dance step
,
28 In add.t.,,,
IS Meel•Ni
II', '0.1. Nal
concerns. Travel and romance 29
For more information
Goeigud title 79 Rose0 to.
40 Maiicinvei
'Hes, t
are favored.
30 Rent
•pottra.,
on the sodium content in
but ninq
45
— Paso
30 Cover
LEO
41 ATI.cie
tTals
particular food items and
32 Hornet:I
32 La/ go
43 Part of 1
f
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
For low sodium recipes •
33 Evergreen
33 Casten,
by
A family member may not 341,15 and Can 36 Spat-Nu, tor 44 Wool/item
write
Consurner InAdf•••••,,
Play Our Nee Cases While too Wish
be able to accompany you on a 35 Morn o/ prop
45 iher1a1r•og TO
fin
Of Surfl•
formation Center, lap(
cot y
trip. Dine out with loved ones 37 An
4 5
EE. Pueblo. Colo . 81009
7
4 a ,1
and family members. Plan 38 Part of HRH
or American Heart
domestic changes.
la Owl
As.soc., 7320 (lreenville
40 Soles Tem
VIRGO
11 Ise Su So Muesli p a M11131141 AN Castor
Ave , Dallas. Texas.
41 Gold Symbol
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22-)
42 Pitcher pai111
752.11
Some
people
will 44 Llama* tal
24 21 21
an
understand you today, others
47
Vowel
will not. Family is supportive, SI F../...a.• dew
but use care in financial deal- 52 Anima. s tart
53 Reoll,
ings with others.
francs
LIBRA
51 Ordwisoc.•
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Awn 55 award
sh•ths•
A matter of taste may be the
cause at differences with a 56 Samos
57 USNA wad
close tie. A friend proves
helpful careerwise. Financial DOWN
/ Lucre
gain is likely.
2 City wi lissaba
SCORPIO
(Oct 23to Nov. 21
3 I chicon
Pay attention to your appearance and replenish your
wardrobe. An unwanted attraction could occur on the
111
Ob. though romance is
...Then Try Our Special New
favored.
sAczrrmuus
leep
Menu! Breakfast,
(Nov.22toDec.21)
Items...All
Dinner
Lunch
and
Super Good, t
You're tempted to be indiscreet Tackle old tasks Reasonably Priced And The Calories Are
before beginning new pro- Listed Right On The Menu For Each And Every
Octs. Home life brings needed Item...No
More Guesswork!
relaxation.
We Mae Whenslwg Omni A Let Of Feel
CAPRICORN
&Wm Ti.Party - 44111. Away
(Dec.OtoJan.19) 1C14
I
-.1.Nviiiiiiienlin1099162828I091K418...b1•110.1•2•2•5.
Private meetings are
favored over large, noisy perGet in touch with an old
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
friend kern Ow past Visit
rand
rather than entertain.
tab.
FEEUNG WITH GENUINE
AQUARIUS
GM PARTS
(Jas.30to Fab.11) atait4
Career negotiations are
tetchy, but you corns out an
/11
top. Seek raises and favors,
••••
butact with tact Finances ins"
Yr4
" • •••••owl, .1111P
prove.
t,"11
•• 0.0
‘
116•
PECOS If to Mar.211)
.* •
I
if
Travel could lead to unwise
apeedltere. An advisor ghee
Ng breakfast
you a new apgreach to a
sandwkhes.
carver rasteer. Mob'piers for
1171 Chevy C.estme Deluxe
Two delicious new McDonald's breakfasts—a bog big
the weekend.
sausage biscuit., and a big big sausage biscuit with egg
4x4 20 Series
YOU DORN TODAY heve a
Both made from good. rich buttermilk and felled with
way with words. which ade
350 VA,4 speed, 42,Kxx malts.
lean, sizzling country sausage And one's even fixed with
you to both WO= aid Ihe
• arts. Your.bedlam',lesand
a whole fresh Grade-A Large eggl
yew amiss ernd mist Warn
Pull into MCOOnalth for your big big biscuit ft you
to bib whet you Art.
missed a this morning, don't miss it tomorrow)
.Yaste a bera aleinds who
will lave awed to Odic
753.2617
641S. mono,
relations,
adverUalag.
briers.aid bashing. Yew
greeted 'Minty. though. in
107 N. 12th Mow"
753-55411
with the arts.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

!I one the rival ot M1111.11,
high 'Cl he,I sirt
church a iirk
he's an &part/114'0T HI' I 10,11.11
atso
elder in the First Chris 111'41.111.11 I.'.
C opies of the ispf,“1,1..
tian Chun h
I
Ledger a f'
local
t115tors
ati.1
the' Murray
.1%.111.thlt•
tII kink,
..thlelic 5 of NItert.e5 State
I .tr.!Al
1 r, iir,•.! .otef the
Roll:met to., .
ray state .11.
ill\

Electrolysis
Per rnoriont
Contoc t

la Mullins

f

753-8856

.4

-

714 riI
1
,

TT.

Skin Care Products

BIG JOHN'S
BRICK OVEN
4'. •
•••

—1

\\
"r.

APPLE
FRITTERS
5F.9°°

Try Our
Dry
Cleaning

5A

Rtirrov (II

For Free Consultation

PSHAD
id 60XE 1OW4F $

THE WEEK

Pick-Up &
Delivery Service

4124Z

t'll

tlIN (11.11".•11.1Cfli li•11111!

29

4

CAKE

ANGEL FOOD $179
CAKES

Washers

Soo 21r

I

Bel-Air Laundry

WHOLE
WHEAT
BREAD

INTRODUCING

McDONALD'S'NEW BUTTERMILK

COUNTING CALORIES?

it

kw ILL led
STOP BY BIG JOHN'S BRICK
OVEN BAKERY IN YOUR Lout
BIG JOHN STORE AND
REGISTER MU WEEK FOR A

L°1

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Mr' "Ir

RePotiats•efkaft.

- II Ili AVIS RICK SIMI Bult..

Xe

LAI ci_u_LAiri.tflia.i...sua

DIET Si

HEALTH FOOD

69t

FREE
CAKE OF THE WEEK!

Big John's

DELI

DELICIOUS FOODS PREPARED
FRESH,,,,imn
DAILY!1
azi ,,

sr

BIG JOHN'S
;?NM 111ACI 110i DEU
I••••

t PO1410 1043 NOUS

11•••••••

brunumnithill161

O

n

1

grtEMU• if so of4
01110001
SUSMMINUMPCM

4

GNI NOMA WO
liTTWS tomato $149
Care 11.4mA.
v.. •••• • •• • • ••

'

2

•
.011•

f. till 'GI 1.110 H N 'S
'MU FM IN MI'S isici

OUR UUI•

Psi,' Ito II 1111 sit H11 s

k,

1 1 i.i H

Mari h 2 IN3

i1'11

iraM11-141116M

1. Wel Notice

1. Legal Notice

2 Notice

31E3F
11 31E

A. MeV Wanted

2. Notice

111M11414RMMMIMIIP'

1 1.0T OF SCRAP 1RoN
THIs toNSINTS OF USED PIPE. I-BEAMS. RAHS
AND A LARGF: QUANTITY OF
MISCELLANEOUS M F:T A I • OBJECTS
BID FORM.S ANL)OTHER INFORMATION ARE AVAILABLE AT THE MURRAY STATE PURCHASING DEPARTMF:NT. GENF:RAI. SF:RVICES
BUILDING, CHESTNUT STREET,
MURRAY, KY 42071. CoNTACT BOB
MoYER AT 762-443S FoR F'URTHER INFoRMAT1oN

SALES-MONEY
MEN-WOMEN

Otyggrc Nis

One rack of
'elute(' skirts and
*hots. Reduced
to

14.1Vant to Iluy

BOOKRACK
Nrs. 9-9 Deily
1-6 Sonday

Over Stock
Sole
Merck 3rd,
4th, 5th

2 Notice

'r•

2 Nottce

•

'

spiretionol message to

SALE

Save on ell fornitore

erloquin's
error 25' each
for $1.00. Cu
ly, no trades.
808 Chestnut

ass
arc

Children s

Orestic sayings on lir•

4445

rooms,

tope

'
%

4,4mes
rodwater gra 753_0161

recliners.
0e

Comic

vow

I.,

FURNITURE

Wedding

105 N. 3rd

$

Spec'

We

bey

•
•
•

napkins

753-1502

P.if•O
100'
Y •• .•
snow
up
c.lure
•
, rioass 016

,

bedrooms,

CARRAWAT

•S? r cs

759

dining rooms suites end

invite

etc

bans

•

CARTE. STUDIO
00 MAIN

••
oo %
4<-S1

Sr
glass I.
:ows storm

*fey

vow

brighten

end bedding in stock.

ing

• .•

159 4444 foe en in

733 1290

,WANTED!
PANCAKE EATERS!
Annual Civitan Pancake Day
March 12, 1983, 5 a.m.-2 p.m.

TRENHOLM'S
RESTAURANT
Chestnut Street •

11. Home Furnishings

G18%1

'd
• •
•

Neve 5 minutes' Coll

STOR1SVIDI

CUSTOM
STONE
SETTING

S. Lost and Found
Found black Labrador
on East 94
759 906
atter 60 m
abgs at Atrflo
Piesp
s
German
Sheperd female
Lab
male - BgYe•,/,•• Dog
739)666
.est

Jewelry Repair,
Pendant- Mounting, Gold Chain
Repair. Mode to
order jewelry.
FURCHES
JEWELRY

tin(
dog
Man
Torr.., This is
small to medium sited
,!og marked
like A
A( k
Doberman but
smatter and has large
Pointed ears if found
.rase (ail 753 3727 or
111,
_
'is? young female cat
-ear fi 6th and 7th
.vitn taws,
s!ripe marks on face
And /An
Reward 753

TRUCKING

30. Business Rentals

Monday they Fri-

ss),
6 Help Wanted

Come Severe
753•21135

'elepec,ni
evenings

for
'sj 6165

WHAT A UNIQUE.

Q.
41, &MAI IL I

Or

•

1•1•_

A. of EN '...

TNiS NO'E_ r

( WHATEVER GOES DOWN,
AiugT COME UP

'1„
)

BUT BEFORE YOU 60 OUT
THERE TELL ME LiMAT
rekiLL ro c `loom

cArraEr fv, THE COYOTES
-

,4611
111141 •

.)

THAI S A NICE
SNOWMAN, BUT
MINE IS 100070
NATURAL

A SNOWMAN

NATURALLY FORMS
IN MY LIVING ROOM

\I
••••

•.••114

)

'

Kelley's Termite

OKAY!
V.M0 TOOK
T E
SALAMI'

I

•IA41.t .As.

BEETLE,

WOULD YOU
MIND TAKINIG

753-3914

irides',

10

Flysheets,

free sad ether
referee. 1104 Pepe,
Illerrey.

/59-1425

V.Mobile Home Sales
axe° Embassy. 3 beo
13.500 or bet,
room
offer Call 733 7737
12160 Mobile Home. 3
bedrooms
1'3 bath
7S3 1612

'50 Pa:1 TI4E DRESS
AND $50 TO 11-4 ROW
A PARTY

Labrador

trievers OuCtoits

Re

41. Public Sale
,111/M0•••

CARPORTREDECORAnso
SALE

beim« Shim

las codas 4 doffs
lales Masora*
Rapes lakes wires
C171111 vail lacsranas al
lis
aut dies sal
mak Stxts Entry lard 1
ii antants liinerylkat
is toeS laid 1 forst
*se U rty14 fa West
Stale Loa 1441 42IRO

For rent Storage Gar
age 13•40 Inquire at
interstate Battery

37. Livestock-Supplies
For sale large size
ponies house trailer
sales and wheels 492
,11113

31. Pets•Supplitt
AKC Registered
Chinese Pug Puppies
1100 each Call 753 74$1

MAINTENANCE
FOREMAN
required is have gesseral
airloslirV,PIPetricol•'i_end be family
farm equip. Apelicalleas may be Mailed at
MerrarCairsay Cosaly Poets
portmeot, 11164-tilfMa its., Phase
53-7640. Dwane Nod 4. 1113.

POOL MANAGER &
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED

•

Applisesiene we bebop accepted by Moe
flervay-Calleway Gouty Parks Dept. fer
peel maneger sad lifeguards. ARANtiles any be obtained it the Parks Of
11116 & Pepe Sts., Phase 75
MN.Clubs&same March 17, 1UL

171111( Sroolin
RIMINI 753 1651

Sea

Appoiatments

Fell

phones.

a_

411111•11MEMIIMMIIIIII1b.

10,1

753224

%Km EsilIt 753 7721
Ng* letsvera 753 011
7532557
47 SW
7532417
Um &war%

45

Farms for Sale

am otter rig my 225
acre farm located in the
New Concord area at a
reasonable price of only
$300. acre
The farm
has aporoliimatefr 100
eves of rrOPland two
good creeks a n,(
.,18nO

Of

,marketable

• rnber
blacktop road
access fencing and
good neighbors Owner
financing is available
Farm can be included in
the PIK program Call
John C. Neubauer Reel
Estate 73) 7531

1 II • •
•

304 N. 124, Merry',
Ky.
Sales

isles
*resist

Illes Marty

Thurs. & Fri.
SOS Vine St.
9 a.m. til ?
Everything must
go.

C•,
•
N..,•

time

suede's

Moving
Sole

63. Real Estate

mode

for yeer convenience.

94111011•11111•111111RMINMI

Associates,

•II 1••••••••••
(
•*worm •I

36. For Rent or Lease

Pyrdes & Thermoss
lasersoce &
Rod Estate
Sowitside Coort Sq.
norm Mosteciy
753.4451

4
yellow (very white) A
binCn
Can be wen at
Arthur LAN's. Pt 5 00.
26/A. Oakley Rd
Aurora. Ky
For in
forin•tion c •If Penny
I 334 WO

32. Aets. For Rent

cat

4

AKC

43. Real Estate

Our interest in you
pays off.

Coleman Rentals has 1
bedroom abtS fur
21. Miscellaneous
nishecl and unfurnished
AB Dick Mimeograph 753 9190, also furnished
mobile home
,
and Supplies
good
Fu-rnished
condition
one bed
complete
room. close to down
picg--3113 CAM 753-7I6t
lewn Prefer one laCly
Fireweed. 172 SO a rick
753 3393
Call 753 3111 offer Sp m
Nice furnished 2 bed
Maras...44 au s es- 6 room
-lot
no 13171S
rooms. SZI.99 . 17 t.001T1S.
113.99. Ia. regains. 141 99 deposit required. Cali
71 IOOMS. 559 99 Wallin 753 1731
Hardware, Paris .
One Or f wo bedrooms
SEASONED aOtS • near downtown
753 4109. 767
FIREWOOD Call John Murray
6650 or 436 2844
Boyer 753 03311
Satellite Receiver Two bedreem duplex
411 N 1 5th. Murray
System. completely in
Stalled and ready to 497 1273
watch over SO channels
Two bedroom apt at the
This is a "WO Of inc Embassy Call 753 3330
lane- system 52.950 We
31. Houses for Rent
have Murray re
ferences Cali 502676
1913or- SO2 231 32I9
3bedr
I ooms
Coleman. act R.ntals
has2
Seasoned hardwood. all houses. county 1)50
sizes available up to 27 5400.753 9191
inches 321 rick Green Two bedroom
carpet
$TS rick Delivered and with stove refrigerator
slacked 733 3.476
air condition, gas or
Tillers, Shp chain drive. electric heal.
Briggs and Stratton
100rmonth. depesit
engine $76999 Wallin required, no pets 753
Hardware. Paris
5991
Wood for saite,. $25 Two bedroom house
delivered. 511 you haul gas heal.- located 41g,
759 9698
Ask for 10th couple only. SI00
(Wald
deposit. 5175 a month
rent 753-5094
25. Business Services
Two bedroom, all !le(
Joyce Noel's Tay Ser Inc unfurnished home.
vice
Prices start at $700 deposit. $273 rent
$7 50 for short forms No Newly reconstructed on
waiting
copies made inside and nothing on
On Use spot and ready to the market today corn
mail 409 7440
pares for this price
753 9579
TAX MIMIC/
preperite,

Or YOUR
SPIRY'?

Wareham,
Storage *KIP
For Reef
753•1753

& Pest Control
PhOSO

r,

FINP t'FIKE t• \ E
'.HIM

Adams
Enterprises
Inc.

I/

C

31. Pets-Sogyties

Plumes
ereatics Di.. 753 3735
Jost Dint 713 3384
MUD,1188., 489 2266
Itry Moue. 733 2417

Nh

day

43ictil 1
PE RSREC ivE
NOW 1141 CEILING)
ig THE FLOOR ))
• AND -WE FLOOR
15 THE CEILING ,

V.Mel*HomeSites

tor 1069 121170 trailer. 3
nationwide industrieS bedroom. l' DOM Only
will train, 52 000 753 4343 alter
no sales
0)3000 pluS a year For 4 00p
into (ail I 317 931 7031
Puy Flamingo, 11145. 2
eat 1774A
dam ex
bedroom.
tra large living room.
9. Situation Wanted
and a Sift out Oundfne
for included Located at II 4
sip eauretic elderlyliaaPladyaddin,care
private F09 WOdOW$ 7530134
nom*. •.O•r'once and after 5 300 m
a miliasited referenc
es
Cali Appros irnat•ly
three
5- hovel work 753 6397
miles south of Murray is
the location of this
end Belie
up shop., mobile
25,000 to Mobile horn* tires and 1clean
.141T4t AIM onacre Of
141inel
ShOP and mobile
40,000 S yew ital. Call 733 2972
hOme both in good
mosoission. Coll IS. Articles for Sale
shape Some furniture
1-100-826-4875 For Sa,e (Nei, knifes etc rude() with Sale LeSS
"n
$20000
Roberts
r 1-800-826- sell or traoe new ?win Realty
733 1651
bed « boa springs and
826.
mattress
3 bedroom 21 Mobile
Nome Rentals
lutes love seat. Stereo
%Midway
Uncle Walie
A I 2 or 3 BR. newly
furnished, natural gas
PROCESS Mai:. A'
or electric heat Snadr
HOME' $73 per hurl
Oaks 733 3109
Couch
matching foOt
tired' No e•per.ence
In Murray 3 bedroom
Part or full rim.. Start stool rei liner. queens
it mattress platform private lot, gas heat 7
Immediately
Details
air cone.tioners
7 end tables
send self addressed 2ed
hoot ur 259 1305
stamped envelope to '33 0971
'Box 45
P I 570 P
19. Farm Equipment ' Small trailer on Blood
Stuert_FL .23495
River Subdivision all
SUMMER SWIM Quick attarh
Dunham electric 2 bedroom. 300
Front E n 0 ft from the water
Lehr
TEAM COACH WAN
edge
:n I con
s:ce
Lb7: rao
e
4c
:
sInys;sc
TED Monday F riday- 0,0
ie
o
150 a month 436 2427
hrs per day June
Trailer for rent
Ste
Send resume to
July
Brandon Doi at Dill's
Pt
Forrest City Do All
e Winn
J
Trailer
Court
After Sp rn 492 1764
Ky 12066
14, #,
TwO bedroom trailer. '
TO 20 Fergerson Trac
mile south of Alm°
tor ideal for tobacco
Heights on old 641
•Cod 492 1177
253 Sell
T wo bedroom
17160
22. Musical
located 5 miles north of
Used Spinet Piano uSe-d Murray. $140 month
No experience
organs.. uked- prand Plus deposit Call
753
necessary. For inpianos player piano
4661
practice
pianos
Bald
formation call
Two bedroom, all elec
artatOr 941414 trl-c furnished mobile
...orardo Piand Co
neat home I 5
miles east of
to Penney s
Paris
919-227 1131
Murray on private lot
Tenn
919-227 1140
$100 deposit 3120 rent
753 9129
9 AM to 9 PM
72 Exteminatinç
Openings

New

Vernons
Western
Store

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY IS
CCEPT'N4; SEALED BIDS UNTIL
URSDAY. MARCH 10. 1913 AT 10 A.M.
OR

1 Help Wanted

MX)

STROUT
REALTY

46 Homes for Sale
By Owner 3 bedroom
1 : bath home located
at 1616 Oakhiii Drive or
Westwood Sub has base
board heat and air
condition Only lived in
one year Call 753 6015
By owner newly re
modeled two story
wood frame house wilts
basement
garage.
kreplaLe. gas heat. 3
bedroom I'; bath. 9'.
Percent assumable
loan close to dee/Mown
23,000 Call 753 0369
.
after 5 00 p m
three bed
brick home lust
outside of town, with
central electric
heat.
kitchen, dining room.
hying room. large den
woodburning
Morn or we,
e
IOC optiOnal Itoake has
an assumable loan.
Priced in the 540's Call
KOPPERUD REALTY
733 I127
Attractive

Office Gest to Con.,
%yen from lirerraliere
Weak Secyic• Si... 1900
1912 Caldwater bawd
Iwityieby 4207)
(5112)753 0186
-1.4wa 11011 5. (1111110111
114.415#
Wooed Illauled

room

FOR SALE
In Gatesborough. Comfortable 3
bedroom, 2 bath ranch home. Large den,
family or entertainment room with
fireplace. Also fireplace in kitchen-dining
ore.. Nome con be enjoyed ky pople of
all ages. Mid 560's. 1106Airispur Dr.
Telephone /53-5755.

3 ABSOLUTE AUCTIONS
3 COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
MONDAY, MARCH 7th
MST SALE - 11:1 A.M. - Minn. TIIMESSEE .S.41 lenses Paris. Ti.. HA filmy. Ky. lin
So. Fl. Metal hildieg Fir Iblebcterieg or Retail
or Service KIM as Midway Salvage. LsidIu
lertem aed office all sterns area. lecatal
lit 151' a 715. Alss sellieg saperate beildieg let
111' a 215' jeinieg Mis property. ideal ter kildieg.
4.471 Cars Pass This WARR laity
SENN SALE - 12 INN - PARIS. TENNESSEE •
352 Col St. formerly iiksim Sled WNW
14,211 S4. fl. Natal Maim, 7 Slut Ital fur
Sloop or LIM Ibidscbrieg or hUll.IN. a
lisa Meet apraioobly I AS If MI.
UPI al Mil aareis Mild* across as
MO Is sell morals. This boililag leas a
lot hes Pits it slatial
yoo ca Ory it at your
ThO Abovo Property Solliat To blast & lost
logardiou it Prin.
IIUNSMI-3P1. - 111111I NIX 115.
SW • I.S. lay. 11 lam Wise* ad
I.t31 soars feet filorgtess addle
r II' broody osol by Antal Salvage. it
any Mad proms or atria Mims.
East it lootiogise. last pest it lir lollar
Mk. Soil* ollitbsst & Best
Presoot Norms. Oat 5.511 Cars Pat
roe Per lay.
WWI lofts Lutes@ Cs i1Mei,.kisiPyIfei
Is.
4110

larT
• A
811••••

wet

OPIPC4111
GNI Illeok•• at
• OA, no
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Homes tor Sale

Homes for Sale

immeelmwr—wesix,ww

49 Used Cars

Crick dust' house with
basement
3 blgcks
front Ware 400 SOuth
6th. Murray 147-1430

Adventure in living
.1100Ve City noises add
crowds
There is ex
CrhaMent in every room

Fun filled - family roan
and a COOlier0 of a
k Arisen look out to •
yard
.landlc aped
-Dream sired bedrooms
and u shaped kitchen
makes Mis • home to,
Just now
/Our family
on the market at Con
fury 11 Loretta Jobs
Realtors Eall /33 1441

of fait rambling one
story girded with pro

House for sale cheap to
C•11
be torn down
433 4743
House of the Week!
Small home ideal for
IfOun.g Iguble or re
tines On City utilities
with nice lot All fur
niStiongS stay Only
115.000 -Call Spann
teeny AsIc 753 7724
lisfine Three be
brocu home on
quiet street Very neat
home with fireplace
garage and large outs
ide storage building
Offered at $41.500
PhorC 7 S 3 1 1 2 2 .
New

aroom

4XOPPLR1./9 REALTY_
REDUCED! Owner
anxious to sell so is
asking for less For only
141,500 you could have
this 4 BR. 1'
B, tvet)
story brick home in the
city. Excellent location!
LOtS of extras including
fireplace, appliances.
garage and more Cali
today 'at Spann Realty
Assoc 753 7724

ch•ti, garden and
lowering hardwoodsOriel 751107 end ask
Century 21 to snow you
Caine on the

nos adventure the? l ust
market ?to%
week
Century 71

19/2 Monte Carlo p s
AM FM cassette
Pb
tinted
* indows
good

Loretta Jots Realtors
appreciates your call

condition Cali 7330936
1973 Cadillac. Coupe

41. Motorcycles

Cal'

Devine

Super n.ce

Martin

wells. /53 3733

1971

Cnewroiet

impaia

1911 Honda 1155 excel
lent cond ,tion Call after
6 30p m 137 4566

all power and air
owner
weir y good
transpOrtat on $I 000

1912 Kawasaki GPZ

492 11711

ilk
1 100

ene

/so
w

miles 73)0971

Honda Moped with
baskets, like new
iow

Call

mileage

759 1350

1971

Honda

730

Call

753 1596

49. Used Cars
1963

Chevrolet

II

auto

1900 Buick
1976
LaSabre. A Or
Chevrolet Pickup, all
extra clean 436 1421
matic

1 9 79

Z211

Camaro

Yellow,

t

tops.

loaded

39xxx miles, excellent
Call
condition. $6000
753 146 or after Sp.rn
492 1603
1979

Malibu

black. 20r

Classic

733 7614

Chevette

1951
Matt(

I

(vitn*ef

ceitent condition
or best offer
rsiti 1653

auto
ex
13/00
Cali

Ford Granada
4
19X10
PS Pb
210i
41119 _
mots
_
19111 Spirit

great

7336367

or

1971
ill

_
red

volks.sagen
g000 rel.able Iran
sportation
C

Eldorado
Convertible
35 C0.
.
miles, new taint. mot
conclaion 733 5470 atter
Sp rn
Cecina(

19/7 Buick Regal 2 Or
air. condition_
s ob
$1 900
good (00.cl.hon
Call 49 2213
1977

Olds

condition

Cutlass

AM

POOP

EM

I

track stereo tape or. X
Call alter 5 p m
759
4569
,cor.
1 9 7 7 Rally ,
Camaro 1336934
A
1970 Trans Ant
yondition- price '54 504
mites
low
/ lop
/53 6153 alter 60 rn

At The Censor Of 11th & Wendell* le

1966
9. •

Ae

Pry u0

Chevy

44,

,

Bo•

26
Aluminum

"eat

Wing end

end

Vinyl

Miming

rim fir ell Amu's. I

Jock Glover
753 1173

ROOF
PROBLEMS'

So Free Col u^1

se_ry,..,:irci

e

.54. • •

Ford Dump Tu.v
196) Ford Flat Bed 1970
Fort Front End Loader
Carl 753 6186

7s. '122

1971 Datsun PcI up
e•relsent rond,t,on
64
000 al ual in ICS auto
mat,‘
a,r. AM F
rad.° tamper tOp s
re.rrors
bumper
753_ 1736
1971 Ford FISC Custom
Ps pb or and
13000 !noes new tires
34 995
641' alte•
Sp m

51 Campers

_
1971

II It
y,..ter

wpcnian,e
all

riis
ic

brAnc%

Tapper) Cal' 'Si slit
3346956 Ear.

Travel

Ciii

1601

motor It
Craft senti v

E vinrude

POlar

Welli ;ire.' for home
•

boat and trailer
air

2

tip

compressor

437 446
Muminum 12 foot V 7
horsepower motor used
Call

toolie 436 2740

.

Extra PIUSh Mahtara
new
brand
Boat
jet
Call 753 8666

*Orli
nome

repairs

genera

maintenance

731 4501
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BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
only .06 e square foot
for normal cleaning.
Frt. Estimates
759, 1913

approsiniatel tss‘) acre, ot land Central
drapes. firepla• e. 04%11 ear garage

gas neat. partial basement.

I -ow 1:10's
Completely reinoiletleit atilt in excellent condition is this cypress
hurtle on one acre of land. Range. refrigerator, dishwasher
IA 9).14. fireplio A' and drapes. $31,.;300 lIti
Approximately
acres on Iligiiw,is 0;41 South Wooded and
ready for our olream home Surer% eil and platted $8.Mnint1
The ideal retirement h011le. Two huilroonis. carpet, natural gas
heat 2 ears old..new kitchen sink and iitintertap Large room
upstairs could he third °bedroom $.o.ilthl Ill
111 flagWell MilliOr we _hive
three neitroont tirtilc less
five years ohl. Fireplace, disposal. range. dishwasher,
carpet, central elect:I.:Ile:it i11111.111*
Located

than

One of the neatest to be found is the house .tt lt;111( t lina Three
bedrooms. large fanta3 ['nom, Inrirtal liv iig toott1 Washer.
dryer. range. refrigerator.
See It to believe It
144,000.00.

etl•,

•

53. Services Offered
Improve
men? 17 years budd , ny
remodel
evper,ence
.ng arklitlons ..,operete

I

,r4

rHo.•

,r‘

:01
0,

A .
1k1

• e

,tart
e,
"
'r
asonable • Oes
II
town (

cations

n'er

'

Care
D
montt=t,
rie,a3

COrrc fee
t) a se

JUST LISTED and ready for your viewing!

• ',N./ ,f4

es5

n'•
1./ phols1r,y
tee's (afire.
733 S1127
(hid

_ono %ter. .svor•
s optso,ster.

Nero

,

"

South 12th at Sycamore
Telephone 753-1651
RMAtIPID.

(ARP(''

v.brel

good condition
192 0127
._

0,

Alums Smite Ca
Amass awl tail Wiwi
custom trim work
Motown Call Mil
lit, 7S3I1M
Free ,!
e!

'

Neel • second
*Mon' BMW •rop
lesidentiel.
or
loco' references
Call Hugh Ovttood
731 1711 or 753
1076,

ge•

A

frl,(rOVV.IXe

OC p

Of

153-7113

I

.4e I"

stops pointing

"'re' ‘•

re,'
'

treezer
1qPtier very poor, filet 'r
IS) 2706 atter

(

e

AdSr'f'

Bob s Home

We hove staterown ovr present.fecilities and need
Is relocate. Interested porties may caN 7S31615, Paster Derrell Ramsey.

A

I

Con

S

itite
.
.._5pm.
._753 9961

*Meg° MX 4 door,
red, to rest extra
cleat PS, PB, Air,
S1595.

'•

POMP

SO. Used Trucks

1-15,041 TONI` ex,.•
nr,o• extras. 1150c

Mercury

4 •

o

Kenn, 0 re

Bob s

electric

1916

•e

or

Co
.
PAO,. .•

Malone

and

53 Services Offered

'
Mow,
-•. fr'

ci iranteed
A • te Mor

A pp L ,Ahict

19152 Pontiac Phoen ,4
ef t in O hou
43,y9e9 ay.lhi
extra.- A h lpooi
21
Par'
06.(14 2 dr Coupe or , ed esper en e
r,grIt Call 73)7)04
seryi:e
Bobby HoPPe'
ADC' in
1952 Pont,a. Bonney i,
miles -Cal i.e 232
low
loaded
753 6533 or 75)964'Si 15.2

190°

FOR
SALE

We
Pase,-,ents

art

4.

Harmon

-----CE

5210ats-Motors
"it Bass Boat

First Assembly of God

r

1967

/53 0751 5600

our

u7-PAP

corn'

t,on 1 owner 753 )561

1.4
e•
IS
CarPentr,
e
• et..
L.rnb ng
660
s Org
tt„,
G ,er
"are%
Days '
31
NEPA,.

ivr

53. Serv ices Offered

53 Services Offered

53 Services Offered

CHIM CHIM
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162-4192
435-4348

141

4 Or

1976

after 5p m

53 Services Offered

49 Used Cars

1961 mustang Con
yertibie. triple black.
total restirr•t.on.. be
Ammo, 110.000 7331141C
after Sp m
1970 Catalina 1)00 1951
perfect
Ofetsrnoblie
MIK hartit ally _wag 19,
reVoraua $400 or best
offer 739 9691

int 753 1492

31E 31F
.
X.31071:

&v.,'

'Ti','

hedges
r e
r 51
'53 3476
,44f•
'

"

shr
'A' A

The
Inca

.•

Amos

/opt) 0,4

01004.

For Rent Three bedroom brit k I
fireplace All appliances furnished

MR! Me

baths. famils room
oil month

McCarty 733-7749

I tt

Guy Spann 753 2517

Theresa knight 753 7728
Anne Ileaverth 753 1477
Joyce Betsy/00h 75) 9310

_jht 437 4213

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE Olympic Plaza Will Be Moving To New Location
Shotguns

RIFLES:
Usiversal 30 cal carbiee.
Swats Model 110,30-30 Cal pomp.
Minis, Moil 1894, 44 Mateo
Modesty, big bore. Model ANT, 375 wit.
303 British rifle
Maser, 8 mm.
Nadi., Model 99 Ml, n cal.
Glevdield. Model 75,22 cal.
Media Model 331,30-I cal.
Celt *115,223 Cal.
bgar, Model 10 carbiue 22 cii.
lemiettm, Mel 700, 30-06 wiscom
iversal 31 cal adios
al Williams lisial 100,3130 cal wimps
Mew 1101112,aito wiscope 12 cal.
lie, Mel 1000.44 mat wIscope
lodestar, Model 111,12 cal wimps
51 cal. sink Wier wI_

High Staedanl 70 gage, Deluxe Mod, zi" Modified Y R.
FIE, 70 gage siegle shot.
Western field 21 Gage, bolt actin.
Stevens, Model 311,-12 Cage, double barrel
Itkaca. Model 21, 20 gage, teatherlitirt. 26" improved Cyl.
Remington Model 1101, 12 guts, 26" cly. Y.R.
Boulez 12 guge A-5
Springfield Model 5100, 12 gage Jodie harry!
Boit°. TO gage. silt& shot
Westerefield Model 51-101 8, 12 page, simile shot

KU, 12 guts siogle slot
Sprinfield Thiel 61 II Gage V.I.
Stew Model 311-8, duels barrel, 16 guts
kilo, 418 gap, siegle shot
Stools *del 67, 21 gate V.I.
Itemiatta. 871 Mat.
lemiegtmi Model 1100, gate
Westortiell. 21 gate pop
Radio Model 1004,44 mat Ism
Nadia 11 tate pop
Marti' Niel 712, 11 Nag.
*hies & All... 12 pap.sighe slist(Alive)
Masan Pop, Model 511A1
Wischester Mel 121$, 12 pap,VI.
Issigto.

UR:
Model 903, n cal. 1" barrel
Model Ian cal, 8" barrel
Model 999, Sporismas 22 cal 8" barrel

Pistols:

Smith & Wesson, Model 19-3. 357 Nag. 4" barrel
Smith & Wessot 32 Cal. (Collectors) 4- Barrel
Ad I Wesson. 32 Cat. (Collectors) 4" barrel
LLAMA:
Smith
& Wesson, 44 cal. Russian 8" barrel
380 automatic
Smith & Wesson. Model 1955 45 Cal.
357 lit Comanche, 4" barrel
Smith I Wesson. Model 581. 351 Nag 4" barrel
COLT
Smith & Wesson, Model 19-3, Nickel 4" barrel
Colt DA 45 cal. US Navy
Smith & Wesson. 38 Special, R.B., Model 492" barrel
Colt. Trooper Mark 111, 357 Mat. 4" barrel
Smith & Wesson, Model 19-5, 351 Nag 2 1" barrel
Colt. Diamond hack 31 special 1" barrel
Smith & Wesson, 38 Special air weight 2" barrel
CHARTER ARMS:
Smith & Wesson, Model 41-4. 12 mag. 10" barrel
351 Nag. Bulldog 8" barrel —71.=
Smith & Wesson, Model 36. 31 Special 2" barrel
Walther, 1.65 cal. (Collectors)
Smith & Wesson. Model 30-1, 32 cal. 2" barrel
Navel tuella, 32 cal, (Collectors)
Smith I Wesson, Model 12. 3 airweight.
Model 19381 1.65 cal•
38 Special (tickle) 2"
led Jacket Ni. 4, limfire 32 cal, (Collectors) 3''barrel
Smith & Wesson 351 Nag. o barrel..
32 cal. Automatic (Collectors)
Smith & Wesson, Model 31, 38 special
Virgiein Drag*, 44 mag, $3/I barrel,. staieless,
airweight 2" barrel
rimfire,(Antigee)
Smith & Wessoe, Model 60, 38 cal. stainless.
Elms, 25 cal Model CT 21
2" barrel roll, V.R.
Roui, Nadel 61, 31 Special (Nickel) 3" barrel
Beretta. *del 7051525 cal.
lerstla. Mel 715, Cal. 310
HIGH STANDARDS:
New Aster Staudard, 22 cal. ado pistel
Spertkieg, n auto
RACK POWDER:
Americas Iliceetteial, 8" barrel
CIA 45 cal. 9" barrel
Seeliul, Dells 22 cal. 8" barrel
Model
Navy Arms. 44 cal., Cap & Ball, 9" barrel
Suermatic Trophy (Extras) 12 cal. 6" barrel
AMIS. 44 cal, Cap & Ball 1" barrel
„

II

No Reasonable Price Will Be Refused. All Soles Final, No Refunds, Exchanges or
Riturns Wáfth Foi-O-ur Grand-Opening AfThe Old Uncle Lee's Store In Olympic
Plaza Vernon's Western World & Gold And Silver Custom Jewelers.
Look What's Arriving
*Complete Jewelry Store
*Coin Shop
*Antique 81 Glass Shop
*Tobacco & Smoke Shop
*Jewelry Repair & Customizing
*Shoe Repair
*Sale Of Precious Metals
Hours
*Pawn Shop
•Leather Hobby Shop
9-9 Doily 1-6 Sunday
II

I' Slit 12-It I In MI RHSI. K. II IN.I H

Mart h 2 IS
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Vet attempts rescue soldiers in Indochina F

amily Problems? on th. lob problems Imams&

BANGKOK, Thailand
(AP)
The action
middle-aged American
civilians band together
for a dangerous, secret
mission to rescue, comrades they believe are
still alive an conunumst
Indochina, the place
where they fought as
young, jingle-wise Green
Beryls
The cast of characters
James "Bo'' Gritz, a
Vietnam war hero willing
to risk his life for what
many say is a lost cause.
Lynn Standerwick, a
young woman searching
for a lost father (lint
Eastwood, macho movie
star, alleged money man
The dialog& -It's a
good day to die
It takes
action and both Teddy
Roosevelt and John
Wayne are dead
I'm
afraid only God, the
mothers _ the wives who
reiniiIned true and the
Spet la! Forces want
them back "
A Holly W owl war
movie"' Maybe one day
Rut for the tinily being the
tale of Bo" Gritz and his
atteinpts to rescue GIs he
believes are being held in
Laos is very much reallife
On Monday. Gritz
a
ear -4,1,1 former lieutenant colonel in the elite
Forces
5
51M -4 . 461
aitte•fl iriti a isIlil e Station 'along the Thaiaotian border and Was
vias harged with
1,40 ,s,,,nat of an illegal
high-powered transmitter and is being held in
lieu of Stl,500 bad A hearing was Sa'hefluied for
nest vieek for Gritz anti
two others arrested
earlier on the same
(hares., two more
AllOT14'afIS surrendered
to Thai authorities today
iiritz. a highly
decorated soldier whose
father was killed in World
War
retired from the
U.S. Army in 1979. He
clainis he was approached, by it Pentagon
supenor who asked him
to retire in order to
undertake a -sensitive
assignment as a private
citizen "
True or . not, Gritz has
since been obsessed with
rescuing American
soldiers he believes ere
still alive in Indochina
and bitter that the U S
government has done little to save them
"Many of those who
served In Vietnam still
feel lost We have hollow
places in our hearts," he
said in a 1982 interview
w ith Penthouse
magarme -We basically
bugged out of Vietnam,
and we did it without
resolving the case of, our
people There are still
2,497 MIAs missing in
action over there "
In March 1981 Gritz'
assembled n other esGreen Berets in central

Florida to prepare for a
rescue mission inside
communist Indochina.
The mission was later
called off. He descnbed it
and other efforts as
"private-sector operations with tacit U S
government approval."
Several U S
intelligence agencies, Gntz
claims,supplied turn with
sensitive data on Indochina and sightings of
Americans. Gritz and
others in the POW-MIA
movement went out to
collect funds
Sponsors. according to
Gritz, have included
Dallas multimillionaire
H Ross Perot, Litton Industries; at- tars
Eastwood and William
Shatrier and a lot of "little
old ladies in tennis
shoes "
Gritz and some of his
men may have staged one
foray into 1410S in 1981
Then last November,
Gritz, three other
Americans and a number
of Laotian guerrillas
fighting communists in
their own country slipped
into Laos from Thailand
The operation was codenamed - Lazarus "
"It's a good day [odic."
Gritz reportedly said as
his team prepared to
cross the Mekong River
which separates the two
nations
He almost did
Accounts of the raid
vary but all agree that
the group attempted to
penetrate the rugged
area along the latitianVietnamese border. was
ambushed and fled to
Thailand
A document made
available to the
Associated Press, which
knowledgeable sourcus
say is the operations plan
for "Lazarus," talks
about reaching a 150-mile
"target-belt- wtiere
'several hundred live
American POWs a re
scattered
The plan, which contains what is behest-4 to
be Gritr's signature,
shows a detailed
knowledge of Laotian
resistance activity and
assumes the 1' S government us tacitly behind the
mission It talks about the
possibility of American
or Thai jet fighters and
helicopters being used
It is tune the POW's
came home,' the plan
concludes "It just needs
to be finished anti if I and
my people don't do it, I
don't know anyone in
Washington who will. It
takes iwtion and both
Teddy Roosevelt and
John Wayne are dead "
The November setback
did not stop (;ritz lie said
he left Thailand Jan 1
and returned later in the
month, but refused to
comment on newspaper
reports that he and other
Americans had been in
14103 on another opera Ii

Brown urges inances
for highway completion

at times. 4901 problems

many times those ore

resultot Drinking Problem!

Regional Alcohol Resource
(e roves treelineet Concept)
for further information Contact

Regional Medical Center — Madisonville, Ky.

(502)825-5648 or(502)683-0133
Moior Medical Insurance and Medicare Accepted.

Martha White Plain
or Self Rising
V

Flour

4
1It

S Lb. Bog
Save 60'

SUPER MARKET

si

"Low Overhead Moons Low limesWe Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Hours: 7 AM-8 PM
We Gladly Accept. Food Stamps
Pick-A-Pan-A-Week

II OUP STYLI MT PAN

401111
.99
*"..7:-77.77277177Mirrzzarizi
4
I ?:

-eoltest

Buttermilk;

With $10.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
or Drinks on Special 7ai1z12ZriZiOf

?

4mmon
R.C. Cola, 'Ali)
Diet Rite Colo,
Sundrop
R.C. 100

Bread
1 Lb. Loaf
Sore 20'

2/8

1 7 Go!. Size
Sore 36'

di 918
60oz.

27

...... 1//lo
111..1111,
/14110,

1

Alre/.10

Carton
Save 70'
Limit 3Cartons

Rosedale Blue Lake Cut

Green Beans 0,
Sweet Peas. 303Size 3/$1

Stew

Fla v.0-Rich

Airwick

69c

Cottage Cheese

Castleberry Beef

14 oz. Save 40'

* Soap

Von Comp

ServesSae Chicken &

Beonee
Weenees

Dumplings

69c
69`
so,. 2
/89`

Generic Both

* Tissue

So we 10'4 Roll Pkg.

Generic Jumbo Roll Paper

* Towels
•

9'

* Kellogg. Rice

5129

* Krispies

Sowe 24' 130:. Box

2/89`

Saw.29'74s or,
Keyblor Townhouse 1 Lb. Box

Crackers

save 26'

$729
I

26 or. Save 233/i

Duration

NasalSpray

$239

Reg. 3.09Save 70'S oz. Bottle

98c

Cough Drops
30 Ct, Bag Reg. 1.09Save 11'

i/11111,
0

ISIllit Iti i/l/

Frito Lay
and Ruffle Potato

1

89"

Sow 14'24 ox. Can

Halls Cherry Flavor

Morton Tabk

Solt

$ 79

Carpet Fresh

Save 20' 120:, Carton

Sore 10'4 pA.

89`

24 oz. COSI Sow* 20'

* lergens Personal Size

Margarine

Chips

3/79`

9

Chefway PuT

Vegetable
Oil

Pounder
Sore 40'

t2

-- A

•

Obtern% Can't rrmember

Today. David Scott, get involved.
Weakly and Gary - In Washington, Henry
Goldman surrendered to Cello. a Pentagon
Thai authorities in spokesman, dismissed as
Nakhoin Phanom Both "guerrilla theater."
were wanted on charges Gritz's efforts to find the
related to illegal posses- missing military men but
sion of a transmitter
said tharU S government
Gritz has promised to would act if Gntz came
up' with "clear, hard
tell all in court.
The Los Angeles Tunes evidence.
"We'll follow up any
reported last week that
President Reagan was leads from any source
told of the Gnuz mission that might lead us to
in advance by Eastwood Amencans who are missbutfollowed the advice of ing," Catto told reporters
his senior staffers not to Tuesday

On Feb
13, Thai
authorities in Nakhon
Phanom raided a house
owned by a Vietnamese
:.:ritz described as a
'dynamic, intrepid,
dedicated man willing to
commit everything in his
fight against communism •'
They seized a radio
transmitter and arrested
Edward Trimmer, an exGreen Beret. and Ms
Standerwick. whose
father was shot down
over Laos in 1971

FROZEN FOODS
MEAT DEPT.
*.*********************************s**********************************:
59cI WholeF
Broccoli Spears
59Csay.
Green Peas
.
Hams
Wieners Bologna
Corn
$ 09
$ 09
$25
!
:Potatoes chmicerstmerci"msagirig

WASHINGTON
He said it was imporKentucky Gov John
tant to coal mining in his
Brown Jr has urged Con- state to complete a NIgress to help finance mile highway which has
completion of some key been more than half
highways before phasing finished
out the federal program
The administration
linnet] at bringing remote
wants to end financing for
arras of Appalachia mto
the Appalachian
the mainstream of
Regional Commission
American life
this year.
Brown said the Appalachian states have the
Testifying in support of
highest levels of a bill that would phase
unemployment and out the commission over
poverty in the nation and five years, Mississippi
that building highways Gov. William F. Winter
pays dividends
said gains that have been
-II we don't give these made by the commission
people transportation to would be threatened by
jobs you're going to have an abrupt shutdown.
to keep them on relief."
"The devastation of the
Brown told a House economy of Appalachia in
Public Works and the current recession is
Transportation subcom- so vast and pervasive
• that grins of the past -it
mitteeon Tuesday
When the Appalachian years are threatened."
regional program was Winter said.
The Howe bill would
launched in 1963. •'they
discovered that lack of provide federal funds to
access
modern help finance about half
highways, was•big part the 1,3110 miles of highway
at the problem," said the commission wants to
Wed Virginia Gov. Jay finish.
• It would authorize $15
Rockefeller.
'Citing improvements million a year for five
brought by the Ap- years to finance water
palchlari Regional C0131- and other essential pre
mission. Rockefeller grams in 117 distressed
said. "What really has counties in the region and
dans the'Job was the mix SI million a year for three
of highway money and years to complete basic
vocational and health health care programs in
program money."
needy areas.

* Frosty Acres 8 Os. Box

Grade "A"Limit3Please

* Frosty Acres 1001, Box

dmiu ri

* Frosty Acres 8 Pc

On The Cob

Sov•20'

Field's or
Realms

Field.lee*:
lenses.
b
Zip Cot

field's Reg or Beef

$1
"*

24h 1L 4v.

* Lorry's Stuffed 120:. Box

OIC #124se.P811-

12.:,

*

Sew 14'
11**********************************

*k*********
Green

Zabbage
Z'orrotts
Apples
yore

Lb. he

ongerines
Sl
el 'i-

*******

.l5t

Fmk Lou.

Ground Beef
Mosty Stawkael
ilteend Check 1.59lb.
Alistgepws Smoked

0.29c

49`
.$139

Felinity Peck

Picnks

99c

Ham
Hocks
$709

lloofte IssifIer*

Roost
$729

lb.

1"

Vol)Bacon$

1111111isitii, 111

COMPARE
THE

ADA

DIFFERENCE!
The MEAT PLACE
guarantped freshness and quality'
-SR

U.S. Choice
Iowa Grain Fed

BONELESS
CHUCK ROAST

U.S. CHOICE
IOWA GRAIN FED BEEF — QUALITY I
U S Cho.c•

Sonless
Cheek Steak

U.S. Choice

BONELESS
SHOULDER ROAST
$ 59
Lb

MIMI
MUST
FITE1
1111111111101IS
MEI
TWINS

.29
Lb 99°
Lb 89*
L.49°

Lb $1

mu
sou

S000loss
Savoy Steak
, .•
lawless
Choi Stoat

$219

lawless
Cobs Steak

$2"

114011010SI

$111

2"

$

Stow Moat
•001f0.0 I

o

9.99

Ckiii Slick
Roorifoot

Fresh

PICNIC STYLE
PORK ROAST .
Fresh

Reelfoot

Pit
1110101IS.

Allisat

SOSO.

$I09
O

I2-oz

floc

.9

29

Field's Kentuckian

Fully Cooked

HAM
BONELESS
Center Slices
Whole
Lb2
$69

99
b$2

Franks ......
Reelfoot—Sliced

perk
Ff•SIN
$1 99
Lb
O

Old Fashioned

$169
9010Pa snore Lb.

Fresh--SlIced

Reelfoot -16-oz

Pork

Maw

Liver

Lb

$1.11

Rag Bologna

• III

• 111 • • •

Lb 59
6

9
.0UND

e

Fr•sh

PORK NECK BONES

.
59

Lb.

GROUND
0 I 7o LEAN

$169
Franks .......

'
1-41idit

gt 4 al

GROUND
IL F WITH
.t\ PURI
ILAN MLA I
COMPARE I He
00I ISI MCI

ms4712.11,

QUALITY

ftmensossocomisiok

GROUND BEEF
$139
Lb
3 lbs

Of more.

Prices on this ad are effective: Wednesday. March 2nd through Tuesday, *
March 9th. 1993. Wo reserve the tight fo Wolf quantities ond correct oil errors In the
printing and rnaluo•up of this ad.
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/
2-oz. Box

algal
TISSUE 41

Iowa
MANUFACTURER
'
S

osulpaus

BEM
CROCKER

CAKE MIX

OWN SIVE

00111111
SEE BACK PAGE

FULL DETAILS
DcIpBLE SAVINGS I

FOR

Limit
TwoI

wimo
IMM•Mir

d•air
=MM•
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.11MINED
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411•1
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Assorted t

Double 124

mm

Plain or
Self-Rising

Gold
Medal
,Flour

SALMON
Toll Con

Twin Pock

aouble

1U

Potato:
Chips

Pink
SOW

71/1-ok. Bog

89
5-Lb. Bag

C

IGA

Crisp Crust

Salad-Dressing
32 oz Jar

TOTINO'S
PIZZA
10-oz Frozen

99.

4.4),

Gm(
16

1.19
ARMOUR

Meat
Potted
31
/
4-oz. Cans

99C
3

4-Roll Pkg.

MIAMI
TISSUE

f r

20( Off Lobel

98

Trost
Armour
12-oz. Can

.29

$1

Limit 1•

12 Count

le11-0
Pudding
Pops.

'219
9
69c

Reg. or Fruit Punch

Five
,Alive
Juice
IGA

8 oz

Frozen
Whipped
Topping

Bakery Fresh
Double Layer

12-oz.

,

German.
Gh000late
Cake

*3.99

,•,-

•

MAXWELLGridoUSE
COFFEE
1 -Lb Bag

• .

4P •

Ch
3mooil

B

PI
111

•

Maxwell House

Instant Coffee

4.311

t.
riuminiono

The Bakery
Place...
Fresh Baked Goodness!

Del Mont. — 16-os Con

69
'

55.
IS os Sox

Ssid
Dei tenlies

Raisins

'149

$2.29

Poromaent — 3Gos.

„.•
27-oz.

Delicious Treat
Jenny Lind

•

srio

Cinnamon
Rolls

1GA — 11-os.
I/

eml••

r

Geon1 Sass — 41 os So.

.GLA
-.war

'1.49
996
2.'140

_

Peek liseeits

MaiSlap
sees. Beek

4 99!

1.111

ON*
leitAhoesipftes.

for

French
Bread

!2

10-oz. Jar

Ihydel ktorpst

'limy hal beim at pir
Aiipp Mrs I
Mita
Sim*
11110011k11-111heral
heft
h
Fresh Baked
18-oz. Loaf

PI
BL

Ile Selt

$2.59

Chicken Nss
oiChleken
ivalk •Tames

"whi
'
m

Hornestyl•

Chocolate
Chip
Cookies
$1•
Dawn

CSIOA
I POST

I BUN
I FLAKES

41111

ISO)
•

!;0
10:11..so
chettedle Cream of tsickon e

16-4ea. Soo

$1.19 1

fornily C twee", ,..,•41 cher Tussaoy

Msrdt
7Tt10

7011S

640

sr

UPTON
11111441111P
rirryor Ism";

ICR

•

•
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it's SPECIAL at IGA!
Assorted

2-Lb.

Fr
ifte

IGA
Orange
Juice

PINTO
BEANS

Orleks
7'A •Cq Bog

12 oz Con

59c 89c
1

IGA Cut

Pride of Illinois

Green Beans
16-oz. Cans

GOLDEN CORN

.
2 79

2for89c

for

Sliced, Crushed or Chunk
In Natural Juice

Del Monte
Pineapple
15-oz. Can 69C

16-oz Cans

2/89c
Pillsbury

Hungry Jack

Biscuits

$
3 .09
for

Both Size Bars
Gallon

PUREX
BLEACH
89C

Ica"

Soap..2for$109
Post

Bran
$1
Flakes...

Big Chief — 2-Lb. Jar
Smooth or Crunchy

With Coupon

PEANUT
I BUTTER

BETTY CROCKER
Ready
FROSTi
0, Ca NG $1•

29

IGA Tobl*Rite — 9,-oz

Cinnamon Rolls

'ow"' Calorie &niftier
Op or Wootorn Style or
:
Ne
i 4
y Chon•
Top Oboies Beg F

156

ondoiVitttos soofood

Chick.n

89s

50 Count So.
81.11
Coupon)
36-Os SO.
'1.31

Tun)

1601 BO.
81.11

29
49
19.
00

Pet Cleaser

loch

3114

si;i
vi
Sue 20 Count So.
t
rio
ntiiiiForn

Beauty Akio
Afi
sva7vo
illmispee or Ilsoiltioser
1
7 ;:trnei hefted'
fe
ir;fte Meson
Ahriman( et Twigil
rit

011•11111O

611111)

Ovum 60 Chicken of Terre

RIF
rferway

I

Pest Sem I

MP OM GIP MO

01 01010 — New* r wee.rri Styr or
irk,
Wes.Iles

M

79°11 FNS

widows.%mew

$1

39;

C.repen veld e0T! Tredri.

TOMO

641

119

to Spread

2.29
Con

16 or Box

642

I

IT'S THE TOTAL ON THE
TAPE THAT COUNTS

JI
ADA

THE PRODUCE PLACE.
freshness and quality that's guaranteed!

rail°
Oranges

4 Lb Boo
11 11111•11B•••

1.49

Witiiington State

DELICIOUS
APPLES
1b49
California
rAijOii Pearl

owe es lb.1.
8

sre;althilower
Fresh

Tender Broccoli..........

an

Bunch

Red or White

99°

US No. 1
POTATOES
8-Lb. Bag

Sno-White--8-oz

M

ushrooms .
.1111110110 a a a all

Saga

996

99.

Gorden Fresh

Green Onions.
GREEN
CABBAGE.

/Oa

a /WSW

H•clatt _

3for$1.00

19c
ass aseaseassass Lb.

1 -Lb. Bag

MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE
1 99

OPEN
SUNDAY
FREE COFFEE AND COOKIES

Limit one!

EACH SUNDAY AT JIM ADAMS

We Gladly Accept USDA Food Stamps!

THURSDAY & SA
MARCH 3 and 5

DIY

01.110111
SAVER..
DOUBLE!
COUPON REDBOTION
1. No.coupons-doubled
$1.C4)foce value.
2. No FREE coupons
3. No coupons doubledett
tobacco br coffee protium's.
4. Coupons must be preaseded
whit purchase ofthe
product and size.

•

MURRAY
IfigliTucKY
ON%

Kraft French, Creamy Cucumber,
Italian, 1000 Island, Catalina
16-oz. Bottle
Pourable --

Kraft Jet-Puffed

16-oz. Bag

Special Savings from

BLUE B NNET
and BANQUET!
BANQUET WHOLE — 2-lb. Box

FRIED CHICKEN
Sliced Turkey, Chicken
& Dumplings or
Salisbury Steak

Banquet
Buffet Dinners
3'ue
MA 1'1'11E
QUARTERS

2P1°°

Pr

Chianti

Loch of this
sok in sock
this od If er
ter you vow
reflecting tisi
entitle you ti
tised prices,

BO

Sil

lb

U.S.D.A.5kek

Sirloin'
U.S.D.A. Cbsic

Cube Sti
tetra leas

Ground
Steak Slices

For Children of All Ages...
Illustrated in Full Color...
Told in Easy-to-Understand
Language.

Here are some of the 123 stories...
OW TESTAMENT

NEW TESTAMENT

• The Creonon
• The Gorden of f den
• Coin ond Abel
•Noond!heAli
• Atworn s Vnion
• The Birth of Moses
• The Ten P,ogues
• Monno From Heaven
• David ond Goliath

of Jesus
• the visit of the Wtse Men
• it w?, 1.9ht into I gyp'
• "

4

ttl

• ate TernprOT.On

Tr•e. 411kiet

Cor.o
• the Sermon on the Mount
•The Feeding-of the MnMTde
• The Entry into Jet jsole,n
and the Resurrection
• 7 it. Mcirriogeln

A 12-volume set filled with the drama, beauty adventure and heroism of the great Bible stones that have been
on inspiranon to reoders all over the world for thousands of
years
The Children s Bible contains 123 of the most famous
stones from the Old and New Testoments. wntten in
simple languoge that is faithful to the Scripture. Eoch story
is illustrated in full color. and eoch has been designed to
offer children an inspirotionol educational ond enpyoble
expenence
In oddinon to the colorful stones. eoch volume contains
glossory of Geographical locanons. Biblical
illustrated
on
flowers Mops and other new moterial that has never
before appeared in print
The Children's Bible has been approved by leading
representonves of the Protestant. Catholic and Jewish foiths
.

Beef Sti

Catfish

Seal
Semi icelsolk

FFilets
irk
ile
teits0 IcotIolk

Sea
Scallops

lelloollt1

Flikts
liad.°C1
MIN SPOON

Gaff
ILOYsters

SO, START YOUR COLLECTION
TODAY...LOOK FOR THE
DRAMATIC CHILDREN'S BIBLE
DISPLAY IN YOUR STORE

bow
Fantail SI

NIS UM

WNW HOMO
Cost

Citti

Bra

0

p.

Co Krogering.ams

TTER
Prices effective March 2nd thru
March tIth in:

MURRAY, KY
Ou antIt y rttphti assented. 140no sold to'Seaters
C ooritolit 11183. Tho Kroger Co

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Holly
Farms Mixed Parts

Round Frying
Steak apakcyln

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
tech of these items is revered to be readily siveileble fir
side in tech Kroger store, except es specificolly noted in
this ad If we do rya out of is edvertised item, we will of
for you your choice of•unmoral,item, when available,
reflecting the sante savings, or • Rein Chick, which will
entitle you to purchase the eilvertised item it the eilver
tised prices, any time within 30 days

Cut

lb.

lb.

Mize Beef Bawls

Rump Roast
4
U.S.D.A. tlioko kW bootless

Boston Roll
Roast
lb

U.S.D.A. poke Beef (Steaks. lb. 52 98)

Sirloin Tip Roast

5278

lb

U.S.D.A. Ckolce Me Family Pak

Cube Steaks

58
52

lb

Silted Rib-Malt

Pork
Loin

$198
$16s

lb

Elltfa Learn

158

Ground Beef
Steak Slims ail Oz. Plig....$4.119)

Beef Steak-Mum...14: 5289

Sliced

Beef
Liver

Whole
Catfish
,S11119
lb

$3.28

ILefeen
Seafaad Specials
Nee Wane

Puck
Fillets

-

lb

lb.

79e

Fryer Wings

Ftstinl Wefts Or

Baking
Hens
Turkey
Breast

lb

Pork
Roast

Sliced
Bacon

BB

Snoolo1 Moo

Cost Cotter Shrimp

Out
Op

*409
$1.•

.
07.-99c
11

b.

5169

$159

hot INI14POS011.COON IMMO!W

Chick..Sticks

Lamb Shoulder

I 39

lb

USDA Choice

Leg 0' Lamb

5229

lb

lb.

la $2910

• BONUS BUNDLE •
lIS (NUCII JUAN
• )UK PORN SHAN
• 4 LK Pettit(MARTINS
• 4 tBS 5101110 SAUSAGI
I Circle S or Orowiter
• I (IS GROUND B111
• i

DUN Soo INK WI,lambs Not Sr

Cheese Hot Dogs

lb

Csame I Ossa or Missed I Owe

Kroger Ham

S117

• FREEZER BEEF •
cut I fileill,10

to tool uric 0W Atom

(MICR 011,11 VOW BMWS

01CUT1IO 000 MI

U t GOVT CRACOW DOKE MS

Whole Beef Side
U S GOUT GOMM 04010/ Ilsoo
Forequarter
US

YOur
(604(1

17 POUNDS Of MI II
All 101101fly

111121161 PIKS PIO Li

Bologna or Franks

9c

199

Armour Steaks

51 78

USDA Mice Sliced

arieties

Mr.Turkey Chunk

111r. Tinto Wash or Nail

Fasted Shrimp

Pork Sausage

51.99

Feet, Tails,liars or

Mtn Friel

lb

Bryan Pampered

Ground
Round

Pox Dlilipxo Pizza

1101

79C

Chopped Steaks or Genuine

Pork chitterlings
$1119
pall

Turkey Ham
inn
Corn Dogs

lb

88

49
°

IOW

59c139

lb

hoiS

Ftos-Anory I.

Molly Farms (Fryer Backs lb 29

Kwick Krisp

SO
Scallops

HMO
Foots

$199

lb

Fresh Picnk

Pork Neckbones

1110 iceboat

Sliced
Bacon

frozen 0 TO 7 Pounds

Pond Raised

Catfish Fillets

Klaq Cotton

Li
LI

GONT CRAM° CHOICE Off

Hindquarter

LI

$1129
$119
9139

lens I lees
12 01
PRI

Luncheon Meats

Ma SOO P P.%Maol Mame moat Sr
12 oz

Smoked Sausage

mat Hot Dogs
Beef Bologna

MOW SNOW ot liii

m

plzo

$229

KROGERINNIT-CMITTUR-ECONOMYMIEATBIIIFSwhole or Kabala
10/01.1

Coot Cutter
PawArr Pak

Presider

10Peelle Wall Only

Sliced
Smoked
Bacon Sausage
$158
.99°

CONE Anytime,
1201

Cost-.
Cutter
Wieners

COO Cutter

Pork
Sausage
$119

Misty
TortIto Wines or

Turkey
Drumsticks

49
°

I
I

Proton
S Pound 110s 0,1110

Pryer
Livers

$129

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the price
PAGE ONE A.- U

•

AT KROGER
0511t
41,

Pure Cane
(Plus Dep.)Sprite, Tab or

U.S.D.A. Grade A Kroger

Kroger
Sugar

Coca
Cola

Kroger 2%

Fresh
Milk

Medium

Eggs

10 lb bag

•

dozen

plastic gallon

16 oz. btis.

8

for
Assorted Flavors
Big 1K' Drinks

1 lb.
bag

12:. 19t

Bea
sPtn
Coffee
$ 99

Kroger

Yellow
Corn
cans3a 1
09
1701.
Kroger

vegetable
011
48 oz $189
btl

Assorted Flavors Duncan Hines

Cake
Mixes
18 zOZ.
box

89c

Gentry Oms
Pretzels

•':179c

US

99C

KellOgg S

Viva
Towels

Corn
Flakes
18 oz. $1119

89c

Kroger 11
Low-Fat Milk

pliastis

$195

Reg.. Sour Cream & Onion,13-8-0,
Ruffles Brand

Potato
Chips
8oz. $109

box

Knew
5200
01 99e
Catsup
Illacaresi & Mese
Kroger Dinner 37:):s $1°°
mow 40-5erve
Instant Potatoes 2$7SZ :159
*modals SIM*
Peaches
29:1 69c
Knew
Grape Jelly
'It $179
Mum Plate
slag
Mayonnaise
VOW
10 $349
Instant Coffee
WOW Krises
Saltine Crackers 11 89C
IOW Aerial
Bathroom Cleaner 17:i
Cat Feel
9-Lives
2"cat 79c
Lipid
Pure* Bleach
= 89t
Fir Ss MINN'
$425
Northern Tissue 11ri1•11
m

MILK PRODUCTS

bag

Save 10%
Pure vegetable

Chef-Way
Shortening
5clabn

$265

Flamer
Biscuit Mix
Knew
Powdered Sugar

In JeKe
Pineapple
Leeks Leaf
Apple Pie Filling
Polo
Small Peas
Cast utter

21b $119
boa

$119

Tea Bags
Ready To Peed

Similac
Formula

$159

320:.
1
:Lmmi
lmmosomemismool#

17ot 39C
cam

Raisin
Bran

93t

cast utter

"T
(. 65C
2001c31 89t

20Oz.
box

$169

Mustard or Teti*
Chopped Greens
lists Can
1101.
Cookie Crisp
WW II Ct.
Eatmore Biscuits.... sceat
Suns

204

SPICIAL COST CUTTER SAVINGS

Kroger
or LargeSmall
Curd
Cottage
Cheese

Kroger
Biscuits

9
24oz $I2

3 $100
120..

mew Ms& Frese Henla
Orange Juice
Anertzt Masers
Yubi Yogurt
mew Rats* Flaw
Ice Cream
Frew AssertIK Peesads
Creamdde

OW Grosse
Black Pepper

Assorted or Decorator

78sq.ft.
roll

$219

9c

31
9

TOXIN 90901,

Knot Mies/
plasm .049
116004
Fullmoon Colby
IMMO OW C8.11
2t:s 7r Orange hike
inn
Velveeta Cheese
Moped seem Petty
Land '0 Lakes

AT
Zulea Presh
ToothpasteI
8.402.

$123

act
:
i 89e,

24$r,
ezt, silo

Ban
Roll-On

shammigoo

11"For DeconeestiOrl
DRISTAN

.grac= •

12ct $1183
Extra Absoftent... Met.box $1.53
Toddlers....12 ct. box $2.08

SOL Tube or
141

uht.1"

Pa
ry timers
DPapers

W"

Dristan
Tobias •

34et. $2
29

2.50L$249
b.

Deign.Per Wasson

114 21

PersonalTouch
Razor
19

LET'S GO KROGERING FOR THE BEST
PAP TWO 2U

•

) •
/
4
.03-151

-

4111111b
TIN211111ARairoft

off

5-

r-

sown

Individually
Wrapped Slices

Quarters

Kraft
Kroger
Cheese Food Margarine
12 oz. pkg.

Sungold

Avondale Frozen

Sandwich
Bread

Orange
Juice

171.9
"
11

24 Oz.loaves

1 lb. pkgs.

6 oz. cans

for
3
Reyes cx Pisces CAI Dist

drager1201.1a5

Kroger Multi-Crain

kf09tr

English Walnuts la 5199

Strawberry Preserves 894

Sandwich Bread 24Z 794

Flake Coconut

With Fabric Softener

Reach for the Star

Fab
Detergent

Armour
Treet

Bath Size

Ivory

3

339

1202.
can

VA OIL

bars

P
8
543c1W

14:4 5129

Peter Pin

$129

18 oz

Peanut
Butter
59

Kroger tut or Freed, Style

TO 40%

WITH COST
CUTTER
BRANDS
and other Soper Cost Cutter items

Green Beans

3

16 01

$100

3

16 ol

$100

Plain or Self-Rising

Martha White
Flour

Kroger MIAOW Of Slited

White Potatoes

CARS

K'VW

Cast Caner

"it 634

Mustard
wow
Sandwkli Spread

14;

Cost Utter

111 oz.

BBQ Sauce

79C

59C

Plain °flocked

CostCutter
Buns

Mixed Vegetables

21°

Cartridge Blades
Cost Cutter
Fabric Softener

3 17,1 5109

KrtaW

SW

12 oz.

2 isc:1;s 79c

Kroger Sweet Peas or

draw Twia II

stcutter
Sett
26 oz.
box

Tomato Sauce

itambUrlder Or Hot Dog 8 ct

$159
1= 99c

Apple Juice
Anew
Potted Meat
Amer
Vienna Sausage

5149

Self- Rising Martha White

Corn Meal
Mix

3 sc:Le 510°
2 sc:L. $109

Krolper Dried

5 03

Pinto Beans

4b
ba9

994

2 lb
box

59C

bag

date RIO,101S34

wcaart 83c

Motor Oil

Stow

Long Grain Rice

•
BOrden

tad Crass

Goid Dolar

fretee

1:411 79c

G&W Pizza

Hot
Sauce

Arwidale

Crinkle Cut Potatoes
Cat omit
Green Mouthwash

Long Spaghetti

6 oz.

le ON or Water 4/
1
2ez. gel

2gc

quart
can
-Nee-

J

$1

111

Birds-Eye
Cool Whip

Rolls

100z.89c

White Bread

irm

$577

FROZEN FOOD

Fruit Topped

8oz.
tub

79c

FM Varieties

2

ow Saturant

Pelt

139c

Regular or Extra Creamy

Kroger Biscuits

Snug Tredi

14 oz
can

g

Country Oven

bun 1, Sown

25lb.

$1

BAKED FOODS

peg.

Regular

CON1111111/600-

15 OZ

Chum Salmon

srI

Parityr1011111
pair$149

89

Marta flay

THROUGHOUT Tom grain!'STORM
=1;ri;
Motrcmes on
\\T.
.
"Regular"

Dime
Brand

3:
01

Breast 0 Chkken Tuna

s Condensed milk

Edwards Pie Pieces344 $"
Ertra C04160

2°

Totino's Pizza

Wilk,sr Nil Os,

Wrestle

Kroger Bons

Corn on the Cob

Now Maio sr Wm Dmegli

VOW

English Muffins

2IA:

Glazed Donuts

14.161.-$219

4aar $119
01

V, 99c

OF EVERYTHING liNICLUDINOTIHIE PRICE
PAGE THREE 2

THE KROGER
SCCOVIer
•GARDEN!
IP
,
Golden Ripe Chiquita

3p100

Bananas
Strawberries
White Grapes

.00101,

"New Crop" California

pint9gc
II 29

Imported Thompson Seedless

4"/
'%
LiaiNikiL

Sunkist Seedless 113 Site(Bag of 10...S1.29)

.3.13°
I5c

Navel Oranges
Apples
Jonathan Apples

INaStainjtoitSt. Ex. Fancy Gold or Red Delicious 138 Size
(Bag of 10...S1.491
each
lAkkigan Grown All Purpose

• Floral Stioppe •
For special occasions or anytime at all, the
Kroger Floral Skoppe bas a large selection of
plants, fresh cut flowers and accessories at
affordable prices.

•:4

II

44$139
U.S. No. 1 All Purpose Round

White Potatoes
Asparagus

A Breath of Spring'

Primula
Plants

"New Crop" California Fresh

4-inch pot

99

Soot hr rn Favorite

Sweet
Potatoes
Hammes) Baskets

Pothos Plant

pt

20b1abg$1199

s099
lb

$1149
lb

Red Radishes or

Fresh

Fresh collard, Mustard or

Green

California

Turnip

Onions

Avocados

Greens

29c 3
) 3fors

21mhs

100°n Grade'A Wishbone Golden

8-Piece
Fried Chicken

Save 20'Per Loaf on fresh Baked

White
Bread

.69c
VII
klt
Shredded or
Chopped Slaw

or

AMIN •
-4•111111.

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the price
PAM POU••

PAGE FOUR 8

-

Mustard or

ip
ns

HILL ARK
JEWELERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
426 Broadway
DOWNTOWN PADUCAH
442-9333

Mon. thru Thurs.9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Sale Ends March 20th, 1983
1.I(l 19 97

Ruby
Emerald
Sapphire

14KT.
Gold
Rose With
Diamond

Rey 24 9/
minnommommmosommrommommuni

For Him —Collar Holder

Choose A Collor
Holder For The
Fastidious Dresser
Gold Tone
or
Silver Tone

Business
Cord Or Credit
Card Holder

tkt

14 KT Adjustable
Serpentine Chain
Alvvoys
The Right
Length
Y OU Arhus?
To The
Length

Beautifully croftea in
solid brass. perfect
gift oleo. Erprovoble

You Need__
In Seconds

Mtg.Sug. Retool 8 50

Lodi*,
Anaitroa
Sid.Function
Digital With Stra
Gold Tone
Reg. 19.90

Gem-Sonic
Jewelry Cleaner
Cleans ievrelry tarnish, stains, and
dullness by chemical action ond sant(
vtbrotion

-IiraineWitaUIMMaileaW

GIFTS THAT SAY I
I LOVE YOU
r

\Y\7
1/I
4*.

t•

st3441:11111101611111114
13.11.1MINIEMP

Stunning
Diamond
Solitaire
Avoiloble In 14 KT
White of Yellow
Gold 4 Prong
Prong
set
ot 6t,ngs

Gts. 114 ct. T.W.
9 Diamonds
14 Kt. Yellow
5 Diamond Signet
Gold
Ring For Him. 10 Kt
Yellow Gold

Diamond
Pendants
in 14 Kt.
White Of
Yellow Gold.
1110 ct.Reg 129 90

99"
116 ct. Reg 199 90

159"

Save Up To 200"

13 ct. Reg 249 90

Diamond
Bridal Dual
Two-Tone.

6900

199"
1/5 ct Reg. 299.90
1/4 ct. Reg. 399.00
1/3 ct. Reg. 499.00

229°°
2990o
39900

1/4 ct. Reg 349 90

Reg 200 00

299"
113 ct. Reg

.„2900
Sole

6 Dia. Insert
Ring 114 ct.
T.W.

499 90

399"
3lSct.Reg 599 90

112

Reg 399 00

114 ct.
s.
4,1AN Cluster
On With:1990a
14 Kt. An
( Ill
Reg
Band
349.00

gar°

1/2 ct. Reg. 1099.00 89900

ct. Reg 999 00

799"

11111.•
: 711410,1111FIV

• 1

I

Genuine Ruby
& Diamond Cluster
Reg 129 97

\

de

.•V;
44

\
If"

16 Diamond
Cascade Ring

11

T.W. Reg.99.90

Oval Shape Genuine
Aquamarine Surrounded
By 10 Diamonds. Set In
14 Kt. Yellow With Chain
Reg.
149.90

79"

Reg 149 90
I II I

\\
%\

no.T.W.Rog. 139.97
99"
Zips.T.W. Rog. 199.90

8 Diamond
Spiral Design
Reg 119 90

159"
23 pi. T.W. Reg. 249.90

199"
33p5.T.W. Rag 29990

239"
3 Diamond

a

•

T.W. Rog 449.90

Goma,'Aquamarine
With 4 Diamonds
14 Kt. Yellow
Rog. 179.90

Antique Look
Rig. 129.97

Solo

4 Reg 599 90
SO pt.ir.W.

`.. --19111r1.1.13rW—JraWPFWV-r '104."^"

New 14 Kt. Chains At Fantastic Prices

14 Kt.
Sparkling
Diamond-Cut
Charm Holder
& Charms
On Sale

7"-69'°

20" 169°°
18- 149°°
24" 189°°
Heavy Tr -Color Herrinbone
16" 99°°

30" 219°°

24" 149°°

18" 109"
Diamond Cut Herringbone-Georgous
•
, • .•
Ie.•

•.

f. A

•f•
•.
4•

.

164,AsPow-w
-

14 Kt. Light Serpentine 14 Kt. Double Strand
Serpentine Bracelet
16"
Necklace

7''-7"

_

*
14 Kt. Solid
Rope With
Barrel Clasp
7:' 59°°
16" 149°°
18- 169"

ri-Color
raider Serpentine

Reg 39 90

18--13"

el....1111re..,
-

i"NO •f,•41114411.4t4
,

Cultured Pearl
Necklaces

20%
OFF
Our

Finest Cultured

Any 114eckloco In Stock
Or Any Special
Order

Pearls-All

Beautifully Hand-Knotted With 14 Kt.
Clasps. Any Wonsan Will Cherish
MINI Pearls For A Lifetime. A Large
Selection In Stock, Now At 20% Say-

A

/ -

4mm Reg. 2.50

Diamond And
Pearl Pendant
14 Kt. OH"Incl.

t :t
.
"% , r
'kw./

Cultured
Pearl Beads

keg
79 90

97
Matching
Earrings

Smon Reg. 3.502
97
6nons Reg. 5.50

All

Reg.99.90

Sterling
Silver
Chain

Cultured Pearl Earrings

,
Nor Herringboose
kiwis

14 KT.Posts

-looking medium weight sterlong
Kyr hertIngboris necitchoin.
Reg.
Sao
16- Nocitioc•
86.50
$4.811
18"
SS.18
88.95
20"
$7.95
24"
VAS
89.50
7"email.
UM
8195
•

Ab

Borg Natural
Wicker Bath Scale
2625 52 Retail 29 95 Reg 20 95

end

*How 1
fort Sh
•etoil 3(

Pedestal Cake Stand

Dial

Had Pointed Peeceleis
%afford 93.10 Retail 25.95 Reg. 18.97

I. 14 Ki
Retail

A

arts
hop
Thick
.136

Sesame Street
3 Pc. Children's
Mug,Big Bowl & Plate Set
SST602VB Retool 10 50 Reg 7.97

Tudor Jewel Box
Walk Oiersur Ova Weisel
2695Reg.-

Ivory Earring Ring Box

ri
4 Mugs On Wood &
Brass Wall Rack
JAY14-1321 Retail 19.50 Reg. 14.97

32 oz.
Hand Decorated
Miter Parcekits
Gollstyn 565 Retail 11.50 Reg.7.97

Crystal Covered
Round Box
4"Memos.
Action 10151 ReelsS.50 Rog.6.97

echo
Silty
uooa

Two Pages. One Time Only Prices
Able, To Reorder. Sorry No Rain Checks

endant & Earring Set
*How 14 Kt. Gold Filled
ion.Shoped With Rhinestones
etail 30.00 Reg. 1997.

Sterling With Gold Overlay
Open Heart Pendant

14 Kt. Yellow Gold
Floating Heart Earrings

With Genuine Emerald.
14 Kt. Gold Filled Chain
Retail 23 97 R eg I 591

eru,1

14 Kt Posts

Peg 44 ',)/

Afro.)
el
l4

Genuine Blue
Sapphires

Diamond Earrings

1 Carat T.W. Cubic
Zirconia Earrings

Diamond Pendant
1. 14 Kt. Yellow Buttercup
Memotieg With Chain Reg. 49 97

arten's
hopping Block

"Norelco 1400 Watt
• Hairdryer W/5 Attachments
7 Pc. Crystal Salad Set Norelco 1400 Watt
SOW Bowl,6 Soled Bowls
Hair Dryer WIS Attachments

Hankcraft Cool Mist
Vaporizer Large Size

2699 7C Retail 14 50 Reg 9 97

240 Retool 28 95Re9 19 97

HB 1 800 Retoil 29 50 Reg 20 93

Presto Hot Dogger

11 Pc.Table Set
Sy Mom 16whisio. A Greet Gift
1500/29 Rea'13 95 Rog. 9.97

Cooks $ Does 1.60 SOCOOMIN
Retool 19.99 Reg 9 97

85085 Retoil 31.95

0.1997

L

The Place To Go To Save On Brands You Know
3Pc. Wood
Salad Bowl Set

Stainless Steel
Mixing Bowls

*Richly Grained Teakwood
oPlus POW Of Salad Servers
*Deep Bowl Measures 10"x4"
Retool 17 95 Model 503

Sc' Of Three
3 4 Qt 1Qt 30,

Anchor Hocking 3 Pc.
2 Qt. Casserole W/Cover
•4
r
•••

Revere Wore
9 Piece
Copper
Clod
ookwore Set

,

1101•W',.4 w
, hall"...
• r.

.•

Reg Oven &
Microwave

I Capper Beitewe's Synod
Host Qopickly Asti Eves*
While %Diodes. Steel
aeon Easily.
Tight Iiiitiog Cove.
Regal Moistmos
-.cot L11101111111011.111•1101111.111110

• -7.10,tritrwit
, 'Ayer

-

illterilley"1110111111111110111111,,

21SPERTI
sunlamp
Ameeassek Shut-OWThisse
WoWs
Goggles Issluded
Retail 169.97
S-363

„aid\
JJEST
Of baking, broiling,

roasting and cooling,
its the

Bake 'N
Broiler
Retail
10.50

•KLAsel,

.-s• .E4'4

Shop The Competition We Don't Hove Any
1141PINIMINOIIVEMINIMMINIVON-04 -t 7
Eafillfr

uniden 100 RANG
ExtEnd-a-ptionE

Bose Functions As Speaker
Phone Use As Intercom
Also Lost Number
Rediol, Desk or Wall Mount

Push Button Phone
WIMute/Almond
Auto Redial
Wall Mount
Bracket Included

ENTAX•
Kl000

r

agife

iiiminoric

The Unbelievable
Value in SLR's'

AMPOOrlif'

SA COO

7 75

°WWII

TDK Blank 90 Min.
Cassette Tape

.
444.8 VA.

• Easy to us. built in
mosiemg system
• Shutle,Weeds from 1
seCond 10 all aCii00 slopp.ng
1 1000

Retail 220 00
411Ifii•ALSVAIGN/WINV

.461°
NILYN
T "
-12° NM
TDK-VHS-T120-6mt
eg 29 97Savideo Tape
..mr,vaere...-.611,
*11011&"'
ENJOY THE

Frew Celan'
Fitter Holder
le Adepten Ring
With Purchase
Of Croft Leos.

SPECTACULAR SOUND
OF JENSEN:AM
SPEAKERS

Retail 399 00
On Len's

097

a II Mill
310611
2 WM •rif AKER %1•4311IM
• ,
,,f ;,,
I

i/

4

•

Iwo••••• wee re
11,
,
ilas ,Win
113•710•40,4 *o we
OW OM *ft NIP
lir
ki/PINO.
ON Mir•VW paw
IP Oa wooIa 0•10•wow.
emodet 4•••••posp fftr• 41111.01 10
MUM SW *.s. le paw %NA 1•110.0
4 COMO
losvio• ••••••• +see

POI,
etuil
14 95

MOOS 6 it TRIA1
3 WO srviera 1163111

4/ *MIN iii im p tiwr
•;
• 1." 9" %emitter
• 'I" midrange.
• f'

.,04401411•••••,,,

(:.*:1411)

74?,7

II NO tiall

s.'

1.T.T. Rotary
Dial Desk Phone
posy

I.T.T

go

telitull

Adiuthible

volume White or Bee
Retail 34 95

Aliddlii54411104

Royal 244PD
Commercial
WooCameierdel 124:11.0
Priesbadasplay Cando«
wish Coed*Sebum Is bd.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
1 P41 OR POP A

A Reel Offke
Werliseter
Mode Few wee le
011ke0,11...
12 Digit
LS Uwe Per Soterle

I I)

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS I
Scismtific
Pocket Caculator
Slide Rule
TM T1-3041 Sciontific
Cacaos*,is Powerful
•
And Affordable
Retail 17.00
_••

I
.J Za
LI 4
r_J

HILLItA71
L1
,(We
JEWELERS & DISTRIBUTORS

Declare

This is the season for declaration: Cranston, Hart, Mondale, Glenn - just
about
everybody is declaring these days. Well, We Declare too! We want to be electe your
d
favorite place to shop. We're running just as hard as we can for this post
and We
Declare that we'll give the best ilues and the best service in town at the lowes
t possible prices, and we'll do it day in and day out, every week of the year. And to prove
it
get a load of these spectacular values in every department, especially for
you,
especially for March.

FOOTFIXER Cileilllgog

by Clairol
So< ethes T ired Aching Feet With Automatically
,or meshed Heat and Vibratory Wales Massage!

10.00
Rebate

•

Crazy Brush
Styling Brush
•Vecsatale neateit steam stylony
ush helps
mid fullness WO shape
• rah),es soft flinuble femayable bf Mlles
• ufi'please "AK hanern pelmets easy unsvin0awl of

Sale Ends
March 20th.

Regal Ware Silverstone
Heavy Aluminum Fry Pans
Retail 9 95

Rebate
6.00

8% Skillet Sale

1 "Skillet Sale

op.CLAIROL
Retail 16.49

•

SPAOICE ALARM
tit

• 1,04, em.s• almiwitliwa.
mpg
• GIN. cearalna On. ova tamest,dew
filo
ttt •
es.* •••

10
11rei .)

ROYAL LTV Hendh•id Calculator
Royal s

L100 calculator gives you full-featured performanoe plus 10.000 hours of operation on one set
of batteries for a pocket-szect economy price. Its
got everyttwig you need for everyday calculabons.
fully-addressable memory, aukxnalic constant. live
percent key. positive touch keyboard. automatic
shut off and lots more

HELP SAVE YOUR
FAMILY'S LIVES!
,

Retail 10.97

MFM Stereo Radio
WIHeadphones
Belt Clip
Featherweight

•
FRIMEI
Food Fitness Ana Fastran
BoOkIet Wok tar the rouPlool
on every 9-5- Bag
<NI

• -7

namic
lassics
ip Cycle Exerciser
kit

ch out on full-length vinyl mat
pedol your way to {inn*. hips,
cohies. some*.Stores

Retool 13,95

1144•/•1
21130

Retool 39.97

41Plir214=1I
The Saving Place'

Inds March 5,1953

her

e;
r
4li
&.

4I.

_A

Your Chola,Ali"

A.

Vai
OpOC tty

96 99-spT. 99
, 2,99° 2.99
24-

Pk

-pf

Of
50

P1(0,:

lien's Tube Soaks

darylic/nylon.
risai

U

&Sidled MOW Bolls
VANtcrunchl 13 oz.'

Candy Favoring
A sweet selection.

flele•it

*NW wog

ME MORE X

Trash Can Uners
1 5-rnel plostic Save

f
\II% • %I

5

1.99E. 3or99°

Camel*Tapes
604in.blank

Sloss Ovenware
Dielwailher safe.

Cellophane Tap.
1451000.Clem.

..... •

••

-wiLtf1/1

urnis 2
2241.- oL barn.. -1.•
Sallsilas

Cafeteria 3pecia

1.

pleassitte Oman
Niessti•/1011100100
Modloalsd.10oz.'
iii1POrborne.
vim •
"AM You Con ear Pftd fish Dinner

.99

Walt ides,Slaw,Ile* And Soder
murs .sot Orgy
AvalkOle Ordvi 1.Skims Sim Ca•••••wa

2.29

4.99

2.99

6.99

Our
Reg 2.96
Misses' Classic T-shirts
Comfortable cotton t-shirts
V. or crew
SlyieS. Save.

Our
5.97-6.97

Stylish Polyester Smocks
et smocks
Easy-core.2
in prints,

Our
Reg 4.22
White Or Beige Fashion has
lightly podded. seamless lace
bras in easy-core fabrics. Save.

4.99

4.99
kn.

2.99

4.9 .4.6.96

Ea. - Our
6.96-7.96
Bold Tops Or Stretch Pants
Striped polyester/cotton tops
ester pants.
or woven

Tops For
Scroon prints, tw
doe's's:. Polyester/

Our
Reg 996

Print Loungers For Spring

Misses' polyester

.99
8•

Our
Rog. 10.97
Monis Hooded Sweat shirt
Polyester/cotton with tull•zip
front.Chaim al colors.. Savo.

Ow

11.99 R•61. 317
Owes Tishlit %VIM Korner
Kodeltpolyestericolton
.Colors.
shirt willt

AIR

Our
Rog. 3.97
Screen hint Shirts For Hen
Crow-neck I-shirts at polyester/canon. Calolik PIN&

Ibil Shirt

al*
silh
Mertiii
.cit=r
et
ioot

I

• •••(t' ADV. HT's(()
MIN( HAP4Disf PI u 1( r

«

APIAlrors€:=

We Honor

The Saving Place*

VISA

.3s Va.Ine WOO

Ulm Low

99°

19x33"
Rai
l

1.99

Polyester Thread
32 spools' with rack.

4001
Ea.
.
99
Tailored Jewelry
Variety of styles.

Staying Cords
Pinochle or poker.

JELLO
4

jsp -e•Oetalln
3-02.-net-w1. box

Food Moorage Sags
Roomy nand-up bogs

4.99

U.

4Pkgs.

Seething Vaseline'
Petroleum *Sy. 15 oz.•

Oleposablo Razors
6 pivoting razors

Ilecidc Alarm Clock
Easy-rood numerals.

•4004.4

194C
mar Imo l`r••
Wei Orrorcey Ilecor•

33.99
-3.00

COIN
20411(
Alba Illatare

35.99
30.99
PRIGS AFTIR MAU PRICE'JUR RABAT'
7635

061S32

Crockery-Kettle'
Stonewar owcooker.

001110pener

Id fickler.

1.99
30.99 35.99
r
vanelown•
Roomy Toast-a-Over,*
toost-R-Overio/broiler.
Balcm toasts, browns

,
118011211IMMO 124 my 011prielror

seammowansows 211121211212214

Aluminum Pry Pan
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Knit* Or Sharpening Kit
lock-bock knife or kit
with oN.2 stones,case.
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Melded Soot Soot
Tough moided plastic
in choice ol colors.

MacGregor Sports Bog
Roomy. lighhyeite )
rxford nylon bog.
s.

Combination

Spinning Or Spin-casting Reel-and-Rod
=g,
reef with 3.1:1 gear ratio and 200 yds.
. Spin-Costing reef 404'" with 75 yards of me.

Your Choice
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3-plees Fennel Sot
• purpose tunnels for
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11-get.inseamsCan
Sturdily constructed.
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metric wrench set.
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Cozy Acrylic Blankets
In an array of colors
Suiten/King Size, 11.99
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Deluxe Wicker Mimes
Al beautiful as they are
usefuL Super seleallon.

Each
Deluxe Wicker Monter.
Dispiay your greenery
In handsome planters
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Arsyl
CoiOIS
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ton panel with 5" hem
Panel. Se. S.
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Cake/U*11y Pan
Heavy plated stee1

Handy Roost Pon
Aluminum 11%x 16x 2

Wm. Dow* Cleaner
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AM/PM Clock Radio
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Maw Doormat
Rico straw. 14x24x 1-
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Snooze bar, fed nos.
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Toddlor Girls Dorm Shirt
Cute shirt of polyester knit.
Choice of prints. Sizes 2-4.

Y
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Choice
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Men's Nylon Socks Or Nese
Nock socks sizes 12-14. °vete

19.991P01:97

Ma's Leather Work Meets
welt steel shank.
?
sole. 6.Leather.

lr=

Your

Top Or Shill Per Infants
Girls' print top of boYs. Mid of
cotton/polyester knit.

Pak.Of Men's crew Seeks
Comfortable cotton/
hith aushkxted foot.

Pair Pumps
7899Special Purchase
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Women's Pumps Or Itemlels
Textured pumps or inteilkosondals ci
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Choice
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Your Choice
Pair
Our Reg.
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Men's Or Boys'Joggers
Suede-look. padded Insole
and collar.

